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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND UNITS
The symbols and units usled here are listed below.	 Values of
fixed points, and other quantities are given where applicable.
R =	 gas constant; 82. 0597 cm 3 atm/g mole K
P =	 pressure, atm
1-sat
	
= vapor pressure
Pmelt
	
=
melting pressure
PC	-- critical pressure, 50. la atm
P t 	= triple point pressure, 0. 00150 atm
V = molar volume, cm 3/g mole
T =	 absolute temperature, degrees Kelvin International
Practical Temperature Scale where the triple point of
water is 273. 16 K;
	 below the oxygen boiling point the
NBS 1955 temperature scale is used
T	 = critical temperature,
	 154. 77 Kc
T 	 = triple point temperature, 54. 3507 K
T 	 = boiling point temperature, 90. 18 K
P density, g mole/cm 3 = 1/V
P c	= critical density, 0. 01362 g mole/cm3
P t	 = liquid triple point density, 0. 04083
g mole/cm3
P sat L = saturated liquid density
vii
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i00
AJ
B(T)
C(T)
Cv(To P)
C p(T, p)
Csat
S(T, p)
H(T o p)
U(T, p)
W
Molecular
Weight
satG	 = saturated vapor density
Pmelt L = density of the liquid along the liquid-
solid boundary
pl	= a selected density in the compressed
liquid, 0. 028687 g mole/cm3
generalized coefficients in approximating equations;
numerical values given in tables
second virial coefficient, cm 3/g mole
third virial coefficient, (cm3/g mole)2
heat capacity at constant volume, J/g mole K
Co (T) heat capacity of the ideal gas
heat capacity at constant pressure, J/g mole K
= heat capacity of the saturated liquid, J/g mole K
entropy, J/g mole K
enthalpy, J/g mole
internal energy J/g mole
velocity of sound, meter sec
31.9988 g
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THERMODYNAMIC AND RELATED PROPERTIES
OF OXYGEN FROM THE TRIPLE POINT TO 300 K
AT PRESSURES TO 330 ATMOSPHERES
by
L. A. Weber
ABSTRACT
The results of new experimental pressure-volume-temperature
measurements on oxygen are presented. The data range in temperature
from 54 to 300 K and in pressure from l to about 330 atm. The following
properties are tabulated for selected isobars: molar volume, (a P/a p)Z,,
(3P/6T)e internal energy, enthalpy, entropy, specific heats at constant
volume and at constant pressure, and the velocity of sound. Additional
tables present the above propertie-4 for saturated liquid and vapor, the
freezing liquid P-V-T relationc. 1hip, and the derived Joule- Thomson in-
version curve. P1ew values for the critical density and triple point density
are presented, and the second and third virial coefficients are tabulated.
Key Words: Density, enthalpy, entropy, equation sf state, fixed points
(PVT), Joule-Thomson, latent heat, melting curve, oxygen,
	 4
properties of fluids, saturated liquid and vapor, specific aeat,	 I
vapor pressure, velocity of sound.
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
The importance of oxygen in the U.S. space program and the
lack of comprehensive and accurate data for many of its physical prop-
erties have led to an extensive research program at the NBS Institute
for Basic Standards. 	 The results of part, of that program are presented
here in the form of extensive tables of P-V-T data and derived thermo-
dynamic properties,.
Prior to 1960 there were relatively few measurements of the
1'-V-T properties of oxygen at low temperatures. 	 This condition was
esFzcially true for the compressed liquid.	 In 1960 and 1961 Timrot and
Borisoglebskii Lis Z] and Van Itterbeek and Verbeke [3,43 published new
P-V-T results for the liquid. 	 However, these results were limited in
scope and there was disagreement in the region in which they overlapped.
The results of the present investigation consist of approxialnatel
1.00 _P -V-T points at 111 different' densities varying from 0. 0047 to 3
times the critical density. 	 This constitutes approximately two-thirds of
all the P-V-T data published for oxygen.
The data range, from the triple point temperature to 300 K for
the high densities and from 85 K to 300 K for the low (subcritical) a
density points.	 The data range in pressure up to about 330 atm.
The highest and lowest density data were represented by two
analytic surfaces while the intermediate densities were fitted to a large
2
m's	 ,
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number of isotherm polynomials. Second and third virial coefficients
were extracted from the low density data.
This representation of the P-V-T surface together with the
specific heat of the ideal gas [5] allowed the calculation of thermodynamic
properties of the gas at temperatures below critical and of all densitieo
at temperatures above critical. Thermodynamic calculations for the
compressed liquid at subcritical temperatures made use of additional
data in the form of new experimental determinations of the heat capacity
at constant volume [6] and heat capacity of the saturated liquid [71 from
this laboratory.
The properties calculated using this smoothed surface are com-
pared with some of the P-V-T and thermodynamic property data from
the literature.
This report is also available with Tables XIII and XIV in
English units. Inquiries should be addressed to the NBS Cryogenic
Data Center, Boulder, Colorado.
,3
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11. EXPERIMENTAL P-V-T MEASUREMENTS
A. Apparatus
The cryostat designed and described by Goodwin [8] was used
with minor modifications. These modifications are listed below in
terms of the nomenclature used in reference [83. Early vapor pressure
measurements yielded resuJ;ts which were lower than published values
by 0. 04 - 0. 06 atm, indicating the presence of a cold spot in the stain-
less steel transition capillary which connects the sample holder to the
top of the cryostat. Jacketing the capillary with 1/8 inch O D copper
tubing removed this difficulty. For the high temperature (T > 150 K)
portion of the measurements the shield, shown in Figure 2 of reference
L8],was replaced with one that completely surrounded the sample holder
thereby cutting heat losses to the cold wall. For measurements above
200 K the only refrigerant used was the liquid nitrogen in the open dewar
surrounding the cryostat. The oil operated dead-weight gage pressure
ineasuring system was modified, as shown in Figure 1 here, for safety.
Two i.vll pressure detectors were used. The first separated the oil
in the gage from an intermediate nitrogen gas system. The second
separated the nitrogen from the oxygen sample. Thus in the event of
d
a diaphragm failure there was no chance of high pressure oxygen coming
in contact with the oil. With practice the two-diaphragm system could
be operated with as much sensitivity as the one diaphragm system
15
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in reference [8]. All external capillary lines, valves, and gages were
cleaned by flushing with liquid Fr y-ort Repairs to several of the glass
flasks in the gasometer system necessitated recalibration of these
volumes. The 1-liter flask, which was the primary standard of volume,
was calibrated by weighing with water and agreed with the original
calibration by Goodwin [8] to within 0. 02 percent. The 2-and 6-liter
flasks were calibrated by both water weighing and by gas expansion
from the 1-liter flask. These two independent determinations agreed
to better than one part in ten thousand in each case. The 21-liter flask
was calibrated by gas expansion only, with an estimated uncertainty of
0. 04 percent. The volume of the sample holder was recalibrated by
gas expansion into the 1- and 2-liter flasks. The volume obtained was
25. 852 t .015 cm 3- in good agreement with the earlier measurementsp
by weighing with water, of reference [81. The relationship used to
calculate the elastic stretching of the sample holder due to pressure
was modified to correspond more closely to experimental results on
similar thick walled vessels [9]. Thus, equation (5. 2-7) of reference
L81 was modified to become
V/Vo 0 1 + a [ 1 + 4. 35 • 10 -4T ] ' Patm'
	
1)
with a = 2. 3 x 10- 6 atm-1.
This modification changed the calculated densities by 0. 04 percent at
300 atm. A quartz bourdon gage with a sensitivity of 10 - 3 psi was used
6
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to measure the pressure in the gasometer flasks for the density detsr-
minations .
The estimated relative error in the measured pressures is 0. 01%,
increasing somewhat at the lower pressures. Corrections were made
for the hydrostatic pressure of the oxygen +n the capillaries, which
often amounted to several hundredths of an atmosphere. Temperature
readings may deviate from the thermometer calibration by 2 millidegrees
at 50 K, increasing to 28 millidegrees at 300 K, due to the specifications
of the potentiometer used. To this must be added the deviations of the
International Practical Temperature Scale from the thermodynami
temperature scale, perhaps as much as 0. 02 K. and the uncertainty of
the calibration itself, probably less than 0. 002 K. With this apparatus,
however, temperatures are reproducible to within one millidegrec. Un-
certainty in the density determinations is estimated at 0. 1 percent for
low pressures, increasing to 0. 14 percent at the hig -3st pressures. A
precision of the order of 0, 025% has been realized.
The samples used came from commercially available cylinders
of ultra pure oxygen and were passed through a molecular sieve trap at
76 K to remove water.
1
B. The Data
The measuring technique used here is the modified Reic:hsansta.
method described by Goodwin [8]. The data were taken along experi-
mantal pseudo- isochores,' hereafter referred to as runs. Due to the
7
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precisely reproducible nature of the temperature control system, data on
the various runs were measured at the same temperatures and therefore,
could be rearranged into isotherms at the conclusion of the experimental
work. Data were taken at integral temperatures with,
 2 K spacing from
56 K to 160 K, 5 K spacing from 160 K to 200 K, and 10 K spacing from
200 K to 300 K. In the low density gas phase a 5 K spacing was used
between 85 K and 150 K.
For convenience the data may be divided chronologically into
four series. Table I shows the distribution of the data between the
series.
Table I. Four series of experimental runs.
Series	 No. of Data	 Points	 Run No.
	
I	 239	 33 - 51
	
II	 922	 53 - 108	 1
	
III	 275	 109 - 137
	
IV	 67	 138 - 145
Between Series I and II certain changes were made in the apparatus
which necessitated recalibration of some of the volumes external to
the cryostat. Between Series II and III the apparatus was moved to a
new building and most of the external volumes were rebuilt. Series IV
differed from the others by the way in which the density and pressure
were determined.
8
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The data were checked for systematic deviations between Series
I, II, and III in the following way. Isotherm polynomials were fitted to
the data in the regions where the data of different series overlapped.
rt
Y.
The deviations of all points in a series, expressed as percent error in
density, were averaged. The results showed that the internal precision
within each series was good ( 0. 015 76 to 0. 025%). However, while Series
I and III were in agreement, the data of Series II differed systematically
by an average of 0. 06 6% in density. The origin of this difference is not
clear. However, since the smoothness of the P-V -T surface is of ut-
most importance in the calculation of thermodynamic properties, the
densities of the data of Series II were arbitrarily multiplied by 1. 00066.
This diffe rence falls within the estimated overall uncertainty of the data .
Series IV consisted of data in the very low density (0. 0047 n, P/pc
r0. 14) gas phase between 85 K and 150 K. ` Pressures were measured
with a quartz bourdon gage. Densities were too low for the use of the
gasometer and were extracted from the measured pressure at 160 1{,
using virial coefficients obtained from the data of Series II and III.
The single-phase experiments P-V-T data are presented in
Table: II. The column labeled "IDENT" contains the identification
number of each point. The first two or three digits are the number of
the run or experimental isochore and the last two are the number of the
point. The entries in runs 132 and 133 which contain no value for the
9
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density are pressures measured on the melting curve. In addition some
pressures were measured along the vapor pressure curve. They are
given in Table III and were used mainly as a check on the vapor pressure
curve taken from the literature. Because of the rather large vertical
dimensions of the apparatus no attempt was made to take data in close
proximity to the critical point.
Table III.	 Comparison of vapor pressure data with equation (7).
Temp PeXp peq (7)"Pexp
K atm atm
114 6.995 0.000
116 7.934 .000
118 8.963 .001
122 11.301 .001
126 14.048 -.002
138 25. 167 -.003
139 26. 320 .003
139. 1 26.437 .003
139.2 26.554 .003
139.3 26.673 .004
139.4 26.791 .005
140 27.499 -.002
142 29,983 -.003
142 29.989 .003
146 35.440 -.008
154 48. 67 6 .001 
154 48. 67 5 .000
154. 1 48,857 -.006
154.2 49.047 -.005
154.3 49.233 -.008
10
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C. Representation of the Data
1. Representation of Experimental Data. The purpose of the
present calculations is the determination of the best possible derived
properties. Therefore no attempt was made to fit all the data with one
wide-range equation of state. Instead the data were divided into three
regions and the data in each region was smoothed and interpolated by
the means which seemed most appropriate. These regions are illus-
trated in Figure L and are considered separately below.
In all of the curve fitting the data were weighted in a manner ap-
propriate to the expected uncertainties in the variables involved. In
some cases curves were constrained to pass through a given point or to
have a particular value of a derivative at a given point. For details of
this technique see Hust and McCarty L 1 21.
Low Density Gaff. At densities of 0. 006709 g mole/cm, 3 and less
(Region III in Figure L) the data were represented with a virial surface,
P = RT Lo+ 13(T)P + C(T) p3 ^.	 (L)
The second and third virial coefficients were expressed as a function
of temperature of the form
5 
A T
,(1 - J)/4
J
J = 1
.	 C(T)	 A
J 
T	 J,)/?.- )^
J=1
11
(3a)
(3b)
1,
12
To
 
K
Figure 2. Temperature-density phase diagram showing regions
for thermodynamic computations
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The parameters used in equations (3a) and (3b) are given in Table IV.
In addition to 2.96 P-V-T data points, the surface was also fitted to
14 experimental C  data points [6J between 150 K and 300 K. The
average deviation of the calculated heat capacities is 1. 3676 approxi-
mately equivalent to the uncertainties in the experimental points. Be-
tween 150 K and 300 K the standard deviation of the P-V-T points is
0. 048% in density. At temperatures below 150 K the data of Series IV
show an average deviation of 0. 12 percent in density which is system-
atic and which becomes worse with decreasing temperature. These
data carried relatively low weighting, and it is expected that equations
(2, 3a, 3b) represent the best approximation to the P-V-T surface at
low temperatures. One possible explanation for this discrepancy would
be physical adsorption on the walls of the sample holder. It is more
likely, however, that we are seeing small errors in the pressure meal-
urernents. The virial coefficients, calculated by means of equations
( 3a) and (3b) are tabulated in T;.,Lble V. The columns labeled "ISOTHERM"
f
contain the results obtained. by .fitting equation (2) to the data along in-
dividual isotherms.
High Density Liquid.. The high density compressed liquid, (Region
I,F igure 2), bounded by the melting curve, vapor pressure curve, 330
•	 atm isobar, and the 128 K isotherm, was represented by a twelve para-
meter empirical surface given by equation (4):
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Table V.
	
The second and third virial coefficients.
	 Units are
(cc/mole) and (cc/mole) 2 respectively.	 The quantities 6B
and 8C are the estimated uncertainties.
SECOND VIRIAL THIRD VIRIAL
EO	 (3) ISOTHERM 68 EO	 ( 3) ISOTHERM 6C
-267.78 30.	 -21462 15000
-240.67 -12764
-217.51 -7058
-197.54 150
-3326 4000
-180.20
-904
-165.0 5 644
-151.71 1609
-139.91 5. 2187 1000
-129.41 2507
-120.02 2659
-111.59 2702
-103.98 10 2677 1010
-97.08 2611
-"90.81 -90081 0925 2522 2515 40
-85009 2423
-79.84 -79.85 0.25 2320 2322 30
-75.02 -74,09 2'21'9 2213
-70.58 -70.50 2122 2107
-66*48 -66.38 2031 2014
-6..67 -62.58 1948 1932
-59.14 -59.03 1871 1853
-55.85 -95.74 1801 1784
-52.77 --52.67 1738 2722
-49.89 -49.80 0030 1680 1666 30
-47.20 1628
-44.66 -44.59 1580 1570
-42227 1537
-4002 -39.98 1498 1490
-37.90 1461
-35.89 -35 * 87 1428 1424
-33.98 1397
-32.17 -32.18 1368 1369
-30.45 1342
-28.81 -28.85 1317 1322
-27.25 1294
-2507 -25.81 1273 1280
-24 * 34 1253
-22.98 -23.04 1234 1.243
--21.68 1217
-20.44 -20951 1201 1213
-19.24 1186
-18.09 -18.13 1172 1179
-16.98 1160
-15.92 -16.01 0.30 1149 1162 30
TEMP
K
as
90
95
100
105
110
lls
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
18'5
190
195
200
205
210
215
220
225
230
235
240
245
250
255
260
265
270
275
280'
285
290
29'5
300
w^.
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P = RTP + (A 1 + A 2 T + A 3 T 2 ) + (A4 + A 5 T + A 6 T 2 + A7T3)P
+ (A8 + A 9 T + A 10T 2 )P + (A11+Al2T) P 3 ' 	(4)
The values of the parameters are given in Table IV. The surface was
constrained to a value of 0. 028687 g mole/cm 3 for the density of the
saturated liquid at 128 K. The 55 7 experimental points in this region
exhibited a standard deviation from the surface of 0. 024% in density.
Intermediate Densities. The data in Region II of Figure 2 were
approximated by 35 isotherm polynomials of the form
N
P RTP + A P(J-1) ,	 (5)J
J= 1
A1 = A 2 = 0 for T > Tc.
The number of coefficients used varied from four at 128 K and at 300 K
to a maximum  of fourteen for the 156 K isotherm. The star,^dard devia-
tions of the 650 data points averaged about 0. 0276 in density for the
various isotherms.
Melting Curve. Experimental runs #132 and #!33 included 21
values of the melting pressure at 0. 1 K intervals. The measured pres-
sures varied from 12 atm to 160 atm. These data were fitted with the
L__
Simon melting equation in the form
CP Pt + Po [CT/TD - 1]	 {6)
16
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with c and T t being varied to obtain the best fit. The first row of Table
VI gives the set of parameters obtained with a being the standard devia-
tion of the fit in atm. The value obtained for T t , 54. 3507 t . 0005 K. will
be used here as the bea.: t value for the triple point temperature.
The second row of Table VI shows the fit of equation (6), with
the value of T  obtained above, to the data of Mills and Grilly [13].
These data are less precise but extend in pressure from 357 atm to
3500 atm. The third row of Table VI gives the parameters obtained
by fitting equation (6) to both sets of data, using a relative weighting
equal to 1 Q 2 . Table VII illustrates this last fit.
Table VI. Parameters for the Simon meltine e q uation for oxvsen
Data Used PO c T a, atm
This data only 2627.9 1. 7T5 54.3507 0.041
Data of Mills and 2666 1.754 54.3507 5. 1
Grilly [13]
Both sets of data 2637. 2 1.769 54.3507
2. Additional Data Used. Certain data from other sources were
used as supplemental information for these calculations. Vapor pres
sures '
 used here are based on the data of Hoge [101. These were pub-
lished in analytical form by Stewart [ 111, whose equation is reproduced
here for convenience.
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Table VII. Fit of the Simon equation to melting curve data.
Dita in lower Part are from Ref.	 [13].
T P EXP P CAIC DIFF
K ATM ATM ATM
54.50 12.86 1.2.83 -0003
54.50 12.80 :12.93 0.03
54.60 21.42 21.44 0.02
5400 30.12 3006 -0006
54.80 38971 38069 -0.02
54990 47.30 47.33 0.03
55.00 56.01 55049 -0902
55000 55098 55099 0001
55.10 64^66 64965 -0000
55920 73.29 73.33 0005'
55.30 81098 82.03 0005
55.40 90.67 90.73 0006
55050 99.48 99.45 -0.04
55.50 99944 99.45 0.01
55.60 108011 108018 0.07
55.70 116.88 116.92 0904
55080 125.68 125.67 -0001
55.90 134.52 134.43 -0009
56.00 143.26 143.21 -0.05
56.10 152.01 152.00 -0.02
56.20 160976 160980 0.04
58.5 7 369 .10 372 .89 3.79
59079 487*40 484.69 -2.71
61.92 691.20 684.11 -7.09
63.93 876920 877.19 0.99
65.79 1055.40 1060908 4.68
67.85 1272.70 1267.32 -508
69.92 1489.90 1480.50 -9.40
71.96 1699.60 1695.39 -4.21
74.40 1964.30 1958.64 -5.66
76.54 2201.50 2295.05 .6045
77.06 2249.90 2253.27 3.37
79.03 2470.30 2476960 6.30
81 * 04 2712.20 2708.91 -3.29
83.39 2976.50 2986.18 9.68
85.33 3217.00 3219966 2966
87.31 3465.70 3462.20 -3e'50
k
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InP(atm) = Al + A 2 T + A 3T 2 + A 4 T 3 + A 5 T 4 + A 6 T 5
+ A7 T 6 +A 8 T7 	 (7)
Values of the coefficients for equation ( 7) are given in Table IV.
The critical temperature (154.77 t.03 K on the International
Practical Temperature Scale) and critical pressure (50. 14 atm) are
also taken from Hoge [10]. The thermodynamic properties calculations
are based on the thermodynamic functions of the ideal gas calculated
by Woolley [5].
3. Derived Data. The representations of the experimental
data, in the previous section, allow us to derive other useful properties.
Isochores. In the calculation of most of the thermodynamic
properties the quantities (O'/3T) P and (6 P/6 T2 P) are needed. In
Regions I and III of Figure 2 these quantities are calculated from the
analytic surfaces. In Region II the isotherm polynomials were used to
calculate pressures at even increments of density. The pressure-
oimperature pairs (true isochores) thus obtained were fitted using
functions of the form
N
AI' _ \^'	 (3 - 2J)J T	 (8)
J=1
A density increment of 0. 0005 g mole/cm 3 was used. The number of
terms used in equation (8) varied between 6 at the lowest densities and
19
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3 at the highest. Between the densities 0. 0290 and 0. 0330 g mole/cm3
the isochores were constrained to have their second derivatives,
2	 2(d p/6T ) p, match those calculated by the liquid surface, equation (4),
at 123 K.
Two-Phase Boundaries. Derived "experimental" densities of
the saturated liquid and saturated vapor may be found'from the Liter-
sections of the experimental isochores with the vapor pressure curve
equation (7).. The first several points of an experimental run are fitted
with a low order polynomial, P = P(T), either a quadratic or cubic. The
expected uncertainty in this temperature of intersection may be calcu-
lated from the estimated uncertainty in the vapor pressure, the slopes
of the two curves, quality of the fit of the polynomial, the temperature
range over which the fit was made, and the length of the extrapolation
to the intersection temperature. This procedure was applied to the
experimental runs, and the calculated uncertainties varied from one
millidegree in the best cases to 100 millidegrees near the critical
point where the isochores and the vapor pressure curve are almost
r oline ar. .
The densities of the saturated liquid were found in this way,
between 120 K and 150 K, and were smoothed and interpolated by
means of a 7-to nn polynomial. For the saturated vapor over the
same temperature range the number of experimental runs proved to
20
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be too small for this technique to be applied with good results. There-
fore, the vapor densities were found from the intersection of the virial
surface, equation ( 2), with the vapor pressure curve. The saturation
densities thus obtained were computed at 1 K intervals and averaged
to obtain the rectilinear diameter,
1 ;'	 1pRD a 2 ^ P sat L + p sat V/
The rc sulti-ig rectilinear diameter was fitted by means of a function of
the form,
P H.D	 1	 2A +A (Tc 	 3- T) + A (T c - T) 2	 (9)
with an average deviation of 2 x 10- 6 g mole/cm 3 . From equation
(9), a value of 0. 01362 g mole/cm 3 was obtained for the critical
density, A 1 . Values of the other parameters are given in Table IV.
Next, all of the derived saturation densities, p sat, both liquid and
vapor, found from the isochore-vapor pressure intersections were
fitted with a function of the form
4
_	 _	 _ . J/3
	
{ PsatD^`	^, AJ(Tc	?)	 (10)J= 1
The fit of equation ( 10) is illustrated in 'fable VIII, where
Test is the uncertainty in the intersection temperature, calculated
as indicated above, and AT	 is found from I p
	
-P	 dp/dT .
	
c alc	 exp	 c alc
The points at 154 K were found from the intersection of the 154 K
isotherm with the vapor pressure curve. Then the densities of the
saturated liquid and saturated vapor are given by
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Table VIII. Fit of the derived saturation density data . Upper part of
table--vapor, lower part--liquid.
1,D TEMP DENS I TY DENSITY DIFF DELTA T RELATIVE
EXP CA LC CALC * EST WEIGHT
K MOL/CC MOL/CC PCT K K
138 125.434 0.001668 0.001674 0.35 0.064 0.005 4926
121 138.573 0.003374 0.003377 0.09 0.018 00005 4468104 146.387 0.005258 0.005261 0.06 0.010 0.006 2372103 147.512 0.005656 0.005649 -0.12 0.019 0.020 50461102 149.463 0.006454 09006450 -0906 0.008 0.012 999.9101 150.379 0.00E+888 0.006905 0.25 0.033 0.014 668.4100 152.695 0.006478 OoOOR476 7000 0.000 0.021 165.899 153.742 0.009710 0.009640 -0.72 09048 0.029 43*82154.000 0.010060 0.010041 -0.19 40.00146 154.321 0.010807 0.010684 -1.14 09049 0.030 16.4198 154.463 0.010877 09011066 1.74 09066 09050 3.7897 154.754 0.011727 0.012736 8.61 0.119 0.075 0.04
95 154.742 0.014563 0.014700 0.94 0.009 00100 0.0594 154.646 (► .015700 0.015470 -1946 0.046 0#065 0.7392 154.322 09016748 0.016607 -0.84 0.058 0.060 4.10154.000 0.017533 0.017292 --1.37 40.0063 153.552 0.018070 0.018002 -0.38 0.049 0.025 70.0791 152.627 0 *
 0190 99 00019081 -0009 0.018 0.025 121.590 151.668 0.019959 0.019936 -0.11 00028 0.020 260.589 150.539 0.020764 0.020762 -0.03 0.003 0.005 297898 149.012 0.021699 0.021693 -0.03 0.010 0.002 549987 147.447 0.022516 0 * 022508 -0904 OoO17 0*003 494186 145.865 0.023238 0.023234 -0.02 0.010 0.002 569459 1439692 0.024116 0.024118 0.01 0.005 0.004 46"85 1429442 0.024580 0.024582 0.01 0+005 0.002 560282 140.910 0.025118 0.025115 -0.01 09009 0*002 583564 139.642 09025527 0025532 0.02 0.014 0.002 585884 138.704 0.025824 0.025827
-001 0.006 0.004 497383 136.892 09026372 0.026372 0000 00001 0.001 615862 134015 09026982 0.02 6988 0.02 0.022 0.001 616565 133.556 0.027300 09027301 0.nO 09003 0.001 626881 131.980 0.027719 0,027712 -0.03 09028 0.002 594861 130.975 0.027960 0.027966 0902 0.024 09001 617480 1299729 0.028276 0.028273 -0.01 0.011 0.001 617667 127.077 0028901 0028902 0* 00 0.002 0.002 596375 124.417 0.029498 0.02 9501 0.01 0.015 0.002 599834 123.117 0.029783 09029785 0.01 0.008 0.003 572.339 122.723 0.029869 0&029869 0000 09002 0.002 600658 121.635 0.030099 0.030101 0.01 00009 0.001 618876 120071 0.030430 09030427 -0.01 0.015 09002 6018
equal to _j API `dP/dT C
P
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Plat I. pRi7 + % A (T	
T)J/3	 (11a)
J=1
and
4
PS at G = 'RD - )^ AJ(T c - T)J 
3	 (11b)
J 1
where the coefficients are given in Table IV. Equation (1 1a) is aced to
represent the liquid densities between 1213 X and the critical cex-n .pt' ra-
Lure. Between the triple point and 128 X the densities are deterrairwd
by the intersection of the liquid surface, equation (4), and the vapor
pressure curve. Equation (11b) is used to obtain the vapor density
between 150 K and T , while the intersection of the viridl surface and
c
the vapor pressure curve is used at lower temperatures. The isotherm
polynomials, equation (5), were constrained to agree with the saturation
den s :Ajes calculated by of Nations ! 1 LO and (11b), where applicab le.
The intersection of the liquid surface, equation (4), with the
i-neitin.g curve was used to obtain the density of the liquid in Equilibrium
with solid. This density maybe expressed either as a function of pres-
sure or as it function of temperature by
P melt, L	 LP, + 1. 81 x 10
-6 
P (atrn)	 ( 12a)
or
.000
P	 >>t .I, ! Pt + 1. 60 x 10 -4(T - Tt),
using a value o^ 0. 04^?832	 tnule^cn^ i for pt.
e ) ^(k2b)
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Equation (6) may be combined with the heat of fusion, 106. 3
t . 3 cal mole, given by Giauque and Johnston L 141 to obtain a value
of 0. 94 t . 01 cm 3/mole for the volume change upon melting at the
triple point.
D. Comparison with Literature
The present results have been compared with some of the data
published in the literature. The following survey is not comprehensive,
but comparisons are made with many of the more significant contribu-
tions. Other comparisons and a critical survey of all the literature
may be found in reference L1 1l
The virial coefficients, calculated from equations (3a) and (3b) ,
are compared with the experimental values of seven other investigators
in Table IX. The values attributed to Michels, Schamp, and de Graaff
L151 were derived from their precise P -V-T data by the author and are
seen to agree well with the results of this research. The older works
of reference L 161 and L171 agree less well. The values of B of Nijhoff
and Keesom L 18] are based on fewer data points of lower precision,
and show a systematic O. `ference of about 3 cc/mole from the present
work. The values of B of Van Itterbeek and Van Paemel L191 and of
Van Lanxmeren [20] were calculated from velocity of sound measure-
merits and are based upon the high temperature data of reference [181.
They a e seen to differ considerably from the present results at the lower
24
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Table IX. Comparison of the calculated virial coefficients with those
from the literature.
T 8 EXP 8 CALC As C EXP	 C CALC	 DC
273.15 -21944 -22.16 0.72 103300
	
1223.0
	
-190.0
	 Ref. [16]298.15 -16.76 -16.31 -0.45 962.0
	
1153.0
	
-191.0
273.15 -21.67 -22.16 0.49 1354.0
	 1223.0	 131.0
	
Ref.	 171298.15 -16.70 -16.31 -0039 1174.0
	
1153.0	 21.0
120.59 -134.90 -138.61 301
127.76 - 121980 -124.11 2.31
137.96 -104.40 -107.14 2.74
148.20 -90.42 -93000 2.58
15407 -82.66 -85.56 2.90
156.14 -81039 -83085 2.46 Ref.	 [18]	 1157.14 -79.78 -8209 3001 a
159.21 -78.26 -80.64 2.38
163.16 -73.71 -76.75 304
170.66 -67.51 -70.02 2951
193.15 -51.25 -53088 2e63
233.14 -32.99 -34.68 1069
83.15 -289.00 -279.02 -9098
93.15 -226.20 -225.69 -0.51
103.15 -185090 -186.36 0.46
113.15 -155070 -156.46 0.76
123.15 -133.10 -133.16 006
133.15 -1 i4.20 -114 061; 0.41
143.15 -99920 -99056 0036 11
153.15 -86.20 -87.14 0.94
163.15 -7500 -76.76 1.46
173.15 -65.90 -67996 2906 Ref..	 [ 291183015 -57.80 -60.42 2.62
193.15 -51050 -53.88 208
203.15 -46.40 -48.17 le77
213915 -41.90 -43.14 1e24
22`3.15 -37.40 -38.67 1.27
233.15 -33.60 -34.67 1+07
243.15 -30e9tj -31.08 0.18
253015 -27.80 -27.82 0.02 t
263.15 -24.60 -24,86 0,26 \273.15 -23.10 -22.16 -0994 1
75.00 -2`78.00 -337.99 59099
80.00 -246.00 -299.82 53.82'
90000 -208.00 -240.70 3200
100000 -181000 -197.56 16.56 Ref.	 [19]
110.00 -157e00 -165 * 06 806
120.00 -136.00 -139.92 3.92
125.00 -126.00 -129.41 3.41
150000 -88000 -90.81 2081
200.00 -47.50 -49.89 2039
80.00 -278.00 -299.82 21e82
90000 -222+00 -24000 18.70 Ref. [20]100000 -186.00 -197.56 11.56
110000 -159.00 -165.06 6e06 I
273.15 -21.91 -22916 0.25 1231.0	 1223.0	 8.0
298.15 - 16.25 -1601 0.06 11649'0
	
11530
	
11.0
	
Ref. [15].
32.3.15 -11+62 -11949 -0e 13 1143.0"
	
1115.6	 27.4
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temperatures. The data of Gath and Onnes [?.9J were derived it tie course
of gas thermometry measurements and agree reasonably well Ath this
research. E stimates of the uncertainty in the present results ar ^ given
in the columns labeled "OB" and 1 ' 8C" in Table V.
Comparisons are made with the compressed liquid P-V-T data
of Van Itterbeek and Verbeke [31 in Figure 3. It may be seen that there
are some systematic differences with respect to both temperature and
pressure, and in general, the agreement is not as good as might be
expected.
Table I.II compares the vapor pressure measurements with
equation (7) taken from reference [1'11 which is based upon the data
of Hoge [10J. Tables VI and VII compare the melting pressure data
with the ret alts of Mills and Grilly L131. In both cases the agreement is
very good. In addition, 15 determinations of the vapor pressure were
made at 0. 1 K intervals between 75 K and 76. 5 K with the quartz bou.rdon
gage. The results fell between the curve of equation (7) and the recent
curve of Muijtwijk, Moussa, and van Dijk [21J. agreeing with each to
within 3.4 X 10 -4
 atm.
Table VIII illustrates some of the problems involved in obtaining
the s,^' .ration densities from single-phase P-V-T data. Close to the
critical point the deviations from the smooth curve, equation ( 10), are
se9n to be governed by the uncertainty in the temperatures of intersection,
.
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Figure 3. Density deviation of the data of vas Itterbeek
and Verbeke E31 from equation (4)
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columns 6 and 7. Further away from the critical point, the only limit-
ing factor is the precision in the density of the experimental data. The
last column, giving the relative weight assigned to each point in the fit-
ting process, illustrates the difficulties encountered in trying to use
this method to determine the exact shape of the boundary in the neighbor-
hood of the critical point. Weights are calculated from the estimated
uncertainties in the variables involved. The percentage differences, in
column 5, are indicative of the expected accuracies in this region.
Table X is a comparison of the critical densities found by various
authors. It is seen that different experimenters found widely divergent
values.
Table X. Comparison of values (>f the critical
aensizv from the literature
Mathias	 nnnes [221 0. 01344 g mol/cc
Timrot, et a	 [ 1 ] .0127
Hoge [10-1 . 012
Stewart [ 11 .01333
This research . 01362 t . 00002
No experimental values were found in the literature for the triple
point density. In Table XI a comparison is made of various values for
the triple point temperature. With the possible exception of the work of
28
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Table XI. Comparison of values of the triple point temperature
from several sources.
I
Hoge [10]
Muijlwijk, Moussa, van Dijk [21]
Furukawa and McCoskey 1.2Z]
This research
Converted to NBS - 1955 Temperature Scale.
Using an NBS calibrated thermometer.
54. 353 Kok
54.3493 t
54. 360*
54.350 7
Furukawa and McCoskey, the different authors agree reasonably well
considering the sources of errors in thermometry listed above. It
might be mentioned, however, that Furukawa and McCoskey were the
only workers who measured a melting curve, i. e., a curve of tempera-
ture vs. fraction melted. When only about 15% of their sample was
liquid they found an equilibrium temperature of 54. 350 K.
The calculated volume change with melting at the triple point
depends primarily on which melting pressure curve is used. The re-
sults from the four published experimental melting curves are compared
in Table XII. The agreement with Mills and Grilly is surprisingly good
when it is remembered that all their data were taken at pressures
greater than. 350  atm. The molar volume of the solid at the triple
point, calculated here is 23. 55 t .03 cc/mole which is in good agree-
ment with the value of 23.49 f .07 measured by Tolkachev and Manzhelii
[25] at 52,2 K.
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Table XII. Comparison with published values for the volume
change on melting at the triple point.
Lisman and Keesom [23] 	 1. 01 cc/rr ole
Mills and Grilly [131	 0.93
J ahnke [241 
	
0. 918 t.02
This research	 0. 94 t . 01
III. DERIVED THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
A. Calculation of the Properties
1. Additional Data Used. Calculations of the thermodynamic
properties of the compressed liquid make use of the heat capacity of
the saturated liquid. C sat from reference L73. The expression used
for C
	
is
sat 
Al	 2
Csat -	 _ 1/2 + A 2 + A 3 T + A 4 T	 1:,
(Tc T)
and the coefficients are given in Table IV.
Use was also made of new experimental measurements, reference.
k6], of C  at a particular density P 1 (0. 028687 g mole/cm 3 ) in -Lhe cc
pressed liquid. This isocho ,re intersects the vapor pressure curve at
128 K and intersects the 160 K isotherm at a pressure of about :33Z atm.
The heat capacity may be expressed as
30
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4
	Cv(pl) 
=FA iT ( 2 - J) ,
	 (14)j=1
with the coefficients given in Table IV.
2. Methods of Calculation. A high speed digital computer was
used along with the surface representations for the three regions in
Figure 2 to calculate density from a given input of temperature and
t
pressure. Once the density had been established the thermodynamic
calculations proceeded as follows.
The following equations were used for densities less than
critical at T < 160 K and for all densities at T a 160 K:
,% P
H(T, a) _ H' (T) + P - RT +	 1. p
2 T2 
` 6^T
	
P / ] dP ,	 (15)P	 0	 P	 p	 p
	
R T p 1
	
P 
r R 1_P 1
S(T, P) = S° (T) - Rin C P. ) + J	 L P 
_ 
2 Vd / ]dp o (16)
0	 P	 P
where P = 1 atm;
O
C 	
=	
-	 ,'p 1 r a2P lv(Top)
   Cv(T) T
	
2 \	 2 I dP '	 (1?)0 P	 aT p
The values of H', S*, and C0 for the ideal gas at 1 atm were obtained
from Woolley L53.  All integrations in Region II, Figure 2 were per-
formed numerically, using the trapezoidal rule.
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For densities greater than critical and temperatures between
128 K and 160 K the properties, calculated by the equations above, at
160 K and density P 1 (P 1 = 0. 028687 g mole/cm 3 ) serve as the starting
point. For this particular density values of the heat capacity at con-
stant volume, given by equation ( 14), were used to compute changes in
the properties with temperature:
T
	
H(T, P 1^ = U( 160 0 P 1 ) +j
	
Cv(To P 1 )dT + P(T, P 1)/P 1•
160
T
	
S(T, P 1 ) = S(160, P1 ) + J
	
I C v (To P1)/T]dT.
160
Then computations were made along isothe: rns as follows:
P
H(T, p) = H(T, p 1) + J [P - T ( aP/aT) P ]/p2
 dP
P1
+ P (T, P)/P - P(T, P 1)/pl ,
P
S(T, p) = S(T, 91 - J [(aP/a T)VP2]'ap
P
1
P
C ( T o P) = Cv(To P1 ) - T J Da 2EyaT2)P/P2] dP
PI
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
For the compressed liquid at temperatures less than 128 K the
properties of the saturated liquid at 128 K ( P = P1 ) nerve as the starting
point. First the changes  with temperature are computed along the
saturation line:
32
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400
T	 sat(T)
H ( ,r, P	 ) •=s utl. 	 H	 s atL\u8, P	 +f Caat dT 'f ( 1/Psat L) dP ,	 (23)^
128	
sat(128)
T
S(T, p 
sat L)	 sat L	
1^
= S (128, p
	) + (C 
sat 
/ T)dT
	 (24)
8
and
dp
C  `T, P sat L) = C sat ( T ) + 2 T	 dTt L )k 6T)	 (25)
P sat L
Next the isothermal changes are computed using equations (20, 21, 22)
and substituting P rat L(T) in place of p 1.
The internal energy and heat rapacity at constant pressure are
computed from
U(T, P) = H(T, P) - P/P,	 (26)
and
Cp(T, P) = Cv(T, P) + (T/P2 ) (6P/a T )P/( aP/a P),h	(27)
Two other quantities have been calculated. The velocity of sound,
W, is given by the relation
1/2
W = (( CP /Cv) OP/a p)T)	 (28)
and the Joule-Thomson inversion curve may be defined by the locus
of points where
T(aP/aT)P = P(aP/aP)Z,	 (^9)
I
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Table XV. The Joule-Thon-ison inversion curve.
T P Density AP * 
K atm q mol/cc atm
125 15.60 0.02942 1983
130 52.71 0+02907 1098
135 66.45 0.02869 2.13
140 119.17 0.02835 2.32
145 150.87 0.02802 2.58
150 178.30 0.02765 2961
155 204.56 0.02729 2.91
160 232957 0.02700 2.92
165 256.29 0.02666 3913
170 278.96 0.02633 3.23
175 300960 0.02600 5.43
180 321928 0902569 3.49
185 340.06 0.02537 3.81
190 357.65 0902504 3980
* The uncertainty due to a 1`"o assumed uncertainty in
either the isotherm or the isochore derivative.
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Figure 4. CP along selected isobars.
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B. Results
Tables XIII and XIV present the results of all calculations on the
saturation boundary and on selected isobars respectively. The terms
isochore and isotherm derivative refer to (a P/aT) p and (6 P/ap)T
respectively.
The derived Joule-Thomson inversion curve is given in Table
XV, where 6P is the uncertain ty in the inversion pressure calculated
from an assurried 1 percent error in either the isotherm or the isochore
derivative.
Figure 4 illustrates the variation of C P with temperature along
several isobars, and Figw-e 5 shows the variation of C  with density
along several isotherms,.
C. Estimate of Uncertainties in the Derived Properties
.Ii
:Probably the best estimate of the uncertainties in the derived
properties is obtained through comparisons with experimental values
for these properties published in the literature. Unfortunately, these
measurements are often either nonexistent or limited in scope.
Because of the rather roundabout process, detailed in Section UTA,
used to obtain the enthalpy of the liquid, it is desirable to make a cum-
parison with liquid enthalpies obtained by other meti ►Uds. This is bey,,
done by comparing heats of vaporization from various sources, in Table
XVI. Here the second column is the difference between the ent`r.:-. .'^
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of the vapor and liquid. states taken from Table XiII, while column
four contains the change in enthalpy calculated, using the Clapeyron
equation. The values from reference [11 . "J' were also calculated by
means of the Clapeyron equation, using the same pressure equation,
and differ from those in column four only through the use of somewhat
different values for the virial coefficients. A comparison of columns
2 and 3 indicates the degree of thermodynamic consistency in the
present method of calculation. Differences between AH and TOS of
1 to 3 j/mol.e may be expected in these calculations. However, the
first line of Table XVI reveals a discrepancy of 2`0 j/mole at the triple
point, which must be explained. The problem arises from the second
tern., -R1n(RTp/P 0), in equation (16) for the entropy of the vapor phase.
Tne density, P, is fcund from the vapor pressure, equation (7), which
is based upon Hoge's [101 value of 1. 14 mm for the triple point pres-
sure. This value is subject to a large relative uncertainty. In a more
recent. work Muij,lwijk et al. , L211 found a value of 1. 097 5 mm, or a
sdifference of 3. l percent. Using this latter triple point pressure results
in a value of 7758 j/mole for Tzis in much better agreement with the cal- 	 J
culated AH. 1;ius we must conclude that the triple point pressure is
closer to 1. 0975 mm and equation (7) should be modified accordingly:
This Same error would also be evident in the value of the density of
the saturated_ vapor given in Table XIII. The problem is also apparen
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to a lesser extent in the next three lines of Table XVI. Values of QH
calculated by means of the Clapeyron equation suffer from the large
relative uncertainty in the slope of the vapor pressure curve at low
temperatures. The last two columns of Table XVI contain some ex-
perimental measurements of the heat of vaporization.
The entropy of the liquid at the triple point, calculated by the
path described in Section IIIA, is 67. 001 j/mole-K. The entropy for
this point, calculated by Giauque and i'ohnston [14] from their calori-
metric data on solid oxygen, is 67. 095 t . 15 j/mole-K. Thus we see
that the two experiments are consistent with the Third Law.
The calculated velocity of sound in the saturated liquid is com-
pared with the measurements of Blagoi, et al. , [261 and of van Itterbeek
and van Duel [27] in Table XVII. The points attributed to the later
reference were taken front a smooth curve fit by the authors to -their data.
'We sei that the agreement is good at the higher temperatures and gets
worse below 80 K. Similarly Table XV11I contains a comparison with
the experimental values in tii:^ compressed liquid. The agreement
leaves something to be desired. Each isotherm from 67. 5 K to 90. 4 K
shows the same behavior; the disagreement gets weirse as the pressure
goes up, reaching; 2. 1 percent at pa .essures of about 300 atm. Differ-
ences of this magnitude are difficult 	 An error in Che :lc"1S
stretching coefficient of the sample !:t
	 "4` in equation (1) could,
40
;:jCcOUnt for a portion of the error on each isotherm. For example, a
100 percent error in "a" would change. the calculated velocities by 0. 916
at 1 atm and 1. 2% at 300 atm at 70 K and by 0.: 6 to 0. 9% at 90 K.
.mother (). 576 might be attributed to the analytic surface used to fit the
lata. In addition, close examination of Tables XVII and XVIII will re-
veal discrepancies of 0. L - 0. 4 percent between the various experimental
meastrrernents. Further experirental measurements on the velocity of
sound in the compressed liquid would be very desirable. Tho last
section of 'fable XVIII contains a comparison with the work of van
Itterbee c and van Dael in the low density gas. Here the agreement is
somewhat batter and it is felt that the calculated values are more re-
liable than the experimental measurements.
Table XVII. Comparison with experimental measurements
of the velocity of sound in the saturated liquid.
	
Temp	 100(Wexp - Wcald/Wexp
Ref. L261
	
lief. 1 7]
	
70. 0	 1.0
	
77. 7	 0.8	 0. 1 5
	
86. 1
	
.0	 .4
	
89. 6
	
1	 . 3
	
9Z. 4	 -. 1
	
97.x)	 .
	
101.1	 . 1
	
105.3	 1
110 	 -. 1
	
115.8	 .2
	
119.8	 -. 3
41
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Table XVIII. Com=parison with experimental measurements of
the velocity of sound in compressed liquid and in low density gas.
TEMP PRESS 10O(W EXP-W CALC)/W EXP
K ATM REF127)
291.3 2.11
67.53 195.5 1.89
95.8 1.62
3.9 1.29
341.7 2.15
73.43 244.9 1.87
147.1 1.67
49.4 1.40
292.3 2.18
77.72 19396 1.85
97.8 1.39
1.9 0.94
337.8 2.22
83.83 244#9 1.81
148.1 1.47
57.1 1.10
293.3 2.1.4
90.40 196®5 1061
99.7 1.06
1.9 0.52
23108 28.75 -0.07
248.8 50944 0.77
2.74.2 4 0.16 003`5
i0
Comparison with the measurements of C  by Voronel, et al. , [28
reveals good agreement at 160 K. The disagreement becomes gi.ite
large nearer the critical point, and this is to be expected since no mech-
anism causing C v to diverge was incorporated into the P-V-T surface
used here. Comparison of the calculated Cv '-Swith the measurements
of Goodwin and Weber 6 revealed generally excellent, agreemc.;nt over
the whole P-V-T surface.	 Small irregularities may be scea in the
300 K isotherm for CV in Figure 5. These are caused by small °rrc,rs
in the second derivatives near the edge of the P-V-T surface.
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6 MOUCC
!DENT TEMP
K
PRESSUR!
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U MOL/CC
IOENT
as 0.410 0.0000644 14501 270 41.177 0.0019366 12216 175 48•:59 000045197 IOS1290
9b
0.466 0.0000644 14602 280 42.8ss 0.0019337 12217 180 500611 0.004%111 10S13
100
00493 0.0000647 14503 290 44.525 0.0019198 12210 185 51.976 0.0045269 10514O.SZO 0.0000643 14604 300 46.108 0•nn1o7 ,19 12719 190 5x•701 0.0045204 10515195 57.603 000045140 10516
as 0.499 0.0000739 14401 160 31.313 0.0030701 10701 200210
59.089
64.394
0.0045017
0.0044948
10517
1051090 O.Sl3 0.0000719 14402 161 42,933 0.0010660 10702 21`0 609eSS 0.0044827 105199% 0.5613 000000718 14403 170 16.333 0.0030619 10703 210 73.249 0 Onti469S 108205100 0•!15 16404 171) 15.621 000030S79 10704 240 77.S9s 0.0044s?l 10521IDS 09626 1.0000717 14405 100 37.291 0.0010538 10105 250 81.863 0.0064465 10522114 0.656 0.0000737 14406 185 18.754 0.0030498 10706 260 66.138 0.0044121 10!29its 0.687 11.0000?36 14407 190 40.302 0.0030457 10707 270 90.344 0.0044196 lo12419S 610641 0.0030417 10700 2eo 94.%20 0.0044071 1052!
as 0.•959 0.0000695 14301
200
210
430071
45.900
060030377
0.0090296
10709
10710 290 98.651 0.0041949 1052690 09643 0.0000894 14302 220 480697 1071; 306 IU7.'SC' 0.0049827 1OS2795 0.60• 0.0000093 14107 730 SI.461 0.0030140 10712100 0.719 0.0000893 14304 240 540196 0.0010061 10713 146 37.041 000052SS4 10402IDS 09756 0.0000092 14305 250 56.909 0.0029982 10114 15n 38.302 O90OS2S20 10401110 0.793 0.0000092 14306 260 S9094 0.0029943 10115 1S2 19.'44 O.00S2607 10604115 0.829 0.0000891 14307 270 62.2!7 0.0029024 10716 IS4 40.772 0.0012456 1O4OS120 0.066 0.0000891, 14306 200 640997 0.0029765 10717 156 41+987 O.00S2421 10406125 0.902 000000890 14309 290 679S16 000029667 10718 168 4?•189 0.0052192 10401300 70.117 0.0029590 30719 160 449183 n.0" Ml 10408
9S 1.13S 0.0001767 14201 16S170
47.?20
50.210
0.00%2282
0 OOSZ204
10409
10410100 1.412 0.0001186 14202 160 26.353 0at+0337.14 12101 175 53.*so 0.0052126 10411IDS 10487 0.0001765 142!+7 142 ."•091 000433723 12102 160 sS9d72 0.4052049 10412110 1.562 7.0001704 14104 164 27.871 0.0033113 12103 185 45.057 0.0052107 10413its 1.636 000001763 1424% 146 28.546 0.0033703 12104 190 61.409 O.00S1'D96 10414120 1.710 0.0001702 142fl6 146 7.9.764 0.0033692 17105 19% 64.119 090051822 1041sUs 10783 0.0001781 14,207 ISO 29.976 0.0031681 12106 2,1n 66.041 O.00S1745 10416ISO 1.857 0.0001780 1470% 1S2 30.680 0.00'+7677 12!07 214 72.186 0 OOS1597 10417135 1.93o 0.0001778 142c9 1S4 11.18'1 n.On33661 12108 220 77.454 0.00S1448 10411140 2.003 0.0001777 16210 1S6 12.080 0.0033651 121n9 230 82.6!2 0.00Si100 1041914S 2.076 9.0001776 14211 1s& 12.174 0.0011641 12110 240 81.7es 0.0051153 10420184 2.207 0-0001774 14212 160 33.665 0.0031611 12111 2SO 92+663 000051008 1041116S 1"•169 0.0033606 12117 260 970ee7 0.0050864 10422170 )6.869 0.0013581 12113 270 102.OS4 0.0050719 10423100 2.064 0.0002664 14101 ITS 38.$46 0.00414116 12114 .261 107.741 0000SOS71 10424104 2.200 0.0002683 14102 180 40.109 0.0033530 12115 290 112.622 0a60SO426 10425110 2.313 0.0002601 14143 let, 41.860 000033505 12116 310 117.449 0.0050281 10426its 2.426 0.0002679 14104 140 41.500 0.0033481 12117120 V.538 0.00026 78 14105 19S 45.129 0.0033454 1211812S 2.650 0.0002676 14106 200 46.749 0.00134'10 12119 ?SO 39.619= O.0oS6S10 10301130 2.762 0.0002675 14107 210 59.962 0.0033378 1212n ]S2 40.815 0.0086471 1030213S 2.073 0.0002673 14108 220 51.148 0.0033129 12121 154 62.1.70 000056436 10303140 2.904 0.0002672 14109 730 56.702 O.On?3278 12122 156 43.604 090056401 10304145 3.494 0.0002670 14110 140 59.431 0.0033227 12171 Ise 440025 0.00!6967 303052SQ 62040 0.0033176 1217, 1.60 46.136 0.0056330 10306
IDS 3.390 260 65.626 0.0033123 12125 165 49+360 O.00S6242 103070.0004759 14001 270 68.696 0.003307 z 12126 170 12.520 0.00561!0 10.90110 1.576
-).0004256 14002 200 71.746 0.0033010 12127 175 SS.646 090056070 10349115 3.761 060004254 14003 290 74.774 0.0032967 12128 180 580727 0.001S1es 10310120 3.944 00000425/ 14,004 100 77.192 o.nn12914 12129 165 61.771 000OSS901 10311125 4.124 0.0004269 16005 190 64.791 OGOOSS617 14312130 4.306 0.00042+46 14006 19S 67.775 0-0055734 10313135 4.464 0.0004243 14031 142 29.963 0.4040000 10601 200 709734 0000SSGS1 10314140 4.661 0.0004241 14008 144 30.895 0.0060841 10602 210 76.5113 O.GoSS4e6 1031314S 4.040 0.0004238 14009 146 314805 0.0040603 10603 220 82.334 06009111123 10316'146 32.'01 0.0060761 10604 230 889019 090OSS161 10317'
120 0.466 0.0009979 13901 ISO 33.586 0.0060726 10605 240 990619 OoOOS4999 10316
12S 69942 0.0009972 19902 152 34.46'1 0.0040691 10606 250 99.167 090054840 10319
130 99391 000009966 13903 154 15.297 0.0040376 10607 260 104.693 0.0054661 1032013S 9.840 0.0009959 13904 106 36.167 0.00403%1 10608 270 110.070 000056529 10321
140 10.281 9.0009953 11905 Ise +.028
1 0.0040329 10609 200 !11.443 0.0054364 10322
14S 146721 4.0009947 13906 160 17.883 0.0044306 14610 290 120.759 090054208 14121ISO 11.160 n.11009940 13907 165170
39.998
42.085
0.0040260
0.0040192
10611
10612
300 326.021 0.00'14051 10124
1S2 11.31« 090009918 13900 175 44.145 0- 0040134 10613156
Ise
119682
11.854
0.0009933
0.00099'10
11914
13911
180 46.104 0.0040079 10614 ISO 41.207 0.0064%P7 10201185 48.201 0.0040022 10615 152 42.857 0.0064464 10202170 50.204 0.0039967 10616 154 44.472 0.0064441 10203
110 14.374 0.0016669 13801 1 05 "2.188 0.0039911 10617 IS6 46.063 0./.1064399 10204
195 15.174 9.0016657 13802 200 64.157 0.0039867	 _ 10618 Ise 47.835 060064357 19203
1'?'A 15.964 0.0016646 0803 210 50.054 0.60391`48 10619 160 49.190 0.0064316 1020614S 16.744 0+0016635 19004 220 61.890 0.0019619 10620 165 53.012 A.0064212 10207
ISO 17.516 0.0016624 13605 21C 65.693 0.0039531 10621 170 56.762 0.0064109 10208
152 17.823 0.0016614 13806 240 69.447 0.0039424 10622 175 6n9491 0.0064010 10209250 730161 0.0039316 10623 180 64.106 0.0061909 13210260 76.•038 0.0039209 10624 16s 67.690 09006361.0 10211
160 22002 0x0019671 12201 270 00.484 0.0039103 10625 190 71.257 0,0063710 10212169 229916 0.00 96S'8 12202 280 84.088 000038995 10626 19S 74.786 000063605 10213170 239824 0.0019644 12203 290 87.677 0.0038880 10627 190 78.283 090063916 10214179 249726 0.0019630 12204 300 91.218 060038763 10626 210 85.180 0.0061324 102'15180 26.624 0.0019617 12206 220 91.986 0.0061112 1'0210
ley 26. 516 0.0019607 12206 146 33.80'1 0..0046103 IOSO2 23o 980666 090062919 10217190 27.404 0.0019589 12297 146 149860 0.00460Se 14501 240 105.300 0.0062755 1021619S 29.260 0.0019S76 12208 ISO 3S.e7e 0.0045729 10504 ?so 111.840 0.0062560 10219200 29.168 090019562 12209 152 36.914 0.0045701 14505 260 118.303 090062380 10220210 30.910 0.0019SS4 12210 154 17.940 0.0045674 10SO6 270 124.693 0-0062194 10221220 329653 0.0019507 12211 156 9e.6SS 0.0045647 IOS07 280296 191.018 0.0062009 10222230 36.377 0.0019479 12212 1511 39.462 0.0045623 10500 137.277 0.0061825 10223240 36.093 0.0019652 12213 160 '0.964 0.004SS96 10509 300 143.491 090061644 10226VII 37.797 0.0019423 12214 16S 43.429 0.0041JS29 10510260 390491 0.0019395 12215 i70 45.862 0 0045463 10511
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fE11P PRESSURE DENSITY )DENT TEMP PRESSURE OENSITV (DENT TtMP PRESSURE DENSITY IDENT
R ATM G MOL/CC K ATM G MOt /CC K ATM G MOL /CC
•	 194 45.497 0.0068794 10101 175 80.064 0.0107927 9806 210 158.1?1 0.0133369 9312
150 47.190 0.0068747 1010? Ieu 87.276 000101729 9807 720 176.997 0.0132865 9313ls$ 480901 0.0069762 10103 185 94.403 0*010?S3e 9806 230 195.400 00132306 9914160 SO.S93 n.006e6SI 10104 190 101.478 0.0107141 9909 240 213.070 000131899 9315
185 540747 0.0068540 IOIAS 19S 100.498 0.0107149 9910 250 292.155 000131476 9316170 58020 0.0060428 10106 200 115.467 0.0106963 9811 260 250.102 0.0131025 9917
179 62.031 0.0061119 10107 210 129.231 0.0106570 4912 270 267.801 0.0130590 9318
•	 180 66.797 0.00',4410 10108 220 142.911 4.0106220 9013 280 265.343 0*0130177 9319
18S 700700 0.0068100 10109 230 156.199 OOOIOS837 9016 290 302.771 0.0129802 9320
190 74.560 0.0067999 10110 240 169.453 0.0105973 9619
195 70.396 0.00678011 10111 250 182.453 0.0105121 9616200 02.196 0.0067782 10112 260 IOS0352 0.0104786 9017 156 52.745 00014S56S 9501210 89.680 000067571 10113 270 2080072 000104432 9816 Ise 570000 0.0145455 9502220 97.070 0.0067362 10114 280 220.663 0.0104101 9819 160 61.31)0 0.0145337 9503230 104.344 0.0067159 10115 290 233015e 090103788 9820 16S 72.144 090145036 9504240 111.527 0.0066966 10116 300 245.497 000103471 9021 170 81.041 000144737 95052SO 118.617 0.0066750 10117 175 93.9.1, 0.0144438 9506260 125.626 0.0066SSO 10118 ISO 104.854' 000144140 9507210 132.555 0.0066360 10119 1S6 S29165 0.0111217 9701 185 115.704 0.0143849 9508280 139.426 0.0066158 10120 158 55.522 0.0117126 9702 190 126.491 0.0143549 9509290 1460196 0.0065950 10121 160 58.833 0.011703S 9703 19S 137.239 000143297 9510300 1529927 0.0065740 10122 165 679014 090116814 9704 200 147.906 0.0142970 9511170 750127 0.0116391 9705 210 169.056 0.0142405 9912175 830161 0.0116365 9706 220 189.907 000141857 9513160 S09SS3 0.0060611 12101 100 910137 0.0116151 9707 230 210.516 0.0141116 9SI416S 54075e 0.0060'150 12302 ley 99.052 0.0115927 9700 240 230.836 0.0140813 9519170 50.860 0.0066400 12301 190 106.909 0.0115723 9109 250 2500940 0.0140321 9516175 62.902 090068410 17944 195 114011 0.0113504 9110 260 270.836 0.0139664 9517180 66.8911 0.0068371 1)'1405 200 122.455 0.O11S292 9711 270 290.474 0.0139423 9518Yes 70.653 090068312 1111)6 210 137.774 0.0114876 9712 280 309.92,9 0.0138997 9519190 74.777 0.0068251• 1231)7 220 IS2.891 090114454 9713195 70.669 0.0068194 12100 230 167.794 0.0114047 9714200 629528 0.0068135 12369 240 182.491 090113652 9718 156 53.076 0.0156909 9401210 900175 0.0068nle 1''%1n 250 197.033 0.0111263 9716 Ise 57.776 0.0156762 9402220 970727 0.0067001 17311 260 211.390 000112897 9717 160 62.354 O.OIS6648 9403230 105.206 0.0061794 12312 270 2239560 000112531 9716 165 74.b67 0610156315 9404240 112.602 0.0067667 12111 280 219.609 0.0112171 9719 170 86.993 0.0155983 94052SO 119.944 0.0067550 12314 290 2S3.S32 0.0111835 9720 175 99.141 O.OISS649 9406260 127.210 0.0067433 12315 300 267.289 0.0111495 9721 1Sri 111.390 OSOISS316 9407270
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0.0182212
090151658
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9415138 52.321 0.0004620 10003 180 95.141 0.0120455 9607 2}0 276.101 0.0151196 9416160 54.536 0.0084560 10004 ley 101.480 0.0120225 9608 260 298.545 0.0150694 9417165- 59.982 0.0004430 10005 190 109.751 040119999 9609 270 3209731 0.0150249 9P4 IS170 65.307 0.0084263 10006 195 1170972 000119773 9610175 70.552 000004119 10007 200 126.126 0.0119549 9611ISO 75.736 0.0083977 10008 210 142.262 0.0119107 9612 156 53.635 090167964 9202les 9099s1 0.0063834 10009 220 158.197 0.,0118674 9613 15e 58.844 0.0167225 9203190 S5.922 0.0083693 10010 230 1739908 0#0118240 9616 160 64.143 0.0167081 9204195 90.915 000083555 10011 240 189.419 0.0117024 9618 16S 77.601 0.0166713 9205200 95.914 0.0083415 10012 2SO 204.710 0.0117418 9616 170 91.108 0.0166348 9206210 105.746 0.0093141 10013 260 219.876 0.0117037 9617 175 104.828 0.0165974 9207220
230
1159424
124.960
0.0082872 10014 270 234.867 0.0116668 9618 160 116.45E 000163600 92060.0082605 10015 280 249.620 0.0116298 9619 18S 132.010 0.0165235 9209240 1349389 0.0002344 10016 290 264.127 0.0115936 9620 190 145.579 0.0164800 9210250 143006 0.0082088 10017 300 278.841 o9011S6nt 9621 195 159.E45 0+0164514 9211260
270
152.808 0.0061034 10018 200 172.421 0.0164161 9212
280
161.91
170.'18S
0.0081580
0.0081334
10019
10020 156 520395 0.0127557 10802 210 198.924 0.0163477 9213290 179.874 0.0081009 10021 158 56.070 0.0127459 10803 220230
225.075
2SOa972
0.0162039
0.0162217
9214
9215300 180.606 0.0060843 10022 160 59.723 0.0127360 10604 240 276.420 0.0161638 9216165 68.831 0.01271114 140805 250 301.6`1 690161100 9217
154 469542 000097086 9901
170
175
77.924
86.932
0.0126066
0.0126620
10806
10807136
Ilse
51.201
53.954
0.0097003
0.0096936
9902
9903 180 95.910 0.0126374 10008 IS6 55.097 0.0180496 6304
160 56.583 0.0096062 9904 ley 104.938 0.0126111 10809 lye 61.100 0.01803.33 6309
165 63.047 0.0096689 9905 190 113.709 0.0124891 10810 160 67.179 0.0180167 6306170 69.391 0.0096510 9906
195 122.523 Oo01256S2 10811 165 82.584 000179745 6307
175 75.646 0.009634.2 9907 200 131.206 '
0.0125416 10812 170 96.151 0.0179119 6308
180 81x838 0#0096172 9909 210 1489677 G.0174949 1081.3 175 113.708 0.0178896 6309
1SS 87.962 0.0096003 9909 220 165.740 0.0124496 10814 ISO 129..270 0.0179475 6110
190 94.023 0.0095035 9910 230 1820810 Os0124050 10815 185 144.771 O-OITS061 6311195 100.034 0.0095668 9911
240 199.299 0.0133615 10816 190 1609193 0.0177693 6312
200 105.994 0+0095504 9912
250 215.750 0.0123194 10817 195 17S0545 0.0177292 6313
210 117.772 000095175 9913
260 231.998 0.0122766 10618 200 190.779 0.0176860 6314
220 129.370 0.0094853 9914 270 248.054 0.0122388 10819 210 2209948 0.0176104 6315230 140.812 0.0094934 9915 280 263.962 0.0122002 10820 220 250.719 00017539`1 6316240 152.050 0.0094199 9916 290 279.701 0.0121635 10821 230 2800097 0.0174726 6317
•	 250 163.167 000093888 9917 300 295.272 0#0121274 10829
260 1749189 0.0093502 9916270 Ie5.078 0.0093291 9919 156 53.571 0.0136248 9.401280 1959820 0.0092994 9920 150 56.411 0.0136142 9302290 206.494 0#0092706 9921 160 609468 090136036 9303300 2179009 0.0092422 9922 165 70.380 0.0133764 9304
• 170 80.307 0.0195494 9305
175 90.210 0.0135222 9306156 $10910 0.0109709 9602 190 100.079 0.0134930 9307138 54.972 640100625 9007 1113 109.897 0.0134680 9308160 57.996 0.0108537 9803 190 119.666 0.0134417 9309I	 165 65#454 0.0108333 9804 19S 129.379 0.0134140 9310170 72.801 0.01011131 9805 200 139.028 0.0133885 9311
is is
400
I:1RI.E II. 1Ehtl'Ef ATVRE-PRF.;WRE-MNSITY 	 VAT IONS ()NON YGF.N- -CON I'M P D
PRESSURE	 DENSITY	 (DENT	 7 E04	 PRESSURE	 DENSITY	 IOENT	 104P	 PRESSURE	 DENSITY	 1DENT
ATM
	 G MOL/CC	 K	 ATM	 G MOL/CC	 R	 ATM	 G MOL/CC
TEMP
K
154
IS6
Ise
160
165
170
175
190
185
190
195
200
210
220
230
240
180 211.231 0.0227173 8612
Let, 236.228 100227160 8b13
190 260.997 n•0226621 9614
19S 2850142 0.0226094 8615
210 404.906 3.021.614 8616
50.662 0.0190670 9101
576273 0.0190691 9102
630992 0.0190507 9103
70.779 0.0190325 9104
87.923 0.0189849 9105
105.162 0.0169187 9106
1220409 O.n188922 9107
139.605 O.n188457 9100
156.737 0.0188001 9109
173.744 J•Ols1SS9 4110
190.649 0.0187133 9111
201.432 0.0186690 9112
240.609 0.0165888 9113
273.462 0.0185118 9114
3050770 0.0194447 9115
337.7FJ 0.0183631 9116
138 31.977 0.0263501 8301
140 46.419 0.0763104 8102
142 60.768 0.0262711 0303
144 75.061 0.0262331 8304
146 89.'96 0.0261951 8305
14. 0 103.408 O.n761S78 0306
ISO 117.470 a.n16119d $307
152 1310363 i`.0T60824 sine
1S4 14%.1n^ 0.0760461 0!09
IS6 158.982 0.1260120 831n
1Se 172.687 1.02%97'1 8311
160 186.346 000259411 8311
16S 210090 0002%86(19 6313
170 2%1.463 0.01'57840 8314
ITS 166.516 0.0257147 $315
160 319.210 ).1?SbS10 9.116
144 31.974 0•M4111% 5901
146 45.414 000740796 5902
148 56.863 000240495 5904
150 411.325 0.0240173 5904
152 79.740 0.0219P64 $00%
1S4 91.156 0.0239%5e 59416
156 1020525 0.0239259 5907
ISO 113.8%s 0.07399s1 5908
160 I?S.146 1.0738651 5909
16S 153.210 Oxn?37922 5910
170 180.903 000237212 $911
17% 208.301 11.0216S31 5917
180 215.4s8 0.0715882 $911
185 262.347 n.O?1S173 5914
190 289.050 0.0234711 S41S
1913 315.465 0.0234173 5916
144 390939 0.0245%s7 8502
146 51.965 00020Lt40 BS03
148 63.976 1.0244099 9504
ISO 711.760 0.0744579 9505
1S2 87.909 0.0244256 8506
1S4 90.826 0.0243917 8501
1 1§6 111.647 7.n243627 8508
ISO 1?1.496 ^.01431n9 eso9
160 IIS.250 1.1242999 9516
165 164.441 1.0742142 8511
170 193.103 0.024157% 6512
175 221.913 0.07408$6 8513
100 2so.013 0.0240185 8514
l65 276.074 0.0219570 8515
190 3()5.836 0.0239022 8516
I" %111.295 0.0238466 s517
142 35.955 0.0250965 8201
144 48.263 0.0750632 820?
146 60.955 0.0250203 8203
148 73.601 0.0249944 8204
ISO 86.200 0.0249604 8205
152 98.738 0x0249767 8206
154 111.239 0.0248936 8207
156 123,64S 0x0248604 8208
ISO 1360015 0.0248277 8209
160 148.345 0.0247958 8210
165 178.649 0.0247163 $211
170 209.023 0.0246445 6212
175 2309613 0.0245747 8213
180 268.343 0.0245091 8214
18s 297.669 0.0244499 8215
190 326.689 0.0243940 8216
140 29.454 0.0255208 6401
142 42.723 0.0254839 6402
144 55.958 0.0254472 6403
146 69.153 0.0254118 6404
148 82.285 0.0251768 6405
150 9S01S0 0.0253417 6406
152 108.362 0.0251010 6407
154 121.307 0.02S2727 6406
156 1330499 0.025240+ 6409
159 146.987 0.0252054 6410
160 11-9.706 0.0251776 6411
165 191+268 0.0250929 6412
170 222.469 0.025017'3 6413
175 253.312 0.0249463 6414
100 283.805 0.0248806 6415
lay 314.004 0.0246202 6416
140 14.856 0.0258049 8401
141 <'S.533 0.0257671 9402
144 62.143 0.0257298 8403
146 75.894 0.0256933 8404
168 89.212 0.0256518 8405
ISO 102.606 0.0256218 8406
151 115.936 0.0255064 8407
IS4 129,205 0.025s41S s408
IS6 142.408 0.0255170 8409
158 155.544 0.0254895 841n
165 200.914 0.4253692 8412
170 132.067 O.C+?32943 8413
175 264.466 0.'252237 6414
100 295.766 0.02SIS97	 _ 841S
105 326.801 0.0251002 f%16
136 11.11h1 ').026"6 9 6211
138 46.%91 0.0269125 6202
140 62.111 0.0168710 6203
142 77.154 0.0:6h306 6204
144 92.270 0.016"913 6205
146 107.179 0.0267% "'4 6106
148 11.1.99 3. 0.026 71~ '. 020 7
ISO 136012 0.02667'•4 6208
152 1510340 0.026F:y45 6209
IS4 165.659 O.n^64973 671n
156 180.299 0.0265608 6211
ISO 194.634 0.0265211 6212
160 208.935 0.02b4904 6?.11
165 244.")9 0.0264076 6214
ITO 27903313 00021.3312 6215
17 13 313.489 00262420 6216
134 24.035 0.0272899 6501
136 390884 0.0272495 6502
130 550612 0.021207) 6503
140 71.248 O.n271604 6504
142 86.770 0.1211199 6505
144 102.158 0.0270777 6506
146 117:0448 0.0270172 6507
148 1320625 0.0269972 6508
ISO 147.700 0.0269560 6509
1S2 162.653 0.0269236 6110
154 177.584 0.0260821 6511
156 192.101 0.0268456 6512
ISO 207.077 0.0268099 6513
160 221.726 0.0267753 6514
16S 257.977 0.0266927 6515
170 291.831 0.0266173 6516
175 329.379 0.0265493 6517
134 35.739 0.0276729 $101
136 520165 0.0276273 0102
136 66.010 0.0275641 $103
140 e4,%7e 000275414 8304
142 100.66! 0.0274906 alos
144 116.957 0.0274564 6106
146 1320219 0,0274132 8107
140 1470632 0.0279744 8108
150 163.368 0.0273338 3109
152 178.01% 0.0272908 #lie
1S4 1940149 0.0272580 sill
196 209.173 0-0172706 8112
ISO 224.557 000271649 8113
160 249.673 0.0271500 8114
16S 277.111 O.n770696 ails
170 314.202 0.0269965 6116
132 26.800 0.0219362 6101
134 43.661 0.0278891 6102
136 60.367 0.0276436 6103
13e 76.975 0.0277991 6104
140 93.403 0.0277540 6105
142 109.691 0.0277114 6106
144 125.044 0.0276687 6101,.
146 141.687. 0.0276270 6108
148 1570807 0+0275859 6109
ISO 173.614 0.027S4S6 6110
1S2 189+293 0.0275097 6111
IS4 204.932 0.0274681 6112
1S6 2200433 0.0774109 6113
140 235.076 0.0273929 6110
160 231.266 0:10273601 61IS
165 299.376 0.0272767 6116
170 327.146 6.0272056 6117
134 520911 0.01992.62 9001
IS6 600220 0.0199167 9002
150 67.629 0.0198965 9003
160 75.092 0.0198?60 9004
165 9+0932 0.0198249 9005
170 112.641 0.0197742 9006
175 1110422 0.0191246 9007
180 1500126 0.0196751 9008
186 2680720 000196766 9009
190 187.109 0.0195192 9n10
195 205x%46 0.0195311 9011
200 2230721 0.0194883 9012
210 259.688 0.0194036 9013
220 295.147 0.0193259 9014
230 330.231 000192574 901%
1S2 480182 0.0107491 8901
1S4 56.232 0.0707282 8902
156 64.2c 1 0.0207064 8903
138 72035: 0.0206843 8904
160 800474 0.0206626 89115
16S 100.846 0.0206074 8906
170 121.230 0.0205531 8907
17S 141.540 0.0204994 8908
180 161.731 0.0204470 8909
185 181.847 0.02n3979 8910
190 201.773 0.0203481 8911
195 221.554 0.02030^) 8912
100 241.211 0.0202543 0913
210 280.067 0.0201695 8914
220 318.368 0.0200932 8915
150 %.x347 0.0216871 8801
132 33.140 0.0218635 880.2
154 62.000 00021639" 8003
156 70.912 0.0216194 8804
150 79.852 0.0215911 boos
160 68.804 n.02156TO 8806
165 111.181 0.0215073 6607
170 133.475 0.0214480 8808
175 155.649 0.0213911 8809
ISO 177 6S9 0.0213343 8010
tas 199.515 0.021 WO sell
190 221.208 '1.0212267 8812
1'9S 242.681 0.0211771 8613
200 164.028 0.0211199 8814
210 306.237 0.0110424 8825
148 40.241 0.0225087 vol
ISO 49.639 0.0224811 8701
152 59.498 1.0224568 8703
144 69.200 0.0224301 8704
156 70.908 0.0224095 8705
ISO es.630 0.0223775 8706
150 94.341 0.0223511 8707
165 122.955 0.02226`0 8709
170 146.627 0.022121i 6709
175 110.506 0.0221614 8110
)so 194.210 0.0221040 8712
85 2170647 0.0220468 s712
190 240.927 000219923 8713
199 264.042 0.0219405 8714
280 216.976 n.02 I 's 914 6715
210 332.-30 0.0218061 8716
146 35.950 000232956 0601
148 46.333 9.0732067 6602
ISO 560762 0.0231796 6603
152 61.210 0.0231506 $604
144 77.675 00021/220 6605
IS6 88.128 0.0230937 8606
ISO 99.563 090210657 0607
160 108.982 0.0230377 8608
165 134.873 0.0229691 6609
170 160.998 0.0229021 8610
175 196.021 0.0223383 5613
46
8001 122 14.046 0.0300875
6002 126 156104 1.0300101
8003 126 550678 0.0299791
6004 120 75.717 000299216
8005 110 95.512 0.0290604
e006 132 115.079 0.0799166
6007 114 114.411 0.029166 0
9008 116 151.176 0.0.'97171
0009 lie 011.761
 0.0;'96696
0010 140 1910662 390296221
0011 142 210.460 0.079S76e
8012 144 179.111 09029%'4•M
8013 146 747.751 0.0?94 +%0
0014 1Aa ",6.700 0.0?94•^e
8015 ISO ?960670 0.'11°.I24
0016 152 102.991 00n79	 109
Bn 17 1 S4 1:1.117 ..'+7'114 15
6702 172 1n. %66 M.nIO3754
6703 174 '+1.694 !1.0101187
6704 176 710196 0.0107640
6705 178 97.404 0.0102189
6706 1 4 112.181 0.0301557
6707 117 117.793 0.0101041
6700 134 0.0100510
6709 136 177.146 0.0100036
:-719 lie 19!•630 0.0?99566
6 7 11 140 211,023 0.07991Mn
6712 142 710.190 0.n?90640
6713 144 740.000 0.0798?45
67 14 166 260.449 0.0797614
6715 148 787.415 000797411
6716 150 106.478 0.02970bb
671 7 152 325.277 0.0796710
6718
6719
120 16.077 090304760
122 )9.296 0.0305164
7501 124 60.242 0.0304567
1502 126 80.030 000303990
7SO1 128 101.214 0.0303427
7504 130 121.346 0.03028617515 132 141.325 0.03023427506 134 161.008 0.0301819
7507 136 180.570 0903013M9
'.30 700.016 0.0300820
1509 140 219.434 0.0400334
7510 142 238. 754 0.0299871
7511 144 257.906 0.0299431
1512 146 277.079 090299007-
1513 148 296.017 000298608
7514 150 315.123 0.0298226
7515 lit 313.874 0.0797873
7516
7517
120 45.804 0.0310159
lit 67.673 0.0309577
1401 124 89.175 000308997
3402 It:i 110.432 0.0308427
3403 126 1)1.671 090307876
3404 13^ 152.197 090307340
3409 132 172.887 0.0306813
3406 134 193•)74 0+0106304
3407 116 219.781 090103012
3406 30 231.199 0.03oS343
3409 140 1.8 0.0304892
3410 142 276.612 0,0304456
3411 144 294.664 0.0101050
3412 146 114.6 76 0.0303665
3473
3414
341S lib 23.772 0.0314615
3416 lie 46.572 0.0313964
3417 120 68.000 O.OSI3146
3416 122 91.042 0+0312732
124 112.766 0.0112117
176 134.247 0.0311855
3902 12J 155.560 0.0310907
3903 130 176.682 0.0310434
3904 132 197.673 000309899
3905 134 210.551 0x0309381
3906 116 239.546 0.0308888
3907 138 260.271 0.0309414
3906 140 280.952 0x0307964
3909 142 301.552 0.0307539
3910 144 322.121 0+0307139
3911
3912
5801
5802
5801
5en4
5616
5006
5807
56oe
56^9
lost()
!811
5917
SRI,
5014
5815
4016
5e 1
1601
1612
7601
7604
7605
7606
7607
7608
76n9
761'1
)611
7617
7613
7611.
7615
1616
3503
3504
3505
5906
3007
3506
35! 9
32 10
:'7111
;,4511
3513
1514
3SIS
3S 46
1517
3516
3519
5601
5602
5603
5604
5608
5606
S60?
5608
5609
$610
5611
5612
S613
$614
4302
4307
4304
4305
4306
4307
4308
4309
4310
4911
4312
4313
4314
4315
4316
..0i
TABIX H.
	 0111;GRV', 11, NS ON uXYri p,t; :a 1N"i'Itit'F.D
I
TEMP	 PRESSURE	 01451 TV	 IOENT	 TEMP	 PRESSURE	 DENSITY	 101, NT
K	 ATM	 , M00CC	 K	 ATM	 r, MOIKC
3913 116 16,.769 0.0316910 7801
3914 116 35.314 0.0316248 7802
3915 lie 58.497 0.0315631 7603
3916 120 81.363 000315011 7601,
3917 122 1030873 0.0314415 7N09
39116 124 126.138 0.0313840 7606
126 140.176 0.0317277 7607
120 169.937 0.0312723 2808
110 191080 O.n3I2187 7609
47
TEMP
R
PRESSURE
ATM
DENSITY
G MOLICC
IOENT
I17 ?13.OS9 000111671 7810
114 ?34.431 000311175 7811
136 255.700 0.0310703 7612
lie 2760912 0.0310266 7613
140 2970991 000309630 7814
142 319.001 0.0309431 7615
114 16.504 OSOM542 3601
116 39.929 0.0316662 3602
lie o:. y 4: 0.0316230 3603
120 05.587 0.031SS92 3604
127 107.931 0.0316980 3605
124 111010 0.0314300 3606
17h 1 ti 1 . ?93 060119799 1607
176 171.461 000113231 3608
110 195.161 O9o312602 3609
137 216.700 0.6312151 3610
134 2'36.181 0.0111642 3611
11h 259.271 0.0111159 3612
11 0) 26n.1.41 0.0310694 3613
140 101.)89 0.0110259 3614
142 322.011 0.0309051 3615
114 11.510 0.0119426 6001
116 55.412 0.011879+ 6002
lie 76.079 0.0318148 6003
120 101.977 0.0317539 6004
122 124.832 0.0316940 6005
124 147835 7 0.0316357 6006
126 169.669 00115791 6007
178 191.644 000315240 6008
110 711.792 09011'713 6009
114 33.886 090319827 4401
116 57.503 0.0119178 4402
lie 80.668 0.0310514 4403
120 103.461 0.0317892 4404
122 125.970 0.0317278 4405
124 148.253 090316680 4406
126 170096 000316097 4407
120 192.263 0.0115532 4408
130 214.132 0.0314984 4409
132 235.923 0.0314459 4410
134 257x902 000113961 6411
116 2790540 090313487 4412
118 301.144 000113039 4419
140 322.131 0.0312620 4414
Ito 13.619 0.0324614 3301
112 40•39S 090123994 3302
114 62.759- 0.0323218 3301
116 86.654 09012?S% 3306
118 110.124 0.0321914 3305
1?0 133.648 0.0321287 3306
} 22 15697x8 0.0120677 3307
12, 179.621 000320003 3308
126 202.665 0.01319516 3909
128 225.202 0.0318968 3310
130 247.762 0.0318442 3311
112 270.368 000317940 3312
134 292.803 0.031 7468 3913
136 315.093 090317028 3314
138 117.186 090316615 3916
106 17.695 0.0328693 7701
110 43.534 0903279;8 7702
112 660849 0.0327302 7703
114 93 ►817 0.0326645 7704
116 116.465 0.0326001 7705
lie 112061 0.0325775 7706-
120 166.873 0-,0324767 7707
122 190.660 0.0324183 7760
124 214.237 0.0323618 7709
126 137-=909 090323079 7710
128 7610502 090322573 7711
130 284.925 0.0322077' 7712
132 308.393 090321626 7719
114 3319816 090321216 7714
108 30.602 000330134 4101
110 56.279 090329415 4102
112 810467 0..0328722 4103
114 1069.246 0x0328050 4106
116 130.686 0.0327392 4105
lie ISS•144 0.0326761 4106
120 179.139 000926184 4107
122 2029999 00032SS43 4108
124 226.770 090324967 4109
126 250059 090326421 4110
126 273.871 r-k0329901 4111
130 297.521 0,4323610 4112
132 320.916 0.03229S4 4113
130 190367 000282691
1 1,112 36.817 0.0282200
134 54.070 0.0281726
136 710179 000261173
110 660116 000290615
140 104.913 0.0290366
142 1210S3 000279926
164 118.068 0.0279501
146 154.431 0.0279070
149 1700737 0.0278657
150 106.972 1.0278252
152 202.932 0.0277692
154 2100940 0.0177479
156 234.916 0.0277109
158 250.679 0.0276764
160 164,0461 0.0776476
16S 305.501 119o27S64n
126 230403 0.0298775
130 41.701 1.0208261
132 590974 0.0207770
134 770950 0.0297287
136 95.779 00286806
138 113.427 090296387
140 130.927 0.0285575
142 149.197 0.0285426
144 lb5 4S3 0.028498S
146 1020529 000284554
146 1990474 0.0284137
150 2180312 0.0283731
152 293.106 0.0263339
154 149.809 000282959
1SG 266.422 090282S94
ISO 282.989 000262246
160 2990666 000201913
165 140.632 0.0281151
126 29.395 090294961
128 47.795 0.0294011
130 669954 0.0293525
132 850911 000293n?n
134 1049674 00292524
136 123.250 0.0292043
136 141.657 000291570
140 159.867 0.0291100
142 178.016 0.0290651
144 196.003 0.0290217
146 213072 0.0209789
148 231.644 0.0289381
ISO 249.309 0.0268996
157 2669873 0.0288511
154 284,437 0.0280239
156 301.910 0.0297899
is8 319.309 0.0287579
124 20.826 0.029 7581
126 400547 0.0297011
129 60.105 0.0296469
131 79.402 0.0295931
132 46.159 090295401
114 117.321 0.0294864
136 135.992 0.0294378
138 1540525 0.0293682
140 172.830 0.0293401
142 1910203 0.0292935
144 209.322 040192481'
146 227.395 0.0292039
lib 2456581 0.0291617
ISO 261.SS3 0.0291210
112 281.415 0.0290824
154 299.292 090290454
1S6 917.004 0.0290107
158 334.750 0.0209777
124 24.S90 0.0296327
126 44.423 0.0297757
126 64.054 0.0297215
130 839416 0.0296674
132 102.539 0.0296143
134 121.467 0.0295626
136 140.279 0.0295122
138 158.908 0.0294627
140 177.363 0.0294142
142 195.726 0.0293674
144 2139960 000293219
146 232.147 0.0292780
148 230.277 0.0292355
150 268.226 000291949
152 206.148 0.0291564
154 3049001 0.0291195
1 1 6 321.715 090290946
7901
79(,2
7901
7904
1909
79n6
7907
79 m S
79)9
7910
7911
741.
?913
4001
4002
4003
4004
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
401n
4011
4012
5301
5302
5303
5,504
5305
5306
5306
5307
5306
y309
5310
5311
5312
5601
5402
5403
%404
5405
5406
5407
5406
5408
5609
%410
%411
5412
5411
5500
5501
1,502
5503
5504
5505
5506
5507
ssne
5509
5510
7001
7002
7001
7004
7005
7006
7007
700:
7009
7010
'011
7012
11001
11002
11003
11004
11005
11006
11007
99
100
102
104
106
100
II0
112
114
116
lie
96
90
loo
102
104
106
.08
110
112
114
116
94
96
48
100
I0?
1G4
106
109
110
112
114
94
96
98
110
102
104
106
1^8
1 11
117
114
90
92
94
96
198
ov
102
104
1 76
^` e
110
4G
92
514
96
90
loo
102
104
106
1OD
110
as
90
92
44
96
;a
100
102
104
106
I09
as
90
92
94
96
90
loo
TEMP PRESSURE DENSITY IDENT
K 4T" a M01 /Cc
102 254.709 ^.n3S6@12 loop
104 284.784 101S6166 1809
106 315.39) ^.0115~54 3810
e6 75.162 1.(1164373 5101
86 5:.262 0.0363440 51n2
90 90.43. 0.0361%6! 5103
92 121.972 0.0361711 5104
91# 11.070 0.01:(1691 510s
96 184.140 0.0160082 5106
48 114.668 060IS9111 5107
46 214.867 0.0059115 SIn7
100 246.112 •1.03%6s'; S106
10? 216.517 0.0157099 5109
101* 418	 157 •..n157750 5110
96 21.665 0.1164341 140:
N0 55 .613 ^1.n16342% 74^2
90 89•540 CG.0162%67 7401
92 120.724 0.0361731 1606
94 Is1.S36 0.034.04'; 7405
96 164.023 0.0360142 7406
96 215.356 1.0159390 /4,,
100 246.616 14,10
107 277.900
1.03;:
5
699
0.01015 '404
104 309.199 n.0357426 41^
e6 24.1319 0.0164717 4501
:8 57.628 0.0361101 4501
90 :9.724 0.0362913 4501
97 121.237 0.0162o$s 4504
94 1%2.404 0.0161222 4505
96 1:1.174 0.036o426 4506
98 113.852 0.n3S964p 450'1
100 744.Ssl 0.0358919 4508
1G1 275.284 0.035!,232 4500
66 40.195 0.0165518 1lbol
at 40.209 0.016553e 11601
:e 79.270 0.0365007 11601
90 117.611i 0.0364499 11603
92 155.464 0.0364013 11604
94 1930106 0.(136)550 11605
96 210.60: 0.0363112 11606
9! 767.972 0.01,61 7'`0 116'17
100 305.35e 0.0362326 11608
°102 342.743 0.03619:4 11609
84 11.684 0.0366764 6601
86 46.246 0.0'6%:'.9 6602
08 79.993 0.0364940 b6n1
90 113.0!2 0.0164x,85 6604
9 2 145.465 0..1069259 6605
94 177.;S3 0.0162463 6606
96 109.433 1.0361700 66.07
98 241.313 9.0160977 6606
100 273.068 0.016M{+. b60S
102 106.70 1.0359613 661c
104 917.1.04 ('.OT;91^1 6611
84	 35.431
86	 69.709
:e	 103.170
913	 116.)07
9E	 166+639
94	 241.068
96	 213.467
9e	 265.759
100	 798.200
102	 330.815
84	 37.882
86	 71.553
88	 104.357
90	 1360606
92	 168.706
94	 200.478
96	 232.623
98	 264.679
100	 2960939
102	 329.033
84	 38.174
66	 7?. 720
as
	 106.239
90	 139* 170
92	 01.677
94	 203.903
96	 236.151
96	 268.435
100	 300.844
102	 333.277
O.n168114
0.01672n5
0.0166124
0.0965473
3. 1164644
0.0361OS6
0.0363098
0.0362993
0.0361797
0.0361140
0.0,368285
0.0367359
0.0366467
0.0365592
0.0164769
0.0363949
0 •-0363178
0.0362451
0.0361775
0.0361160
0.03663ne
0.0367405
0.0366S30
n00365684
0.0364875
;.0364080
0.0363345
0.0,162646
0.0361999
0.0361410
57o1
%702
5701
%704
5705
5706
5107
5708
5709
5710
6901
4902
4903
4904
4905
4906
4907
4908
4909
4910
7301
7302
7303
7304
730S
7306
1307
71.06
7109
1310
i00
I.NBLE U. 1'E%1PER.11'URE-PRE:;,I RE 	 IV, :I',F'RVA'IIO,N, ON O'\Y(,LN--A I NTINL' ; 11
R.
TEMP	 PRESSURE
	 DENSITY	 IDENT	 TEMP	 PRESSl1E	 DENSITY	 IDENT
K	 AIM	 G MOL/CC	 A	 ATM	 G MOL/CC
104 6.730 0.0334558
106 13.902 0.0933777
108 60.S6S 0.0333056
110 86.771 0.0332370
112 112681! 1.0331694
114 137.999 0.0131042
116 1630115 00031039?
119 198.085 1.032903;
120 212.902 0.012'X46
122 117.448 ^.0329429
124 .61.949 0.0329092
126 286.493 0.0321583
128 310.914 0.03271^9
In4 27. 089 0 . 0316423
1116 54.1367 0.03356%1
108 :o . " l 1 0.0114991
1111 106.469 0.0334226
11: 132.071 000333534
114 157.185 0.0332963
116 182.524 0.093?zl^
li p zo7.542 000331$84
171 213.014 000331000
127 257087 0.0330430
124 262.031 0.03299e9
126 307.905 0.0329387
102 24.715 0.0339664
104 52.082 0.031888s
106 79.254 0.0118166
106 1050968 0.0137455
110 1120551 0.0336756
112 15:.197 0.0336088
112 158.384 0,0136092
114 194.11#1 0.0335644
116 719.942 0.0334616
116 115.676 000334216
120 261.105 0.0313652
122 286.636 0.0,113119
124 1120098 0.0112627
100 7.320 t•, 0341475
102 35.779 0.0340649
104 63.564 0.0319892
106 90.775 0.0339171
106 I17.5S6 0.0338461
110 144.058 090337775
112 170.244 0.0137109
114 196.374 0'.0336463
114 196.726 060336678
lib .122.679 0.0335664
lie 248.685 0.0335279
120 c174.418 000134726
172 300.289 0.0334209
124 1?6.161 0.0313729
99 16.318 0.0143799
, on 30.801 0.0343387
102 59.357 0.0942606
104 81.202 000341671
106 114.664 0.0341151
l08 142.035- 0.0340449
110 169.934 0.0199769
112 195.5vs 0.0339113
114 222.1414 0.0138691
116 248.76;1 0.0137991
lie 275.254
	 - 0.0937126
S8 18.619 0.0345541
1n0 48.059 0.0344737
102 76.860 0.0343977
104 108.126 0.0943240
iC6 132.953 1.-0342571'
109 160.466 0.0141674
110 187.753 0.0341152
112 2150011 0.0140507
116 242.112 0.0339993
116 269.225 0.0339115
110 296.149 0.0338777
120 121.993 0.0338276
96 22.707 000345829
100 55.620 000345341
102 86.240 0.0344906
104 120.405 0.0344479
106 1510959 000144073
109 163.529 0.0343677
110 214050 0.0943303
46.074
7S • %Ob
104.371
1126 776
160.860
188.739
2 16.4 18
244.071
271.%79
299.183
•426.843
34.806
64.9Se
94.440
123.355
1sl.947
180.173
20:.224
216. 706
264.122
292.032
120.057
70.OS9
50.972
el.le9
110.805
140.009
168.846
197.401
I25.824
754.231
282.66;
111.03;
36.268
66. 713
96.478
125.'03
154.601
183.319
211#056
?4n. X42
268.679
297.474
?26.098
5. 116
17.468
68.,656
98.653
128.341
157.733
186.79e
215.937.
244.99!
2 74. 167
103.215
21.075
51.404
64.964
1150917
146.358
176.554
206.591
236.538
266.541
2"6.624
326.382
11.829
44.365
75.894
106.759
137.121
167.148
191.321
227.436
251.159
286.951
117.231
37.134
69.725
1 i' .2SS
131.974
162.615
193.007
22 3.5s7^
0.0347714
0.0346931
0.0346172
0.0345432
0.0344715
0.014 4024
0.0343363
0.0342735
0.0342143
0.034IS90
0.0341080
0.03SO023
0.0349720
0.0349452
0.0147'04
0.034697•
0.0366272
0.034559:
0.0344954
0.0144145
0.0343775
0.0343246
O.o3S2031
0.0131107
I.G750400
0.0349642
0.0348896
0.0346172
0.0341479
0.0346016
:1.0146107
^.014559J
.0145044
0.0153210
0.0357170
0.0151563
0.0350719
0.01SOO1S
0.0169277
0.0148569
0.0347:91
O.Olr7;•68
0.01x6662
0.0)46111
0.0357195
0.0356349
0.0955490
0.0354661
0.03538S6
0.0353000
0.0352128
0.0151609
0.0350914
000350264
0.0349663
0.0356287
0.0157379
0.0356;60
0.0355756
9.0154978
0.0354226
0.0351, 14
0.0352871
1.035217t
0.0151;76
0.0111^ll
0.0360762
000359820
0.0958962
0.O1S8109
0.0357292
0.0356499
000985740
0.035solo
0.0354331
0.0353689
0.0353088
0.0362485
0.0361$8 7
000360721
0.0359857
0.0359072
0.03Seze9
0.0357539
4N
6801
6801
6801
be04
6:01
6806
6807
6806
6809
6810
6911
7201
7202
710?
04
7215
7106
2^1
1218
7209
7210
7211
6901
69nz
6901
6904
6905
6906
6901
6908
6909
6410
5911
4201
4202
4201
4204
4205
4206
4707
41 09
420"
4210
4111
4601
4602
4603
4604
4605
4606
4607
4600
4609
41610
4611
7101
7101
7103
7104
710%
7106
7111
7109ln0
'll^
7111
4801
4802
4803
4804
4809
4806
4807
4808
4509
4810
4611
3801
3:02
3803
3804
3805
3806
3607
,.4.i
1 \H1 F' II
	 'rv ,% 'FRA'Il'R1:-l'Ii1 -1. T tl  -111 `. IT1'`)& ,I` RVAII(')^1'. , Nit?:YCJ:N--,:ONlINl'1 11
TEMP
n
PRESSURE
ATM
DENSITY
G MOL/CC
(DENT TEMP
K
PRESSURE
ATM
DEN51T1
G MOL/CC
WENT TLMP
K
PRESSURE
ATM
DENSITY
G MOL/CC
(DENT
0? ?0.215 0.0370603 1701 76 23.757 0.1)119114 1?51)1 60 22.195 0.0401416 13101
84 62.503 0.0369134 310? 18 67.912 0.0379520 12502 62 79.365 000400606 1'3102
86 96.2158 J.n169874 37014 91 110.846 ;1.0/77948 125^14 64 127.166 0.0400007 11101+156 1?9.206 1.n167940 3704 e? 144.460 0.111174n'1 1:5-14 66 1180767 0.0199167 1141,149` 161.811 1.0167082 3709 84 195.985 0.01766P; 125"5 h8 7'10014 0.019h76' 1110.
9? 194.462 0.0366255 3106 66 218.432 n.0176101 12596 70 782.15" 0.0198?IB 1310h
94 726.775' 0.0165468 3707 96 260094 1).047h940 1 750 7 77 314.577 0.0197'137 1141)7
96 259..17 0.0364725 3706 90 ?23.S36 0.0375534 17500
96 291011 0.0164032 3709
100 124.592 0.736!398 3711) 5e 120692 0.0404544 13401
76 190613 0.0179820 11801 60 81.109 0.0403815 13602
78 63.746 0.0379228 11W 62 14110159 0.0403132 13403
64 7'30997 0.0370109 $001 60 127.075 0.0370659 11603 64 191.066 0.04602476 11404
86 109.513 0.0,69277 5002 92 169.939 O.n370119 11804 66 ?46.197 0.0401870 13409
158 1420486 000360397 5003 04 212.6!/ 0.017161)7 11805 be 294.740 000401322 11406
90 17S.26T 0.0167543 5064 86 755.367 001771?5 11606 *) 154.649 0.040084! 134;4'
92 ?ne0036 000366723 $005 8! 296.20z 0.0176660 11e,17
94 240.781, 090369946 5006 341.074 0.0176799 11808
96 273.468 0.01115219 5007 56 ?S. W4 0.0407012 1351)1
96 106.371 0.0164546 $000 58 91.221 :7.0406?60 13502100 3390468 0.0361933 5009 74 3. 44 3 0.040?172 11201 60 1'5.350 0.040557!. 13501
76 7607z7 0.0181756 11202 62 189.537 00040490n 13504
7B 1230046 0.0381172 11263 64 713082 0.0404767 1150•.60 ?80739 0.0373729 4701 81) 166.009 0.0180619 11204 66 2980710 0.)40372`. 1351662 63.713 000372762 4702 91 210.569 0003801)91 11205 60 3510099 0.0401719 1350764 97.543 0. 0371029 4703 04 254041 0.0179602 11206
86 131.451 090170923 4704 e6 208.116 000179156 112n7
BB 164.656 000370047 4705 66 342.090 0.7170769 11 ?09 56 70.492 0.0408851 13601
90 197.900 0.0369203 4706 56 1130913 0.140012Q 1360290 196.034 000369214 4706 60 189.056 0.0407448 13603
92 2310190 0.0368414 4707 74 10.521 0.018';5147 11901 6? 2449672 00406812 13604
94 2640529 0.0367650 4708 76 84.131 0.0161g1e 11'102 64 100067 0.0406240 1360E
96 298.026 0.0366956 4709 79 129.498 ").0181135 11903 66 157.510 0.0405746 ;16!)6
96 311.705 00166121 471n 90 171.314 11.n180791 11914
02 7160098 0.0180250 11905
04 259.6151 1.0319'17? 11906 56 103.550 0.0409650 1370182 35.763 0.0171167 11101 86 109.007 1).0179711 11007 515 1599161 0.0400944 111-1204 7704bf 0.0170506 It11)? on 447.970 0.0470017 11908 60 215.226 0.0408271 1370,486 1170819 0.0170062 1111i! Q 271.61? 0.0407659 13704Be
91)
1570759
197.427
000169453
000369ntq
11104
11105 77 24012 0.1)384810 12401 64 3?8.635 0.0407117 137 ^5
9, 236x895 0.0368617 1111)6 74 700474 1).0104171 :2402
94 276.362 0.0368196 11107 76 !16.353 )40383517 12401 57.5 12.858 1320196 315.762 0.01610Y ♦ 11106 7e 161.0!0 0.038'3004 12404
40 z^°.493 D.1138246h 1241)5 55 560008 11202
82 ?50.094 0.0301963 12406 55.5
V9.4154 13201
90 25.16.1 0.-0171410 11101 84 194.932 0.0181504 114p7 96 141.486 0.0410947 11?,4
82 67.517 0.037^64A 111x; Btu >>q.b'S :.)9PInga 12406 58 198.221 ).0410?SS 11 2011
84 106.661 0.037;:97 11101 60 255.366 7.0409617 132:4!
80 169x201 000371171 1130. 62 113.140 0.0409040
80 1e9.643 0.011127,4 11305 70 19.179 J.0187405 12601
90 229.595 0...017genl 11306 7? h6.521 0.0186741 12602 134f.292 27C 290 0.0310960 111n7 74 113.610 J.0'i9hl?q 12603 54.6 21.4 1 7 1370394 310.543 000369970 1111)0 76 158.458 n.0,485548 1261)4 54.7 10.120 !390476 203.975 0.0904996 1?605 S496 38.709' 1330•
1504 7005e 0.0 74570 11401
60
82
249x516
795.1`18
O.)164407
0.01641)11
17616
12607
54.9 47.?99 131CIb
2 89.208 0.037401)6 11402 64 141.'44, 0.1)1153%94 1?6J8 59 55.976
11707
04 130.644 9.0371466 11403 950 
1
1 64.655 13100
96 171.740 0.011?9S3 11404 95. 73x269 11119
06 212.714 0.0112464 11408 he 7,1.425 0.0190?546 12701 15S.3 01.980 12311)
9.^ 253.593 0.0377.011 11406 70 68.919 O.n989S76 17702  SS.4 90.671 13311
91 294.513 0.0371493 11407 72 116.779 0.0188g44 1270 3 5505 99.441  13312
94 135.339 0.0371218 11408 74 163.062 1.018835, 1;704 55.6 100.109 13313
76 209.678 0.03(47790 1?705 55.7 116.970 11314
70 256.420 0.0187267 12706 55.0 175.682 13315
79 29 955 0.0175170 10901 80 3	 4.324 0.0906704 127)7 55.9 1`.14.520 13116
90 51.904 0.0374867 10902 82 150.501 0.01861.5 177f15 56 143.256 13117
e? 940276 0*0174315 10901 S6.1 152.015 17316
84 136.044 0.0173763 10904 56.2 160.760 13319
86 177.?42 0.0373291 10905 66 17090 0.1)6929?0 12001 56.9 163.546 0.0411371 13320
68 218.375 0.0372604 10906 68 (.7.554 0.,392227 12802 56.6 166.414 0.0411309 13121
90 2S9.47S 0.0372160 10907 70 116.044 0.0191sa 1280,4 57 183x824 0.0411097 13372
92 300.463 0.0371957 " 10908 7? 161.916 0.OlgC975 126114 58 212.067 0.0410759 11)?9
94 341.475 0.0371595 10909 74 211.791 0.0190)99 l2+)5 60 z4^.677 0.041(5127 13324.
76 259.723
-,n389966 12806 62 327.914 0.040ti570 1302!
78 1 n7.826 4.01891491 12807
70 15.967 090375049 illol - 80 356.C7? 4.0188971 12808
80 59.219 000375221 )1702
02 101.255 0.0374663 11703;'
64 142.714 O.n17412b 11704' 64 27.259 0x0195872 12901
86 163.914 0.0173614 11705 66 73.1h3 0.^395174 12902
Be 125.070 0.0173124 11706 68 122.808 o. 0394514 1290390 266.102 0.1)372679 11707 70 111.996 0.03o440n '2`704
92 307.?39 010372269 11708 12. 2?1.104 0.1'3911115 12905
74 270.197 v.039276? 12906
76 119.890 0.1)399'03 12?-'b7
78 29.867 0.037ri563 1?0,1
150 72.785 0.0375971 12007
82 11S.030 ^.0175411 )21)0,4 62 14.749 0.0390369 110 1.
04 156.679 0.0374877 12004 64 66.928 0.0197637
86 198.151 0.0174369 12005 66 117.711 ^.0196961 13"
Be 239.557 0.0973897 17006 68 168400+ "1.0196712 13{90 280.998 0.0173447 1200' 70 21@.C44 0.0195735 136
	
19 2 122.440 0.0373049 12008 72 2h8.171 0.0395168 170;74 318.656 0.0394700 130k	 J.
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TABLE	 XIII. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN ON THE SATURATION BOUN D ARIES. +
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE VOLUME ISOTHERM I!,OCHORE INTERNAL ENTHAL"Y ENTROPY C„ Cp VEL OF
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY SOUND
DE4 KELVIN ATM CC/GMOLF CC ATM/GMOLF ATM/K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE J/GMOLE-K J/G MOLE -K M/SEC
54.107 O.r015 24.49 284158 38.93 -6189.6 -6189.6 67.00 35.65 53.27 1159
54.350' 0.0015 2974819. 4458 1120.0 1571.8 209.44 20.81 29.13 141
56 0.0024 24.63 276345 37.99 -6101.7 -6101.7 68.59 35.29 53.26 1149 li
56 0.0024 1876345• 4593 1154.2 1619.7 206.2? 20.81 29.13 143 1
58 0.0043 24.80 267042 36.87 -5995.2 -5995.2 10.46 34.86 53.25 1136
58 0.0043 1111926. 4755 1195.6 1677.6 202.60 20.81 29.14 345
60 0.0072 24.97 257923 35.77 -5888.7
-5888.7 72.27 34.45 53.25 1124
60 0.0072 683074. 4916 12170 17'15.5 199.26 20.81 29.15 148
62 0.012 25.14 248985 34.70
-578i762 -5782.: 14.01 34.06 S3*26 1110
62 0.017 4337C0. 5076 1278.2 1793.:" 196.16 10.82 29.16 150
64 0.018 25.32 240226 33.65 -5675.1 'kfx75.t. 711610 33.167 53.27 1097
64 0.018 281822. 5235 13140 ty14064 1gA419 100612 29.18 152
66 0.028 25.50 231643 32.63 -556ll01 -11fi+xfi x	 .'14 1is'40 13029 10f13
66 0.028 190960. 5392 1144616; 1	 fi b' k	 x .7. 4 )*A1 29.21 155
68 0.042 25.69 223232 31.62 -9461** -*r44µ4« a6m4 32694 g3.31 1070
68 0.042 131788. 5546 0.001 In109 4*46z ar.s4 nr4s114 19.25 151
70 0.0615 25.87 214991 30.65 -51145	 4 =i	 +6' u4 6i x 44 53.34 1056
70 0.0615 93095. 5697 0.001 14414. * yr. rp6415 29630 159
72 0.087 26.07 206917 29.69 »0+1!4	 .? aBA Alt40 4i .16 53+'18 104172 0.087 67182. 5844 06001 11481e2 a. ?1 m 46+ .`s l4•.87 19635 161
74 0.122 26.26 199006 18.76 -514100 -6€28 4?.6i4 3}FV9 5364„1 1027
74 0.122 49440. 5987 0.002 1611µ106S Z1l10t s*J*74 7n.t6+1 29643 163
76 0.167 26.47 191218 27.85 -5PS R 03 ^'?0*0 1146647 11e41 a3049 1012
f6 0.167 37043. 6125 0.002 1560.+? 1186.1? Irm6614 Z0091 29651 165
78 0.224 26.67 183668 26.96 -492805 -4979.N 46416 31031 53.56 997
70 0.224 28216. 6257 0.003 1548.5 21239014 116.14 1009s 29.62 167
80 0.297 26.88 176234 26.09 -4821.3
-4820.5 87.67 31.01 53.64 982
80 0.297 21819. 6383 0.004 3636.527C'.5 176.51 20.98 29.74 169
82 0.387 27,10 168953 25.24 -4744.0 -4713.0 88.94 30.73 53.73 967
82 0.387 17109. 6502 0.005 1673.8 2344.1 174.98 21.03 29.69 171
84 0.497 27.32 161823 24.41 -4606.6 -4605.2 90.24 30.45 53.84 982
04 0.49' 135886 6613 Q.006 1710.3 239465 173.54 21.08 30.06 113
86 0.631 27.55 1548f,' 2q.60 -4498.9 -4497.1 91.50 30.18 5',696 936
86 0.631 10918.4 6716 0.008 1745.9 2443.7 172.18 21.13 30.26 174
88 0.791 27.78 148007 22.80 -.4391.0 -4388.8 92.74 29.92 54.10 921
88 0.791 8868.6 6809 0.0044 1780.7 2491.5 170.90 21.20 30.49 176
90 0.981 28.02 141315 22.03 -4282.8 -4280.1 93.96 29.67 54.26 905
90 0.981 7275.4 6892 0,.012 1814.5 2537.9 169.68 21.28 30.74 178
92 1.205 28.27 134764 x,1.27 -4174.4 -4171.0 95.15 29.42 54044 889
92 1.205 6023.1 6965 04014 184762 2582.6 168.53 21636 31404 179
94 1.466 28.52 128153 20.54 -4065.7 -4061.4 96.32	 " 29.18 54.64 372
94 1.466 5028.5 7027 0.017 1678.8 2625.6 167.43 21.45 31.37 180
96 1.768 28.79 122079 19.81 -3956.6 -3951.4 97.47 28.95 54.67 856
96 1.768 4290.7 7077 0.020 1909.2 2666.8 166.38 21.56 31.73 182
\
98 2.114 29.06 115939 19.11 -3847.1 -3840.9 98.60 28.73 55.13 839
98 2.114 3585.0 7114 0.024 1938.2 2706.2 165.38 21.68 32.14 183
100 2.509 29.34 109933 18.42 -3737.2 -3729.7 99.71 28.51 55.42 8;13
100 2.509 3057.9 7139 0.029 1966.0 2743.4 164.42 21.80 32.60 1434
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T48LE XI1I.	 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN ON THE SATURATION BOUNDARIES - CONTINUED.
TEMPERATURE
Pp,
	 iRE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY C„ Cp VEL OF
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY SOUND
DEG KELVIN ATM CC/GMOLE CC ATM/GMOLE ATM/K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE J/GMOLE-K J/G MOLE -K M/SEC
102 2.957 29.63 104058 17.74 -3626.8 -3617.9 100.81 28.30 55.74 806
102 2.957 2624.1 7150 0.034 1992.3 2778.6 163.49 21.94 33.11 185
104 7.462 29.93 98312 17.08 -3515.8 -3505.3 101.88 28.10 56.10 788
104 7.462 2264.4 7147 0.039 2017.1 2811.5 162.60 22.09 33.68 186
106 4.029 10.24 92694 16.43 -3404.3 -3392.0 102.95 27.90 56.51 771
106 4.029 1964.1 7130 09046 2040.3 2842.1 161.74 22.26 34.30 187
108 4.661 3007 87202 15.80 -3292.1 -3277.7 104.00 27.71 56.96 753
108 4.661 1711.7 7097 00053 2061.6 2870.1 160.91 22.44 34.99 187
110 5.363 30.90 81835 15917 -3179.2 -3162.4 105.03 27.52 h7.47 736
110 5.363 1498.2 7049 0.061 2081.5 2895.6 160.10 22.63 35.76 188
112 6.139 11.26 76592 14.57 -165.5 -3046.0 106.06 27.34 5')•05 718
112 6.139 1316.6 6985 0.070 2099.4 2918.4 159.31 22-83 36.61 188
114 6.995 31.63 71472 13.97 -2950.9 -2928.5 107.08 27.10 58970 699
114 6.995 1161.2 6904 0.080 2115.2 2938.2 156.53 ?3.05 37.55 189
116 7.934 12.01 66476 11038 -2835.2 -2809.5 108.09 26.99 59.41 681
116 7.934 1027.5 6806 0.091 2129.0 2955.0 157.78 23.26 38059 189
118 8.961 32.42 61602 12.80 -2718.5 -2689.1 109.09 26.83 60.25 662
11B 8.961 911.95 6690 0.104 2140.6 2968.6 157.07 23.52 39.75 189
120 10.082 12.85 56852 12-2% -2600.5 -2566.9 110.08 26.61 61.19 643
120 10.082 811.59 6556 0.119 2149.8 2978.8 156.30 23.78 41.04 189
122 11.300 33.31 52226 11.67 -2481.1 -2442.9 111.07 26.53 62.27 623
122 11.300 724.02 6402 0.135 2156.4 2985.4 155.57 24.06 42.49 189
124 12.621 33079 47728 11.11 -2360.1 -2316.8 112.06 26.39 63.49 603
124 12.621 647.27 6229 0.151 2160.3 2988.0 IS4-8S 24.35 44.13 189
126 14.049 34.31 41362 10.56 -2237.3 -1188.4 113.05 26.26 64.91 583
126 14.049 579.72 6036 0.173 2161.2 2986.4 154.12 24.65 45.99 189
128 15.591 34.86 ?9132 10.02 -2112.4 -205'1.3 114.04 26.15 66.56 562
128 15.591 520.03 5821 0.196 2158.8 2980.3 13.40 24.97 48.12 188
130 17.249 1S.4S 159ll 9.61 -1984.1 -1922.1 115.04 26.60 69.20 544
130 17.249 467.15 5575 0.221 2153.0 2969.3 152.68 25.31 50.60 188
132 19.031 16.09 32050 9.02 -1853.3 -1783.7 116.05 26.48 70.74 521
132 19.031 419.84 5314 0.250 7143.1 2952.7 151.94 25.68 53.48 187
134 20.942 36.79 27762 8.51 -1719.3 -1641.5 117.06 1607 74.31 498
134 10.942 377.60 5027 0.283 2128.8 2930.0 151019 26.06 56.90 186
136 22.986 37.55 24281 7.98 -1582.5 -1495.0 118009 26.30 77.25 475
136 22.986 339.63 4715 0.320 1109.4 2900.5 150.42 26.47 61.03 186
136 259170 38.40 20802 7.44 -1441.6 -1343.6 119.14 26.30 81.15 451
138 25.170 305.34 4374 0.361 1084.2 2662.9 140.63 26.90 66.14 185
140 27.501 39.35 174:6 6.90 -1295.8 -1186.2 1;0.20 26.36 86.36 425
140 27.501 274.22 4003 0.412 2052.0 2816.1 1,68.60 27.38 72.63 183
142 29.986 40.42 14238 6.37 -1144.1 -1021.3 121.30 26.52 93.45 399
142 29.986 245.75 3598 0.470 20110 2737.9 147.92 27.89 81618 182
144 32.631 41.67 11314 5.86 -984.6 -346.6 122.44 26.73 103.49 372
144 32.631 219.53 3154 0.538 1959.8 2685.6 146.98 28.48 93.04 181
146 35.448 43.15 8773 5.28 -815.1 -660.1 123.65 27.06 114.7 343
146 35.448 195.08 2667 0.622 1894.0 2594.7 145.95 29.14 110.7 179
148 38.446 44.98 6123 4.72 -611.2 -456.0 124.95 27.53 137.8 311
148 38.443 171.89 2124 0.727 1807.8 2477.4 144.77 29.95 140.2 177
150 41.638 47.37 3876 4.14 -425.5 -225.7 126.39 28.28 178.9 279
150 41.638 149.13 1506 0.869 1688.2 2317.4 143.35 31.01 200-5 176
152 45.041 50.86 1963 3.51 -181.1 51.0 128.11 29.92 279.5 241
152 45.041 126.34 848 1.01 1514.0 2090.6 141.51 33.34 362.9 111
154 48.675 57.83 41 2.72 176.8 462.0 130.67 32.^7 969. 196
154 48.675 99.59 38^ 1.42 1196.7 687.9 138.63 36.68 835• 167
154.77 50.140 73.42 0 1.97 671.2 1044.2 134.37 38.75 164
154.77 50.140 73942 0 1.97 671.2 1044.2 134.37 38.75 164
• THE FIRST ENTRY FOR EACH TEMPERATURE REFERS TO THE LIQUID PHA!,E
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TABLE XIV. TH ERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES Of OXYGEN
1 AYMOSPHERE ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE
	 VOLUME ISOTHERM
DERIVATIVE
ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTH,ILPY ENTRCrY C
v
C VELOCITY
OED• KELVIN
	 CC/OMOLE CC ATM/OMOLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERGY
J/GMOLE J/OMOLE J/OMOLE-K 4/0
0
MOLE -K
Of SOVNO
M/SEC
•	 549362	 24.49
56	 24062
284283
276527
38.93
37999
.6169.4
-6102.2
•6186.9
-6099.1
67.00
68•S9
35.65
35:29
53.26 1160
58 24.79 267225 36.67 .5995.7
-5993.2 70.45 34.87
53.25
53.25
1149
113760 24.96 258107 3S•78 .59890-2
-568607 72.26 34.46 53.25 112
62
64
25.14
25.32
249171
240413
34.71
33.66
.STB!•7
.{676,6
•5+86.2
.$673.7
74.01
75.70
34006
33969
$3.25
53.26
Lill
100766
68
25950
25.68
231830
223419
32.64
31.64
.$669.7
.5463.1
•5567.1
.5466.5
77	 4
78, 3
33.30
32.96
$3.28 1084
7 0
72
25.87
26„06
216176
201099
30.66
21.7i
.6356.5
.524995
•$3$3.9
•624702
80.47
81.98
32.60
$2.30
$3.34
ICU
1056
74
76
26.26 199106 81.7f .51434 •5140.4 83.44
32.26
31!93
53.37
53.42
1042
1027
78
26.46
26.61
191420
183830
27.86
26.97
.5036.1
.4929il
•$033.4
-4926.4
84986
66.25
31162 $3.48 1013
80 26.86 176383 26.10 .0821.9 .4819.2 87.61
31!31
11:02
53.55
53.63
990
983
82
84
27.10
27.32
169065
161933
25.27
24041
.4714.6
.4607!0
.4711.8
-4604.3
88.94
90.23
30!73
30!45
51.72
53.83
967
95286
89
2? Ss
27.78
154924
146054
73.60
22083
.4499.3
-4391;2
.4496.5
-4388.4
91.50
92.74
3:.1e
^,p
53.96 936
90
•	 90.180
28.02 14131?
140720
22.03
21.96
.4282.9
-427391
.428'•0
-42Tp.3 28.04
93.96
94.0o7
29.67
29064
54.26
54.28
905
903•	 900180 7150.15 6899 0.017 ISIT.$ 2542.0 169.^Sb 21;26 36177 17892
94
7309.46
7483.81
7068
7253
6.012
00011
1857.2
1900.8
2597.9
2659.1
170.10
170.95
21!25 30.66 180
96
98
7657.4,
7830.51
7436
761?
00011 1944.2 2726.1 171.49
21_2?
21!10
30.55
34.46
182
184
100 8002.98 7800
0.011
08010
1987.5
2030:7
2780.9
2841.6
172.12
172073
21.16
21!14
34.37
30.29
186
lee
102
10 4
8174.94
8346.42
7980
8158
00010
00010
2073.7
2116.7
2902.1
2962.4
173.33
113.92
21!12
21.10
34.21 190
106
l0 8
8517.48 8331 00010 2159.6 3022.7 174.49 21!08
3n.15
34.09
192
194
110
8688.15
8858.45
8514
8690
:.030
0.009
2202!4
224502
3082.6
3142.6
175.05
175.60
21.06
21:05
30.03
29.98
396
198112
114
9028.42
9198.06
8866
904p,
O.00S
0.00
2287.9
2330!6
32020
3262.5
176.14
176.67
2103 29.93 200
116
118
9367.46
9536.57
9216 0.00 2373.1 3322.3 177.	 91
21!02
21901
29089
29.83
202
204
120 9705.43
9390
956
O.Og9
0.009
2415.6
2458.1
3381.9
3441.5
177.70
178.20
21.00
20.99
29.81
2907
205
07'
122
124
9874.07
10042.44
9737
9916
0.008
0.008
2500.5
2542.9
3501.0
3560.5
178069
179018
20.98 29.74 209
126
128
10210„71
10378.75
10082 0.008 2585.3 3619.9 179 65•
20697
20.96
29.71
24.68
211
213
130 1054661
10254
10426
0.008
O.00g
2627.6
2669!
3679.2
3738.3
180912
180.58
20!95
20!04
29.66
29.63
214
216132
134
1071'4..31
10881.86
10597
10768
0.008
0.008
271201
2754.3
3797.7
3856.9
181.03
181.47
20!94 29.61 218
136
138
11049.26
11216.52
10939
11104
0.007
09007
2796'5
2838.7
3916.1
3975.2
161.91
20.93
20!92
29.59
29.57
220
221
140 11383.66 11279 0.007 288008 4034.2
192.34
182.77
20.92
20.91
29.55
29.53
223
225
142
144
11550.68
11717.58
11449
11619
0.007
0.007
2922.9
2965.0
4093.3
4132.3
183019
183.60
20.91
20.90
29.51 26
146
148
11884.38
12051.07
11788
11958
0.007
0.007
3007.1
3049.1
4211.3
4270.2
194.01
184.41
20!00
20.84
29.49
29.48
228
229
150
152
12217.61
12384.18
12127
12295
0.007 309102 4329.1 184.60 20!89
29.46
29.45
231
233
154 12550.61 12464
00007
0.007
3133.2
317502
4388.0
4446.9
185.19
185.58
20.68
20.88
29.44
29.43
234
236156
158
127&6.95
12883.21
12633
12801
0.006
0.006
3217.2
3259:1
450807
4564.5
185.96
186.33
20!88
20!87
29.41 237
160 13049.40 12969 0.006 3301.1 4623.3 166.70 20.87
29.40
29.39
239
240
165
170
13464.57
13879.36
13389
13809
0.006
0.006
3405.9
3510.7
477 0.2
4917.0
187.61
186.48
20.86
20.86
29.37
29.35
244
175
1 8 0
14293.80
14707.94
1422E
14645
0.000
0.006
3615.4
3720.1
5063.7
5210.4
189.33 20.95 29.33
248
252
185 15121.80 15063 0.005 3824.7 5356.9
190.16
190.96
20:65
20.85
29.32
29.30
255
259190
195
15535.41
15949.91
15480
15896
0.005
0.045
3929.3
4033.8
$503.4
y 5649.8
191.74
192.50
0i95._ 29.29 262
200
210
16362.00
17187.85
16312
17143
0.0.^5
0.005
4138.3
4347.3
'5796.2 193.25
20!83
20.85
29.28
29.27
266
269
220 18013.10 17973 0.005 4556.3
6088.9
6381.5
194.67
196004
20085
20.85
29.26
29.26
276
283
230
240
18837.85
19662.17
18802
19630
.0 40	 0
0.004
♦763.3
4974.4
766 4.1
6966.7
19T934
198.58
•8 620_
20•e e
29.26
2 e9
'	 250
260
20486.13
21309.78
20457
21264
0.00 ♦
0.004
5183.7
5393.1
7259.4
755203
. 99.78 20i90
29 27
29.28 301
301
270
280
22133.17
22956.31
22116
22936
0.004 5602.8 7845.4
200.92
202.03
20!92
20!95
29.30
29.32
307
313
'	 290 23779.26 23761
0.004
0.003
5812.7
6023.1
8138. f,
8432.3
203.10
204.13
20.99
21!03
29.35 319
300 24602.02 24586 0.003 623398 8726.6 205.13 21.08
29939
29.43
324	 i
330
•	 TWO-PHASE BOUNDARY
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TABLE XIV• THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF 1XYGEN
2 ATMOSPHERE Is05AR
TEMPERATURE
'
VOLUME Isu7vEMM IsOCM6HE INTERNAL ENTMALPY ENTROPY C CQ VELOCITY
KELVINDEG.
UERI/ATiVE
CC A TM/OMOLE
DERIVATIVE ENERGY OF SOUND/GMOLECC ATM/K J/OMOLE JMMOLE J/ OMOLE-K 4/6 MO,,E -K M/SEC
•	 54.374
56
24.49
24.62
284407
276708
38.93
38.00
.6189.2
-610207
•618*•3
•4,0'7.7
67.61
68.58
35.65
35:29
53.26
51.25
1160
1150
•	 58 24.79 267408 36.88 .599602 .09 2 70.65 34.87 5 3..4 113760 24.96 i"58293 35.79 .5889.8
-5884.7 7225 34.46 53.24 1124
62 25.14 24935? 34012 -5783.3 •5778.2 74.00 34.06 53.25 111164 25.31 240603 33.61 .5616.8 .5671.1 75.69 33968 51.26 109866
6 8
25.49
25.68
232023
223614
32.65 .5570.3
-5565.2 77.33 33.31 53.27 1084
31.65 .5463 ,2 .5458.6 78.92 32!-OS 53.30 107070
72
25.87
26.06
215374
207300
30.67
29.71
-5357.2
.5251 .5
•5351.9
.5245.2
80.46
81.97
32!6:
32.26
53.33
51.37
1056
104274 26.26 199386 28078
-5143.8
-5138.4 83.43 31;94 51.41 102876 26.46 191635 ii..'.7
-503609 -5031.6 84.85 31!62 51.47 101378
so
26.66
26.88
184038
176594
2694"
26.11
•4929%9
.4822.8
•4924 5
.4817.4
86.	 42
87.60
31_32
31.02
53.54
51.62
998
963
82 27.09 169299 25.26 .4715.5
-4710.0 88.92 30.73 59.71 96684
86
27.31
27.54
162151
155145
24.43
23.61
•4608.0!g: •46 2•S
.444.7
90.22
91.49
30!46
30.19
53.82
53.94
953
93788
9 0
27.78
28.02
148276
141547
22082
22.04
•4392.3
.4284.0
•4386.6
.4278.3
92.73
93.95
29.93
29.67
54908
54.24
921
905
924
28. 6 1:i 49	 9
128474 21.6820. 4
•4115.4
•4066.3
•4169.6 95. 4
96.11
29;♦ 6,63 953.4066.6 29.196
•	 97.171
28.9
28 97 1221351 tl
19.82
19.33
•3956.9
.3881.4
.3951.
.3875•
91.47
98.25
28.95
28.80
54.87
55.04
856
845
•	 97.371 3773.83 7104 0.023 1929.2 2694.0 165.69 21.64 32.	 1 16298
100
3802.66
3893.92
7166
7366
0.023
00022
1943.5
1988:7
2714.1
2777911
165.89
166.54
21.62
21:56
31.4
31.74
183
185
10' 3984.55 7567 0.022 2033.6 2841.1 167.16 21150 31.55 187104 4074.60 7764 0.021 2078.3 2904.0 167.78 21.46 31.39 190106
108
6164014
4253.22
7958
also
00020
0.020
2122•Y
2167.1
2966.6
3029.0
168.31
168.95
21!41
21.37
31.24
31.10
192
194
110
112
4341.87
4430.13
11341
8530
0.020
0.019
2211.2
2255.1
3091.0
3152.9
169.52
170.08
21!33
21.30
30.98
30.67
196
196
114
116
4518.04
4605.63
8718
8904
0.019
0.018
2298.9
2342.6
724.5
32 6.0
170.63
171.16
21!27
21.24
30.71
3Q.67
200
202118
120
4692.42
4179.93
9090
9214
0.018
0.018
2386.2
2429.7
3337.2
3398.3
171068
172.20
21!22
21.19
39.59
30.51
204
206
122 4866.70 9456 0.017 2473.0 3459.2 172.70 21.17 36.43 207124
126
4953.22
5039.53
9639
9826
0.017
0.011
2516:3
2559.4
3520.0
3580.7
173.20
173.68
21!IS
21.13
3n.36
3n.3o
209
211
130 5111.66
10000
10180
0.016
0.016
2602.5
2645.6
3641.3
3701.7
174016
174.63
21!11
21.10
31.24
3.19
213
215132
134
5297.36
5382.86
10358
10537
0.016
0.016
2688.5
273194
3762.0
3822.2
175.09
175.54
21!OB
21!07
30.14
30.09
217
216
1 36 5553 59
10714
10891
0.015
O.O1S
2774.2
2617.0
3882.4
3942.4
175099
176.42
21!05
21.04
36.05
30.00
220
222140 5630.74 11068 0.015 28590 4002.4 176.86 21!03 29.97 223
142
144
5723.76
5&08.66
11244
1141?
0.015
0.014
2902.4
2945:0
4062.3
4122.1
177.;8
117.70
21!02
21.01
29.93
29.69
225
22T146
148
5893.45
5978.13
11594
11769
0.014
0.014
2987.6
3030.1
4181.9
4241.6
178.11
178.52
21!$$
20
29.86
29.83
2211
230150
152
6062.71
6147.20
11943
12117
00014
0.014
3012.6
3115.1
4301.2
4366.8
178.92
179.31
20.98
20.97
29.80
29.78
232
233154 6231.60 12290 0.013 3157:5 4420.3 119.70 20!47 29.75 235156 6315.91 12463 01013 3199.9 4479.8 180.08 20.96 29.73 237158 6400.15 12636 0.013 3242:2 453992 180.46 20:95 29.70 238160 6484.31 12908 0.013 3284.6 4598.6 180.84 20.95 29.66 240
165
170
6694.39
6904.08
13238
13667
0.012
0.012
3390.3
3495.8
4746.9
469409
181.75
182.63
20.93
20!92
29.63
29.59
244
247175 7113.41 14094 0.012 3601.3 5042.8 183.49 20!91 29.55 251180
185
7322.43
7531.17
14520
14944
0.011
0.011
3706!6
3811.8
5190.5
5338.0
184.32
185.13
20!90
20.89
29.52
29.49
255
256
1 9 9
19
1739.66
7947.92
15368
15790 0.0110.010
391'6.9
407.2.0
5485.4
5632.6
185.90
186.68
:89
?p.BB 29.44 266200
210
8155.98
8571.56
16212
17054
0.010 4127.0
4336.9
5779.8 187.43 20!88 29.42 269
220 89116.53 17893
0.010
0.009 464605
6073.8
6367.6
188.86
190.23
20.87
20!88
29.39
20.37
276
282
240
9400.99 18731
 19566
0.0094 756 ! 2
0.00 4965.6
6661.3
6954.6
191.53
192.78
20!88
20.90
29.36 289
250 10221100 20400 0.008 5175.5 7248.4 193.98
29.35
29.36
295
30260 10642.05 21233 0.008 5385.4 754 2.0 195.13
20!94
20.94 29.37 3077270
280
11055.14
11467.99
22069
22895
0.007
0. 00 7
5595.5
5605.8
7835.8
8129.8
196.24
197.31
20:96
21!00
29.39
29.41
313
319290
300
11d80.¢4
12293.11
23725
24555
O.Ou7
0.007
6016.5
6227._5
8424.1
8718 .7
198.34
199.34
21!04
21.08
29.44
29.48
324
330
•	 TWO-PHASE BOUNDARY
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TABLE xIV. TMERMODYNAMIC PHOPERTIES UI OxYGEN
3 ATMOSPolERE ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTMEHM ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY (IV Cp VELOCITY
DlG. KELVIN CC/()MOLE
UERIVATIVE
CC ATM POLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENER (6Y
J/GMOLE J/()MOLE I/GMOLE-K JIG MOLE
	
•, 1(
Of SOUND
M/!EC
•	 34.366 24.49 284531
24890
38,93
.618961 •6181.6 67.01 35.65 5±.25 1160
S8 24.14 26759t
3K.C1
36.19
.6103.1
.5996.1
-6095.7
-5489.2
60.57
70.44
jS.30
34:87
`,1.25
51.24
1150
113760 24.96 2584710 35.80 .SO9003
-5882.1 12.24 34.46 51.24 1124
62
6 4
15.13
25931
249547
240790
34.72
33.60
•5783.tl
.5677.6
.5176.2
-b669.7
73.99
75068
34907 51.24 1111
6 6 2S•tl8
2322Gp1` 32,65 .5510.9 •SS63.2 77.32
3308
33.31
51.25
51127
lUyb
7 0 25.86 235579 30.6® .5351.9
-5330.0 80.45 32.61 61.32
10814
105172
74
20.06
26125
207500
199591
29972
21109
.5251.2
.5144.5
-5243.3
.5136.5
81096
83942
32.27
31.94
$3936
31.41
1042
102876
76
26946
26.66
194041
184247
2Y•tl8
24.99
-SU3T.7
.4936.8
-5029.7
.4922.7
84.84
66.23
31!43
31.32
53.46
S1.S3
1013
999tl0 e6.0o0? 176806 26.12 •4623.7 S 87.59 31;03 51.61 98 4
e4 27,31 162362	 24.44 .4609,0
-4815.2
.0600.7 9S386
88
27.54
27.77
155366
148503
23.62 -45	 1.3 -4492.9
90.21
91.48
30!46
3	 .110
29.93
S1.8j
57.9 93722.83 +4313.3 .4384.9 92.72 64,0; 922
92 40:26
 141775
135181
22.05
21,.30
-42'85.1
.4176.5
-4216.6
.4167 .9
93.94
95.13
29.68
29.43
5
54.41 890 94
96
28.51
28.18
12871b
12237b
20055
19.83
-4067.0
.395A.2
-4058.9
-3949.4
96.30
97.45
29!}9
628.
54.61 873
98
100
210. 5
29.23
116150
110055
19.12 .3848.7
-3839.5 98.59 28.73
54.84
55.11
857
64018.42 .3 731.9 +372900 99.70 28052 SS.40 823
•	 102 . 178 29.65 103640 17.68 .3616.9
-3617.8 100.80 28.30 SM.74 806
•	 102.178 2569.24 7151 0.034 1 994.6
-3681.9
2781.6
100.90
163.41
2"02
21.96
55.71
33.16
804
18510 4
10 6
2647.00
2709.82
7J46
7560
0.033
0.032
2037.1
2083.5
2841•"
2907.3
164600 21ldtl 3?•88 187
10 8
110
2772.09
2833.85
7770
7977
0.031 2129.6 297	 .l
164.62
165.23
21.80
21!72
32.60
32.36
189
112 2895.16 8191
0.031
0.039
2175.3
222n•^
3036.7
7100•"
165.82
160.40
21.66
21.60
31.14
31.94
194
.94
196114
116
2956.07
3016.61
.18383
8584 0.028
2265.9
2310.'*
3164.5
3227.0
166.96 21.55 3106 194
118 3076.81 8780 0.02" 2355.6 3290.9
161.51
166.05
21!50
21.46
31.60
31.45
20(,,
202120 3136.70 tl91y 0.027 2400.9 335J.7 168.58 21!42 31.32 204
122
124
3196.32
3255.67
9169
9361
0.027
0.026
2444.0
2488.8
3416.2
3478.4
169.09
169.60
21431 31.19 206
126
128
3314.79
3373.65,
9b59
9141
0.026
0.015
2532.'0 3546.5 170.10
21.3:
21.32
31.08
36191
208
110
130 34!2.38 99210 0.025
2576.0
2626.7
3602.3
3664.0
170058
171.	 6
21029
21!26
36.88
36.19
212
213132 3490,88 10116 0.024 2664.4 3725.5 171.63 21.24 36.71 215134
136
3549.21
3607.31
10e01
10486
0.094
0.023
2708.0
2751.5
37b6.tl
3848.0
171.99
172.45
21.21 36.63 217
138
140
3665.3tl
3723.05
1067U
108,53
04023
0.023
2794.9
2838.2
3909.1
3970.0
172.89
21019
21.17
3m S6
30.49
219
221
173.33 21015 3n.43 222
14: 3701.983839.59 1103611211 0.022 2881.5 4030.8 173.76 21:14 36.37 224
146 3896008 1139b
00022
00022
2924.6
2967.'
4091.5
4152.1
174018
174.60
F!•12 36.31 226
148 )950p3.46 11570 00021 3010.8 $1212.5 175.01
21;10
Pilo9
36.26
36.21
227
229
152 401 ?31 1
757
0:90 11936
0.021
0107.1
30b3.b
3096.1
4272.9
4333.2
175.42
175.82
21!08 3?.17 231
154
156
4194.99
4181.98
12116
12202
0.020 3139.5 4393.4 176021
21.0E
21.05
3n.13
30.09
233
234
IS O 49Jtl.89 12470
0.020
09020
3182.3
322S•1
4453.6
4SI3.6
176.60
17609"
21004 36.05 236
160 4295.72 12646 0.019 3267.8 4573.6 177.36 21.02 29.98 239
165 4431.49 13087
13524
0.019
0.018
3314 4• 47 23.3 178.28 21000 29.90 243
116 4718;83 13960 0.018
3486.8
3561.0
4872.1
5021.7
179.17
180.04
20:96
20.96
29.83
29.78
247
251180
185
4860.50
5000.69
14394
14825
0.017
0.017
3693.0
3796.8
5170.4
5318.9
180.87 200:95 29.72 2S4
1 9 0
1 9 5
5141.01
5280.91
15250
15685
0.016 3904.5 8467.2
181.69
182.48
20.94
20!93
29.68
29.64
258
262
5*23 *61
113
16113
0.016
0.015
4010.1
4115•b
5615.3
576_.3
183.25 20.92 29.60 265
210 16 0.015 4326.2 6058.7
184.00
185.44
20!91
20.90
29057
29.52
269
275220 5671.61 17tl14 0.014 4536.7 6353.7 186981 201-90 29.46 262
230
240
6255.
6532,66
18659
19502
038 .0013 :757 .2 6648.5
6943.0
188.	 21 20.90 29.46 289
250
260
6tl09.51
1086.16
2034J
21182
0.012
•
5167.4 7237.3
189.98
190.88
20191
20!93
20.44
29.4♦
295
301
2 7 0 T362.4b 2201'*
0.01.
09011
8377,7
558002
7531.7
7626.2
191.73
192.84
20.95
20!07
29.44 301
180
29 0
7638.51
7914.46
22tl55 0.011 5798.0 8120.8 193.91 21!01
29.46
29.47
313
319
300 8190.16 24523
0.010
0.010
6000•"
6221.1
8415.6
871017
194.95
195.95
21!04 29.50 724
21009 29.53 330
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TABLE XIV. T HERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
4 ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTMEHM ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTMAL►Y ENTROPY Cv CP VELOCITY
OEO. KELVIN CC/OMOLE
UERIVATIVE
CC ATM/GMOLE
OtMIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENER4Y
j/GMOLc J/OMOLE 1/OMOLE-K J/0 MOLE -K
Of SOUND
M/SEC
4	 540397 24,49 284656 38.93 .6388.9 -617900 67.01 35.65 51.25 116056
58
24.62
24.19
271071
267716 34.02 .6103.6 -6093.9 69.56 35!30 53.24 115036.90 .5997,2 •5987.2 70.43 34.88 51.24 113660 l4.9b 258665 35480 •5694.0 -5600.1 72.23 34117 51.23 1125
62 25913 249735 3*.T] .S784.4 -5774.2 73.65 31.07 51.24 1112L4 25.31 240054 33.69 .5678 •0 -5667.1 7 4,67 33.69 51.25 104866 1?5.4V 232400 32.66 .5571.5 -SS6I.2 77.31 3302 51.26 100568 25,67 224004 31,66 -546401 .54540 78.90 32.96 51.28 10717077. 25.8626,05 215769201700 3 .6V2.73 .5358.5.5251.9 •5318.1.5241.4 80.4461.95 32.6132.27 51.3153.35 105774 26025 199193 28080 -5145.3
-5134.6 83041 310*05 51.40 1043102876 26,45 192016 27.39
-5034.5 .5027.6 84.83 31.63 $1.45 101178
80
26.66
26,67 164455177017 27.0026.13 -4931.6-4824.5 .4920.0.481316 86.2287.58 31%3331.03
51.52
51.60
9V9
984
8204 2700627.30 169728162586 2502824.45 .4717 .3.4609.9 .470603-.4598.8 88.9090.20 10.1830.47 51.6953.79 96995386 27.53 ISSSe7 23.64 •4501.3 -4491.1 91447 30020 51991 93688 2707 146721 22.84 -4394.0 -4383.1, 92.71 29.9* 54.05 92290 28101 142003 22.07 .4206.2 .4274.9 93.92 29.69 54.21 9069294 28.2528.61 1'15412128950 21.3120.51 -4177.7.4068.6 -4166.2-4057.2 95.1296.29 29.4629.10 54.3954.59 09087496 28.77 122614 19.84 .3939.5 -3947.8 97.44 28197 54.02 85796 29.0 116400 19.13 .3849.7
-383799 98.57 28.74 55.08 840100 20.33 110304 14.44 -3739.3 -3727.4 99.69 28:52 55.38 U23
102 20.62 104322 17076 .3620.4
-3616.4 100.70 20931 SS01 00610 4
• 305. 0 03
29,92
30.23 9845192960 1700916.4b .3516.7
-3400.7
.3504.6
-3397.5 101.87102.90 28.1027-V1 56.0856.49
789
772
•	 105.903 1977,46 7131 0.045 2039.2 2840.6 161.78 22.25 34.27 186106
to o
1V79.85
2029.08
7179
7370 000650.044
2041.5
2089.7 2044.02012.0
161.81
162.45 22.2622.13 34.2531.85
187
169110112 207.712125.81 75967818 000430.041 2131.32184,5 2979.4304691 163.07163.67 22.0321!94 33.5031.18 131193114116 21130442220964 00300250 0.040.03 2431.)2277.7 3112.13177.7 164.25 21!86 329VO 196lla 2267.46 8460 0.038 2321.6 324294 164.82165.38 21.7921072 32.653x.42 198200120 2313.94 8668 0.037 2369.6 3307.4 165.92 21.66 3x.22 202
122
124
2360.10
2405.98 68749077 0.037 240+.1 3371.7 166.45 21.61 3P.03 200
126 2451,59 9270 0.0360.035
2460.*
2505.5
3435.6
3499.1
166.97
167.48
2106
21.31 31.8631.71
206
206128
130
2496.597
2542.12
9477
9674 0.034 25SO.4 3562.1 167.98 21:07 31957. 2100.034 2595.1 3625.6 166.47 21.43 31.44 212132
13
2587,07
2631.62 906910063 o.0330,032
2639.b
2684.0 3688027750.7 168.95169.42 21!0021.37 31.3231.20 214	 .i216136 2676.41 1025.1 0.032 2724.2 3813.0 169.80 21036 31.10 210138
140
272&.832765.09 10446 0.031 2772.3 3875.1 170.33 21.31 31.01 2191063b 0.031 2016.4 393790 170.78 21929 30.92 221
142
1 4 's
2009.22
2653.21 1002511013 0.0300.030 2860.2290'.1.0 3999.84060.3 171.22171.65 21.2621923 36.8330.76 223225
140 2940,83 112001138 5
0.0290.02 9 2947.62991.2 4121.0 172.01 21.21 36.68 226150 2984.48 11570 0.028 3034.6 0183.14244.3 172.69172.90 21.1921.17
36.62
36.55
226
230152
154
3028.02
3071446 1175411930 0.0280.027
3078.0 430593 173.30 21016 36949 232
156 3114.61 12120 0.027 3121.4316496 4366.24427902 7
173.70174	 9• 0
21•	 •.1
21.12 36.0036,36
233
235158
160 315e.Otl]201.27 1209o4 .•tl00210.02 6 3201325099 4487.84548.4 174.48114.86 2191121.10 3.3330.29 237	
(I
236
165
170
3306.90
3416.11
12934
13381 0.025 3358.4 4699.5 175.79 21.07 31+.18 242175 3522.95 13826 00p250.024 3465.63572.6 4850025000.4 176.69177.56 21.0421.02 36.0030.01 246250100185 3620.473135.69 1426171470? 0.0230.022
7679'3
3705.7 SlSp.35299.8 178.41 21400 2+•97 250
195 I3941, 8 1514015579 0.022 3892.0 5449.0
179.23
180.02
20996
20i96
20.87
10.82
256
2b1
200 4052.89 16olJ
0.021
00021
3998.1
4104.1
559810
5746.7 180.80181055 20.0520:94
29,77
29.72
265
268210
220
4263.38
4073.24 1687617730 0.0200.019
431590
4b26.6 6043.6 183.00 20.03 29.65 2756339.0 104.30 20!02 29.60 ?02
230
240
4682.5b4891.48 18588196,39 0.0100.017
4737.6
4944.5 6635.66931.1 185.69 20992 29.56 288
260 J530
	 2j 20aab2'.131 0.016 515 9.J 7226.3
186.95
108. 20993. 94 29.532
295
	 i
270 •9516.17 2197• 0.0160.015
5310.0
5b00.9 7521.47816.6
169.31
190.02 200620!90
29.51
29.52
307
280 5723.88 22015 0.014 5791.9 8111.0 191050 21001 29.53 313319
300 6131, 10. 2365b24492 0.0140.013 6003.2621490 8407.28702.6 102.93193050 21.05 29.55 32421909 29.58 330
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TABLE XIV. T HERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 01 OXYGEN
5 ATMOSPHERE ISONAR
i
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTMAVY ENTROPY Cy Co VELOCITY
DEO• KELVIN CC/$MOLE
OEMI V A T IVE
CC ATM/$MOLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERGY
J/SMOLE J/$MOLE J/GMOLE-K 010 MOLE -K
Oi SOUND
M/SEC
540409 24,48 28.760 30.94 .61040?
-6176.3 67.02 35165 57.25 116156
58
24062
24,78
27725)
267950
30003
36091
-6104.1
.5997.7
-6091.6
.5985.1
68.55
70.42
35030
34.98
51.2♦
53.23 1154	 iIli$60 24.95 254850 35.81 -589143
-561801 72.22 34047 51.23 1125
62 25.13 249923 34.74 .5784.9 .5772.2 73,97 34008 53.13 1112
66 2s.4Y
241174
232600
33.69
32.67
.5070.6
-5572.1
05605,7
-5559.2
75.66
11.30
33169 53.24 1099
68 25.67 224199 31.67 .546507
.5452.? 78.99
33!32
3;!196
51.tu
53.28
1085
107170
72
25.85
26.05
21x966
207900
3 •70
2^ 70•
•53699•
S1S1.
-5346.1
.5239.♦
80.43
81,94
34'16 11 53.31 1087
74
76
26.25
26,49
199996
192251
28.81
27.90
-514600 -5132.7 83440
32118
31195
53 . 3♦
51.39
1043
1029
78 26,65 194663 27901
.5039.)
-4932.4
5025.9
♦0919.9
84.82
86.21
31164
31133
51.44
53.51
1014
9V98o 16.86 177228 24014 .4625.4 .4811.8 97.57 31004 53.59 984
82 0,08 169942 25.29 .4718e2 .4104.5 89.89 30115 51.69 969
86 2753 1S1BO0
24.46
23.65
.4610•V
.4503,3
-4597.1
.4499.7
9p.19
91.45
31t47 53.78 954
88
90
27.76
29,00
149951
142231
22.85
22.08
.4395.4
.4287.3
-4381.4
.4273.1
92.69
30110
29194
51.90
54.04
9
923
92 2!1.25 145644 ?.1932 04178.9
-4164.5
93991
95.10
29 1 69
29144
56.19
54037
901
991
96
28.50
28077
129186 20.58
.4071).0
-405506 96.29 29.21 54,57 874
98 19.04
122854
116644
19986
19015
-396n.9
.385101
-39.6.2
-3636.3
97.43
98.56
28.97
29,75
S4.80
55906
859
941100 29.32 110554 18.45 .3741).8 •372540 99.67 29.53 55.35 924
102
104
29.61
29 92
•
104575
987 90
17.71
17.10
.3629,9
.3518.3
-3614.9
-3503.2
100.77
101.96
29.31
29.11
$6.65
56.05
707
789106
10 8
30023
30.56
92950
B7293
1A.45
15.00
.3406.0
-329207
•3390.?
-32?7.3
102.93
103.99
27.90
21171
54.47
56.55
T72
754• 108.992
108.992
30.73
1601,44
8452b
7076
1'3.49
O.OtT
-3236.2
207108
-3220.6
2883.1
104.51
160.40
27061
22.53
57.61 745
110
112
16[2.05
1662.49
7196
7439
0.056 2096.V 2919.6 160.83 22.46
34.36
39.10
199
189
11 4 1?02.37 7674
0.0,x'
0.052
2146.1
219407
2988.4
3057.2
161.46
162.07
22.33
22.21
34.63
34.22
191
193116
119
1741.76
1191.71
7904
8130
0.051
0.050
214?.e
2294.5
312503
3192.6
162.66
163.23
22.11 73.85 196
120 1819.27 8352 0.048 2337.7 3259.4 163.79
c?,pl
21.93
33.82
33.23
199
1.0
.T2
1855.31 8786 0.0470.046
2380.5
2431.0
332596
3391.3
164.34
164087
21.W6
21.79
3209/
3?.73
202
204126
128
1932.96
1970,30
8997
9206
00045 2677.2 3456.5 165.40 21.13 32.51 206
130 2007.39 9413
0.044
0,043
2513.1
2568.8
3521.3
3588.8
165.41
166.(.1
21167
21.62
3?9 32
3s.14
209
210132
134
2044.26
2080.93
9616
9820
0.042
0.041
2614.2
2659.4
3649.9
3713.7
166.90
167,36
21.57
21053
31.97
31.82
212
214136
138
211'.41
2153.71
10021
10219
0.041
0.040
2704.5
2749.3
3777.2
3840.4
167.08
168.31
21449
21045
31.68
31.55
216
218140 2189.06 10411 0.039 2794.0 3903.4 168.76 21141 31.43 220
142
14 4
2225.85
2261.70
10612
10806
0.038
0.038
2830.5
2882.9
3966.2
402817
169.21
169 64
21!38
21.35
31.32
31,22
222
224146
146
2297.,12
2333,x3
109"
11191
0.037
0.037
2927.1
297102
4091.0
4153.2
170.07 2I/3t 31.12 225
150
152
2369.51
2403 , 89
11382 0.036 3015.2 421x•2
170.50
170.91
21130
21.2?
31.13
37 5 227229
154 2439917
11571
1176{
0.035
0.035
3059.1
3106.6
4Z77.0
433
8.7
171032
171.72
21.25
21:23
36.97
36.80
231
-32156
Is$
2474,35
2504.46
11947
12134
0.034
0.034 3190.3 14460.96
2.12
1	 2.53
21.21
21119
30.73
3p^.66
;4
160 12320 0.033 3233.8 4522. 172.90 21017 36.60
36
237
165
1 7 0
2631,04
2718x39
12781
13236
0.032 3342,3 4675.5 173.84 21013 31).47 242
175 2804.76 13691
0.031
0.030
3450.4
35501.1
482706
4979.0
174915
175.62 21101 36,24 249
195 1976,53
14141
1458 7
0.029
0.026
3665.4
377?.6
5130.0
S2Bp.s
176.47
177.30
21!0♦ 3',15
36.07
253
190
195
3062.00
3147.23
15031
15473
0.027 3879.4 5430.7 178.10
21002
1190 31).00
257
661
200 3232.25 15913
01021
0.026
3986.1
409t•b
5580.5
5736.1
178.88
179.64
20.99
20.99
29.93
29986
264
268210
220
3401.73
3570.58
16787
17655
0.025 4305.0 6028,4 181.09 20!96 20.79 275	 I
1123p 451699 6325.9 192.47 20194 2902 282
230
240
3738.90
3906.79
18517
19375
0.022
00021
472905
49;,9.9
6622.7
6919.1
183.79
165.06
20!94
20.94
20.66 289
250
260
4174 .29
41,49
2 230
21091
0.020 51§1.1 7215.2 186.26 20.995
29.62
29.60
295
301
270
280
♦♦09.40 2192Y
22775
0.020
0.01V
5362.3
5673.0
7511.1
7806.9
187.•3
188.54
20.97
20099
29 58
29.5E
307
313♦5715.08
2361V
0.018
0.017 8398.7
5784,9
599695
8102.8 189962
190.66
21.02
21.16
29.59 319
300 ♦907.94 0.01? 620804 $694.9 191.66 21.10
20.60
29,63
3 6
310
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TABLE XIV. THE RMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
e ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
TE"1Pv WURE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTMALPY ENTUOPY Cv Co VELOCITY
010. KELVIN ;C/GMOLE
001VATiVE
CC AT M/OMOLE
DkRIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENEp(tY
J/4MOLE J/GMOLE 1 i 0MOLE+K JIG MOLE .K OM/SIC
•	 540421
56
'
20.41!
&x,61
284900
277434
34,94
38903
0636806
.004.6
.6113.1
+6089.6
61.02
66.54
35.65
35.31
S1.20
$1023
1161
116198
60
24.78
0400.4
268141
259036
36091
35.82
.5998.1
.5891.8
.5963.1
.5816.7
?0.41
72.22
34.88
340'48
51.23
51622
3138
1115
62 25013 250111 34015 .5?Os.5 •5710.2 73096 30.08 53023 111264
66
25.30
26.46
241364
23270:
33070
)2068
.567901
+sS?p.v
+5663.0
555703
?5.69
?7.292
3300 $3.24
53.25
1099
108568
10
25.61
25.86
i24394
216164
31.62
30.Tp
+9066.3
.5359•V
.545 0. 1
+8344.2
? e.ee
00.42
38
31.91
31:62
51.2
SS.30
3012
1056?2 26.05 208100 29.75 .5253.4 .$237.5 81.93 32.28 53.34 104374
76
26.24
26,44
2p0190
1v2497
28082
17.91
+5146.7
.504000
-b13O.8
•:1024.0
63.39
84.81
31.96
31.64
51.36
53.44
lOj9
10147#1
80
d6,bs
26.86
164671
17?43V
27.0a
26.15
•493392
.4626.3
•4917.0
.4109.9
66.20
87.116
31.30
31.04
51.50
51.58
1000
985
82 27.07 170156 249.30 .471901
.4102.7 88.88 30.76 51.67 91084
86
17,30
27,52
163021
15602
24.47
23.66
•4611.0
.4504.3
04595.2
.4487.5
90.18
9;•44
30948
30.21
s 1. 1 ?
53.89
964
939
90
27.76
27.99
14917b
141456
22.01
12.00
•43V6.6
.0168.4
•4379.6
.4d 71.4
02.66
97.90
29!95
20.10
54.02
54.18
023
90792
94
08.24
:8,50
135875
120421
21.33
20.30
•4160.0
.4071.3
14162.9
.465].9
9s.OV
96.26
29:45
20.21
b493S
50.55
091
8?596
90
dtl,?6
29.03
123094
116847
19.97
10.16
.396201
.385P.0
•3044.6
.3834.8
97.41
98.55
26.98
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TABLE XIV. THE RMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
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19677 09064 5068.5
6799.1
T104.0
175.56
176.80
21.10
21.08
36.56
30.43
293
300
70 60
20590
2149b
0.061
0.054
528403
5499.7
7407.7
7710.5
177.99
179.14
21.08 36.32 306
2 8 0
290
1511.88 22392 0.056 5714.8 8012.6180.23 ?1.10 3'n.IS 319
300
1568.95
1625.83
23281
24162
0.054
0.052
5929.7
6144.5
8314.3 181.29 21.12 30.14 3248615.6 182.31 21.16 70.12 330
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•	 94.583 24.47 286640 30,95 -6166.2
.6136.6 67	 6
.0 35.66 51.19 116356
56
14.58
24.75
27V96b
270703
30.15
37.03
•6111.1
.6005.1
-6061.4
•5954.9
68.43 35.35 51.18 1155
60 e4.92 261626 35.93 .5899.1
-5640.6
70.29
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1129
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244015
34.87
33.82
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.5687.2
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7S.S2
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33.75
51.16 1116
66 6.44 235476 32.60
-5581.2 -5529.6 77.16 33.38
51.16
b1.17
1103
109068 25.63 227110 91.81 .5475.2
-5423.3 78.75 33.03 S1.!$ 101670
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15.81
26.01)
218914
210885
30.03
29.88
-5369.2
-5263.1
-5316.V
-5216.4
b0.29
81.79
32.68
32.35
51.20 1U62
74
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46.20
26.39
203U20
195316
20.96
-51bT.0
-5103.9 83.25 32-02
51.23
 51.27
1048
1034
78
28004 .505().6 .4997.3 84.67 31.71 51.31 1020
80
26.60
26.80
187769
180376
27.16
24.29
•4944.5
.4830.2
-409006
.4783.8
86.05 31.41 bi.37 1005
87.41 31.12 51.43 990
82
84
27.02
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27.46
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23.81 .4516.1 .4462.4 91.28 30.29 51.70 945
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23.03
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93.73
30-03
29070
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20.71
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.4084.2
-3979.v
-4036.6
-3921.0
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29.30
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54.29
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86698 28.93 120265 19.35 .3671.3
-3812.6 98.35 28.84 54.71 850100 19.20 114239 18.66 .3762.1
-3702-V 99.46 28.63 54.96 833
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29.49
29.78
108331
102539
17.99
-365295 •3592.7 100.55 28141 55.25 d17
106 30009 96851
17.33
14.6d
-3542.3
.3431.4
-3481.9
-3370.4
101963
102.69
28.21
28.00
55.57
55.94
Boo
76310 8
110
30.41
30.?4
91184
Bbalb
16.05
-3319.0 -3250.1 103.74 27.00 54.35 765
112 31.69 00446
14042
14.81
-3to7.j
-3093.9
-3145.0
-3030.9
104.78
105.81
27061
27042
50.81
57.33
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730114
116
J1.45
31.84
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69995
14.21
-29T,0•3 -2915.6 106.83 27!24 57.93 712
11 8 32924 64906
13.62
13.03
-2861.6
-2744.4
-2799.1
-2601.1
107.84
108.85
27.06
26.89
54.61
59.39
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674120 32.67 59901 12.45 -2627.6
-2561.4 109.85 26.72 66.29 654
122
124
33.13
43102
54979
50134
11.87
.2506.b
-2439.7 110.86 26.56 61.33 634
126 34.15 45364
11.30
10.72
.23b3.,0
- 225x.3
-2315.0
-2189.1
111.87
112.88
26.41
26.27
6?.55
64.00
613
592120
130
34.74
35.36
40666
36802
10.14
9.73
.2129.1
.1995.9
-2059.,E
-1924.2
113.90 26.15 65.73 569
1+2 36.05 32376 9.16 .1x57.9 -1784.9
114.95
116.01
26.60
26.48
64.95
71.53
550
•	 133.031
•	 133.031
36044
3`07.49
29681
5170
8.79
0.267
.1784.7
-1710.00 116.57 26.42 72i97
520
134 405.25 5395 0.25 9
2136.!
2173.1
2941.6
2994.4
151055
151.95
25.87
25.60
54.1♦
51.38
Is?
189136
138
420.58
435.17.
5833
624?
0.246 2245.7 3098.0 152.72 25.12 b;.35 192
140 449.03 6026
0.234
0.224
2314.4
23bn.2
3196.2
329002
153.43
154.11
24.71
24.36
47.97
45.04
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142 462.43 6989 0.215 2443.5 3380.6 • 154.75 24.06 44.45 202144
146
475.39
487.99
7336
7669
0.201 2504.7 3468.1 155.36 23.00 43.11 205
148 500.26 7990
0.200 2564.,! 3553.2 155096 23.57 41.47 208
190 512.26 8300
0.194
0.188
2622.3
2679.1
3636.1
3717.!
1:6.51
157.060
23.31
23!12
46.98
49.12
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213152
154
524.01
535.55
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0.182 2734.7 3796.6 157.58 23.02 30.37 216
156 546.90 9177
0.177
0.173
2709.4
264'1.2
3874.7
3951.5
158.09
158.59
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22.74
34.70
30.10
2la
221ISO
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558.06
569.08
9459
9728
0.168 2896.2 4027.1 159.070 .622	 3 37.56 223
0.164 2948.5 4101.8 159.54 22.52 37.08 225
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1 7 0
596.00
622.21
10385
11015
0.155
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3076.7 4284.5 160.67 22.29 36.06 231
175 647.82 11622 0.140
3201.b
3324.3
4462.7
4637.1
161.73
162.74
2200
21.95
311.24
34.57
236
241180
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672.93
697.63
12210 0.134 3444.8 4808.5 163.71 21!82 34.01 245
1 9 0 721.96
12782 0.129 3563.6 4977.4 164.63 2101 37.54 2S0
195 745.98
13341
13088
0.124
0.119
3681.0
3797.1
5144.0
5308.8
165952
166.38
21.62
21.54
19.13
30.79
254
259200
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769.7j
016.54
14424
15470
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0.086
0.083
5026.6
5244.9
7048.3
7355.0
174.24
175.49
21.15
21.14
36.86
3n.71
299
306270
280
1005.51
1129.13
212137
22210
0.079 5461.4 7662.2 176.61 21!13 36.59 312
290 1172.52 23124
0.076
0.073
5679.4
5694.0
7967.6
8272.1
177.72
178.79
21014
21!16
36.49
36.42
319
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TABLE XIV, THE RMOD Y NAMIC PROPERTIES Of OXYGEN
25 ATMOSPHERE IiObAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISoTHE MM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY f, Y Co VELOCITY
DtG. KELVIN CC/OMOLE
UERIV A TIVE
CC AT M/OMOLE
OLRIVATIVE
ATM /K
ENtRGY
J/GMOLE J/GMOLE J/OMOLE-K J/G MALE -K
Of SOUND
M/SEC
•	 54.641
56
44.46
24,57
2872Sd
28od66
3P.96
3A.18
-61@S•3
-6123.4 67.88 15.66 51017 1164
Sd 44.74 271613 37.07
-6113.4
•6007.5
•6051.1
•S944•d
68.]8
70.25
)5.37
34•VS
51.16
51.14
1356
114460 24.91 262541 31,98
-5901.1 •5838.6 12.05 34.54 57,11 1131
62
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25.08
2S425
2SJ663
244VS8
34.91 -S799.0
-5732.3 73.79 34.15 51.13 3318
66 2S.43 236430
33.8
32.115
-5696.0
.5584.2
-5626.0
.5510.8
75.48
17.11
33:77
33!40
53,13
57.14
Ills
68
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25.61
25.80
228 76
210 92
31.85
30.88
•54740)
.5372.5
-5413.5
.5307.1
78470 33.05 51015
to	 I
1078
72
74
45.99 2110% 29.93
-5266.6 •5200.8
80.24
81.74
32.70
32.37
57.17
51919
1064
1050
76
26.18
26.36
204022
1V6J31
29000
24.04
.S16n.6 .5094.3 83920 32905 53.23 1036
1b 26.58 388797 27921
-SOb4.6
.4944.5
-4987.0
.4881.2
84.62
46.00
31;74
31.43
$1027
91.32
1022
100160 26.Td 111141'o 26.34 .4842.3 -4774.b 87.35 31.14 $1.38 992
82
84
26.99
21.21
174192
167113
".So
24.67
-473690
.4629.6
•4667.6
-456A,6
88.67
89.96
30•@6
30150
53.46
51.54
977
96286
88
41.43
27.66
160181
153390
23.87
23.06
•452P•9
.4416.1
•1:23.4
9+)46.0
91.22
92.46
30!32
30.06
51.64
51.75
441
93290
92
27.vV
28.13
146736
140223
2201
21.56
-4300•
-4201.
•4238.4
•4130.5
93.67
94.65
29.81
29.51
b1.88 916
oe 266), 11?515 20.33 3184 , :34J22:1 96.02 24.3]
54.03
54•Z
901
Sob
96 29.0p 121459 19.41
-
.31117.6
-b: 3:8 0
13 97.16 29!30
28.88
54.3
54.64
869
100 29.17 315452 18.73 .3769.1 35.2 99.29
.3 28.66 50.84
836
836
102
10 4
29.45
4V.T ♦
109567
103197
iF.06 .3659.8
-)SBS.,3 100.48 28.45 5%•12 820
106 30.04 98140
17040
10k.76
.35b0.0
.3439.6
•3474.1
•3363.5
101055
102.61
28024
28.04
55042
55.11
8U3
786lo b
110
J0.36
30.68
92b9.9
87150
1091)
14051
-3328.9
-3251.6 103.66 21.84 56.16 769
112 J1.OJ "loll 14..90
-3216.6
-310197
-3138.8
•302591
104.69
109.72
27.64
27.45
56.60
57.10
752
73411 4
116
11.39
11.76
76570
71425
14.30
13.71
.2969.9
-2614.V
.2910.4
.27VO.4
106.73
107.74
27.27
21009
57,66 716
11@ 32.16 663719 13.13 .2756.6
-2677.1 108.74 26991
5$1.30
59903
698
6T9120 12.58 6140 ► lt.5b .26401.7
-2556.2 109.70 26.74 59.87 660
122
12 4
33.03
33.51
56326
51730
11•9d
11.42
•2521.1
.2399.4
-2431.4
-2314.5
110.74 26.58 601.94 640
126
128
J4.O2
34.5d
4701.9
42372
30•Ab •22743.4
-2189.2
111.74
112.74
26442
26.
61.97
63.30
620
599
130 ]5.19
)8400
10.29
9•86
.2308.5
.2060.9 113.75 26.15
15
64.87 577
132 35 86• 34042 0.70
-2016.6
.1861.3
-1927.5
.1790.6
114.79
115.63
26!61
26.49
67.90
?n.37
55T
S34134
136
16.60
11.44
29170
25005
8.61
8904
.174194
.1594.9
-164806
-1500.0
116.90
116.00
26037
26.29
71!.29 505
480
•	 137.849
+	 137.809
33J8.82
)p 1.
43066
4414 7.42 -1452.4 -1355.3 110.06 26.30
SM.08
Bn.B4 453
138 )ut.99 444!
0.360
0.357
2086.3
2093.3
2866.1
2676.0
149.68
149.76
264417
26.81
66.64
611618
185
185140 323.64 •987 0.3J4 21801.4 3000.2 150.65 26.13 59.36 189
142
144
337.17
349.65
5476
5930
0.31b
0.299
22601.4
2335.3
3114.5
3221.b
151.46
152021
25.57 58.17 193
14 6
148
361.86
J73,JV
6351 0.285 2406.2 3322.9 152.91
25.10
24.71
51.99
49.48
197
201
ISO 384.46
67411
7124
0.213
00262
2473.9
2539.0
3419.11
3512.9
153.57
154.20
24.38
24.08
47.45
443.77
204
207142
154
395.17
405.51
7464
7829
0.251 2602.0 3603.0 154.79 23.83 44.35 210
156
158
415.70 11162
0.244
0.216
2663.1
2721.6
3690.5
3775.1
3SS.36
155.91
23.60
23.41
47.14
4P.09
213
236
160
425.59
435.20
8483
0195
0.229 27@01.6 30SA.9 156.44 23.23 41018 218
0.223 2037.6 3940.4 156096 23.07 401.37 223
165
170
458.73
4dl.28
9539
10242
0.268
6
2976.0 4136.0 158.17 22.74 3A.73 227
175 SO3.1J 10911
0.1
0,106
3109.2
3238.5
432893
4513.0
159.31
160.38
22.48
22027
37.46
36.45
232
238180
185
524.40
545.20
IISS4
3217•
0.177
0.169
3364.6
3486.6
4693,2
41169.6
161.40 22.09 39.64 243
190 565.59 12716 0.161 36101.3 5043.0
162.36
163.29
21.95
21.83
30.96
34.39
248
252195
200
SuS.63
605.38
13361
33932
0.315
0.149
373n.2
)844. $113.15) P.2
164.31 21!7] ]3.91 257
210
220
644. 11
662.09
15040
14109
0.139 408P.0 b713•^
165.03
366.64
21.64
21!50
31.50
32•@2
261
2700.130 4311.4 6039.2 168.16 21.39 3?.30 278
230 719.37 17147
18160
0.123
09116
4537.6
4761.4
6360.1
6677.3
169.59 21.32 31.90 285
250
260
792,48 19152 0.110 4984.3 699117
170.94
172.22
21.26
21.22
31057
31•31
292
299d2d.4b 20121
22035
0.105
0. 100
5205•1
5424.9
603.7
1 13.9
173'44
1-4.61
21019 31.10)6.94 306280
290
bV9,55
934. T5
0.0 96 5643.4 7922.6 115.74
21.18
23.18 301.80
312
319
300 969.75
22972
239ou
0.092
0.089
5662.2
60tln..9
8,130.1
8536.7
176.82 21019 3A.70 325
17T.b5 21!21 301.62 333
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30 ATMOSPHEWE 150MAR
TE MPERATURE VOLUME ISOTMEMM 1SOC ►'ORE TN TE1iNAL ENTHALPY E NTROPY CV Cp VELOCITY
ULN IVATIVE OtW IVA T IVE ENtPwY OF
	
NOOED. KELVIN CC/OMOLE CC AT M /GM ULE ATM /K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE I/GMOLE-K 4/0 MOLE -K
•	 54.699 24,46 207076 30.96 .6184.5
-6110.1 67.09 35067 51.15 116556
58
24.5e
24.13
281164
272522
30.22
37.11
.6115.1
.6009.9
-6041.0
-5934.8
68.34
70.21
35.39
34.97
53.14
57,12
1157
114560 14.90 263.66 36.02 •590402 -5828.5 71.01 34.56 51.11 1132
62 25007 254592 34.95 .5798.5 •5722.3 73.75 51.11 111964 25.24 245099 33991 .5692.8
-5616.1 75.44
34-^7
33019 51.11 110666
68
25.42 237382 3?.89 .5567.1 •5509.9 77.07 33.42 51.11 109325.60 229039 31.69 .5481.4 -5403.6 78.66 33.07 St.12 107910 eb.78 220666 30.92 -5375.7
-5297-4 00.20 32.72 51.14 106672
74
25.97 212862 29.97
.5276.0 -5191.1 81.69 32.39 51.16 1052
76
26.16 205021 29.05 .5164.2
-5084.7 83-IS 32.01 51.19 103826.36 191343 20014 .5058.4 .4974.3 84.51 31.76 51.23 102378
80
26.56
26.76
169tl22
102457
27.26
26.36
-44bT-b
.4846.S
•48710d
-4765.1
85095
87.30
31i46
31.17
51.28
51,33
1009
994
82 26.97 175245 25.55
-414664 .4659.4 88.62 30.89 51.40 90084
86
21.19
27.41
168181
161263
24.13
23.92
-4634.1
.4527. 1
-455105
.4444.4
89.9
91.1
30:01
30.35
51.48
S1.S8
965
949
89
90
27.63
27.81
154480
147853
23.14
22.31
-4421.1
.4314.3
-4337.1
-4229.6
92.40
93.61
30.09
29.84
b3.68
51.81
934
91992
94
20.10
28.35
141354
134986
21.62
20.89
-4207.3
-410400
-4121.9
-4013.8
94.79
95.95
2960
29.36
61.95
54.11
903
80896 28.60 128752 20.1d -3992.3
-3905.4 91.10 29.13 54,29 3729B 28.86 122644 1x.48 .3884.3
-3796.6 98.22 28.91 54.49 656100 29.13 1166510 10.79 -3775.v
-3687.4 99.32 28.69 54.72 839
102 29.41 110794 10.13 -3667.1 -3577.7 100041 28.48 54.98 d2310 4
106
29.70
30.OU
105047 17.47 .35570 -3467.4 1011,48 28.27 BR.28 80699413 16.83 -3447.7
-3356.5 102.53 20.07 55.61 790108 30,31 93890 10..20 .3337.1
-3244.9 103.58 27.87 51;.98 173110 40.60 08475 1R.59
-3225.7
-313296 104961 27!67 54.40 756112 30.97 63163 14.98
-3111.5
-3019.3 105.63 27048 55.87 738
11 4
116
31.32
31.69
77951
7263v
14.39
.300643
-2905.1 1U6.64 27.30 57.40 72013.61 .2886.0
-2789.6 107.64 27.12 50.01 70211 8 32.08 67821 1302J .277n.b
-2672.9 108.64 26.94 54.70 684120 12.50 6289) 12.66 -265315
-2554.7 109.63 26.76 59.48 66S
122 32.94 b6054 12.09 .253'3.0 -2434.8 110963 26.60 61.39 646124
126
33.40
33-90
53300
48630
11.53
10.98
-2414.5
-2291.0
-2313.0
-2188.0
111.62
112.61
26.43
26.28
61.43 626
12d 34.44 44043 10.42 .2166.6
-2061.9 113.61 26.15
,j.6S6
64.09
606
bd5130 35.03 39994 9.99
.2036.6
-1930.1 114.63 26.63 66.97 564132 35.60 35b83 9.44
-1903.5
-1795.1 115066 26!49 6x+.98 54213 4
136
36.34
37.17
31259
27040
8.79 .1766.6
-1656.2 116.70 26937 76.79 515
13 6 38,07 22609
P.23
7.63
-1624.1
-1474.8
-1511.1
-1359.1
117.78
118.89
26.28
26.25
74.00
70.03
491
463140 39.13 1655b 6.99
-1316.3
-1197.4 120.05 26.33 81.60 432
142
142.011
40.42
40.43
14245
14489
6.31
-1144.2
-102}.3 121.30 26.51 92.17 396
s	 142.011 245.60 3608
6.44
0.470
.1141.2
2011.0
-]020.3
2757.6
121.31
147.91
26.52
27.90
93.64
81.10
403
182144
146
260.19
273.25
4244 0.432 2115.4 2907.4 148.97 26.99 7603 I87
148 285.21
4831
5350
0.403
0.379
2109.9
2295.1
3040.6
?lb2-0
149.68
1S0.71
26.28
2500
61.32
$0.39
192
196150
152
296,36
306.09
582b
6269
0.359 2374.1 3274.~ 151.47 25!23 54.71 2000.342 2448.5 3301.4 152.17 24.83 51.64 204154
156
316.93
326,56
6686
7081
0.327 2519.3 3482.7 152.84 24.48 49.54 207
158 J35.86 7457
0.314 2587.2 3579.6 153.46 24.19 47.64 210
160 344.06 78Id
0.302
0.292
265?.6
2715.4
3671.b
3764.2
154.06
154.63
23.93
23.70
40..05
44.70
213
216
165
170
366.37
386.73
8666 0.270 2867.1 3980.7 155.96 23.24 4%.06 223
175 406.24
9452
10191
0.252
0.236
301n.4
3147.9
4186.0
4382.8
157.19
158.33
22•dS
22!60
46.13
30.65
229
235180
185
425.07 10893 0.224 3280.9 4573.0 159.40 22-38 37.49 240
190
443.35 11565 0.212 3416.4 475$1.1 160,41 22020 36.56 246
195
461.18
478.63
12212
12837
0.202
0.194
3537.0
3661.2
493A.v
5116.1
161.38 22-05 3';.78 25
200 495.75 13445 0.186 3783.5 5290i4
162.30
163.18
21.	 2
21.81
34.14
34.59
255
260210 529.18 14616 0.172 4023.1 5631.7 164.85 21.64 33.71 268220 5e1.75 15730 0.161 4257.7 5965.3 166.40 219b1 34.04 277
230
240
593.64
624.99
16821
17d74
0.151 448$1.4 6292.9 167.86
21.34250 6SS.tle logo
1990
0.142
0.136
4716.1
4941,5
6616.9
6935.2
169.23
170.53 21.26
]?.10
31.77
292
299260 636.41 0.128 5165.1 7251.6 171.79 21.24 31.51 306270
280
716.b2
746.58
20d9b
21867
0.122
0.117
5367.2
56!;6.2
7565.5 172.96 21.22 31.29 312
290 776.30 22327 0.112 5821.3
7877.6
818A-1
174,09
175.18
21.21
21!22
31.12
36.98
319
325300 805.83 23776 0.108 6047.6' 8497.4 176.23 21023 16.04 331
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TABLE AIV. TME MMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
3b ATMOSPHERE ISOUAR
TEMPERATURE VULUME ISOTHERM
UtMIVATIVE
ISOCHOME IN T E RNAL EN T HALPY ENTROPy Lv Cp VELOCITYDtRIVATIVE ENERGY OF SOUNODtO. KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC ATM/GMU,E ATM/K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE 1/OMOLE-K 4/0 MOLE -K M/SEC
•	 54.757
56
24.4b
24.45
288493
282661
39.97 .6181.6 .6096.9 67.11 35067 51.13 1166
58 24.72 273429
30.26
37.15
-611"x•0
-601203
-6030.9
.5924.7
68.30
70.16
3b:401
34.98
51.12
51.10
1159
114660 14.88 264383 30.06
-5006.7 •5818.5 71.96 34.Stl 51.09 1134
62
64
25.05
1S.23
255520
266031
34,99
33.95
.580102
.8695.6
-5712.3
.560602
73.71
75.30
34019
33.81
51.08 1121
66
68
25.40
25.58
238331
229999
32.93 .5596.1
-5500.0 77.02 33.44
51.08
51.08
1106
1094
70 15.77 22183Y
31.94
3007
.5464.5
•5379.0
-5393.8
•5287.6
78.61
80.15
33.09
31.75
41.09
51.10
1081
106772
74
15.95
16.15
213d4b
205018
3;1.02
29.09
-5273.4
.5167.8
-5181.4
-5075.1
81.64 32.(1 51.12 1053
76 26.34 196352 29.19
.5062.2 .4969.7
83.10
84.52
32.09
31.78
51.15
51.19
1039
102578
80
26.54
26.74
190044
183493
27.30 .4956.4 •4862.3 85090 31.48 51.13 101126.44 .4856.6 .4755.8 87.25 31.19 51.29 996
82
04
26.95
27.17
176294
169444
25.60 .4744.7
-4649.1 88.57 30.91 53.35 982
86 27.38 162341
26*70
23.98
.4638.7
.4532.5
-4542.3
.4435.4
89.85
91.11
30.64
30.37
51.43
51.51
967
052Be
90
17.61
27.84
155581
148962
23•ly
-4440.1
-4329.2 92.34 30.12 53.62 937
p
22.43
.4319.6
-4220.9 93.55 29.87 53.73 921
94 lB.D2
14248v
136131
21.68
20.95
•4112.4
.4105.8
a 113.2
•0005.3
94.73
95.89
29.63
29.39
53.87
54.02
9 6
88096
98
28.57
28.63
129911
123823
20.24
19.54
.399P,.4
'3890.8
-3891.1
-37891.5
97.03
98.15
29.16
28.94
54.19 tl74
100 e9.p9 117tl58 19.86
-3782.7
-3679.b 99.25 28.72
54.39
54.61
858
842
10 4 t9 66
 29 . 37 112014
106298
18.19 -3674.2 •3570.0 100.34 28.51 54.86 826
10 6 19.95 100677
17.54
10.91
.3565.2
.3455.7
-3460.1
-3344.:
101.40
102.46
28.30
24.10
55.14
55.45
810
79310 8 30.26 95176 18.28 .3345.5 •3234.2 103.50 27.90 61.80 776110
112
30.58
30.91
89788
84503
15.67
-3134.7
-3126.9 1U4.52 27.71 56.20 759
11 4 31026 79321
15.OT
14.48
-3123.0
-3013.4 lOS.54 27.51 56.65 742
116 31.63 74239 13.90
-301n•4
.2896.9
-2899.6
-2784.7
106.55
107.55
27.33
27.14
57.15
57.73
725
707318
120
32001
32.42
69252
64360
13.33
12.76
.2782.1
-2664.6 108.54 26.96 54937 689
-2650.0
-2551.1 109.43 26.79 59.11 671
122
124
32.84
33.30
59559
54446
12.20
11.65
.2548.5
.2429.1
-2432.0 110.51 26.61 59.95 652
126 33.79 50221 11.10
-2307.8
-2311.0
-2189.0
111.49
112.48
26.45
26.29
66.92
62.05
632
613128
130
30.31
30.88
45681
41564
10.55
10.12
•2184.1
-2055.d
-2062.4
-1932.1
113.47 26.15 61.37 592
132
134
35.50
36.17
37298 9.57
-1924.9 •1799.9
114.48
115.49
26.64
264;
60.11
67.91
572
550
136 36.93
33065
28899
9.96
6.41
.1796.8
-1651.4
.1662.5
'1520.5
116.52
117.57
26.38 69.49 525
138
140
7737 .
J8.74
7.83
.150"+.5 -1372.6 118.65
26.27
26.22
72.27
78.62
502
47620675 7.23 -1354.2
-1216.6 119077 26.20 tln.p♦ 447
142
144
39.90
41.33
16604 6.59
-1191.5
-1050.0 120.96 26.38 80.31 415
° 145.690 42.90 1 9177 5.38
-1013.0
-847.1
-866.4
-690.0
122.24 26.62 96.52 379
• 145.690 196.77 2760 0,608 1905.4 2610.3
121.46
146.11
27.00
29.03
11t.54
107.09
348
18014 6
148
201.42
216.48
Z-i85
3672 0.537
1928.5
2058.2
2642.8
2825.9
146.34 28.81 302.66 180
150
152
129.26
240.66
4330 0.494 2166.6 2974.6
1x7.58
148.62
27.65
26.79
82.77
71.85
181
192
154 251.13
4908
5431
0.461
0.434
2262.3
23149.5
3115.8
3240.1
149.52
150.33
26.13
25:59
60.78
5907
196
156
158
260.90
270.13
5913
636J
0.412 2430.4 3355.7 151.08 25.14 5h.Op
200
204
160 278.94 6788
0.393
0.376
2505.6
2579.1
3464.6
3564.3
151.77
152.42
24.76 51.06 208
24.43 56.68 211
165
1 7 0
299.52
318.61
7761
8644
0.342
0.315
2747.9
2904.1
3810.1 153.91 23.79 40.35 219
175
1 8 0
336.63 9461 0.294 3051.6
4UJ4.1
4245.4
155.25
IS6.47
23.32
22996
41.40
41.26
226
232
IBS
353.84
370.41
10226
10955
0.276
0.260
319?-7
3328.8
4407.5 157.61 22.68 39.64 238
190 U6.47 11650 0.247 3461.0
4642.4
4831.5	 '
158.66
159.69
22.45
22.27
39.36
37.33
243
249195
200
4U1.10
417.38
1231d
12963
0.235
0.225
359n.0
3716.4
SU16.0 160465 22.11 34.48 254
210
220
447.p7
475.93
14198 0.207 3967.9
5196.6
5548.4
161.56
163.28
21.98
21.78
35.77
34.65
258
26715374 0.193 4203.0 5890.5 164.87 21062 31.81 276
230
240
503.88
531.35
16504
17596
0.180 4438.3 6225.2 166.36 21.50 33.16 284
250 558.37 18658
0.170
0.160
4669.8
4898.4
6554..2
6874.6
167.76 21!41
21.35
0.65 291
260
270
"5000
611.32
19694 0.152 5124.7 7199.4 19^.p80 • ^ 4 2100
32.25
31.92
299
30620710
21707
0.149
0.139
5349.2
5572.3
7517.2
7832.6
171.54
172.69
21.27
21'25
31.65 312
2 9 0 663 19 22689 0.133 5794.2 8146.2 173.79 21.25
31.44
31.27
319
325300 688.81 23659 0.127 6015.4 845.9.0 174.85 21!25 31.14 331
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TABLE XIV. THE RMOD Y NA M IC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
40 ATMOSPHERE ISUdAM
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY C . Cp VELOCITYUERIVATIVE DLRIVATIVE ENLROY OF SOUND
OEG. KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC ATM/GMULE ATM/K J/OMOLt J/OMOLE J/ GMOLE•K 410 MOLE •K M/SEC
•	 54.815 24,44 2b9I10 3P.V7 .6162.0 •6083.7 67.12 35.61 5,4.11 116756
'
24.54 283551 3P•30 -611m.2 -6020.8 68.26 35!42 51.10 116058 24.70 274335 37.10 .6014.7 .5914.6 ?0.12 35.00 51.08 114860 24,87 265209 36910 .5909.3 -5808.4 71.02 34.60 51.07 1135
62 25.04 256446 35.03 •5603.d -5708.3 73.66 34621 51.06 112264 25.21 247773 33.99 .5696.4
-5596.2 75.35 33.63 51.05 1109
66 25.39 239270 32.97 •559700 .5490.1 16.98 33046 b1.05 100668 25.57 230958 31.98 .5487.6
-5364.0 78.56 33911 51.06 1083
70 05.15 2ilM l 31.01 -5382.2 -527700 80.10 32!77 51.07 IU69
72 25.94 214821 30.06 -5276.0
-5171.7 81060 32044 51.09 105574 26.14 207011 29014 -5171.4 -506595 83.05 32!12 51.11 104176 26.32 199351 2A.24 .S06S.9 -4959.2 84.47 31.81 51.15 102778 e6,bd I9Id6J 27035 -4960.3 -4852.0 85085 ll!sl 51.19 101380 26.72 184524 26.49 .4854.1 .4746.4 67.20 31.22 51.24 996
82 26.93 177339 25.65 .4740.0 -4639.6 88.51 30.94 51.30 984
84 21.14 170304 24.83 -4643.2
-4533.2 09.80 30.67 b1.37 96986 27.36 163415 24903 .4531.2 -4426.3 91.05 30040 51.45 95488 27.58 156670 23.45 •4431.1 - 4319.3 92.28 30!15 51.55 93990 27.81 150061 22.46 .4324.8
.421201 93.49 29.90 51.66 924
92 Gd.Ob 143600 21.74 -4214.3 -410496 94.67 29.66 5109 90894 28,29 137269 21.01 .4111.5 -3996.9 95.63 29.42 51.94 893
96 Gb.34 131068 20.30 -40040b -388900 96.97 29.19 54.10 tl7798 28.79 124997 10061 -3897.1 .3180.4 98.08 28.97 54.29 861
100 19.06 119050 19.93 -3789.4 -3671.6 99.18 28.75 54.50 845
102 2903 113226 18.26 -36810 -3562.4 100.26 28.54 54.73 829	 I'
10 4 29.61 107521 17961
-3571.1 -3452.6 101.33 28.33 55.00 813106 29.91 101932 106.98 .3461.6
-3342.4 102.38 28.'&3 54.30 197
10 8 30.21 96456 16.35 -3353.9 -3231.4 103.42 27.93 55.64 780
110 10.=3 91090 15.75 -3243.5
-3119.8 104.44 27.14 56.01 763
112 30.86 85832 15.15 .3132.4 •3007.3 105.46 21.55 56.44 746
11 4 31.20 80677 14.56
-302n.4 -2894.0 106.46 27!36 56.92 129116 X1.56 75623 13.9" -2907.5 .2 179.6 107.45 27.17 57.46 712
11 8 31.94 70668 13.42 -2793.5 •2664.1 108.44 26.99 50.07 694
120 32.33 65dO9 12.86 .267A.3
.2547.2 109.42 26.81 54.76 676
122 12.75 61044 12.31 -2561.6 .2428.9 110.40 26.63 50.55 657
124 33.20 56370 11.76 -2443.4 12308.0 111.36 26.46 6n.4S 639
126 33.68 51786 11.22 -2321.3
-2186.b 112.35 26.30 61.49 619
128 34.19 47292 ;0.68
-2201.0
-2062.4 113.33 26!15 610.71 599
130 34.74 43112 10.23 -2074.3 -1933.5 ll ► .33 26.65 69.21 5T8132 35.34 38890 9.70 -1945.3
-1802.1 115.33 26.50 66.90 558
13 4 35.98 34803 9.10 .1813.6 .1667.8 116.34 26.38 64.19 534
136 36.70 30686 A.58 .1677.1
.152A•b 111.38 36.27 71.03 512138 37.50 26652 8.02
-1536.0
-1384.1 118.43 26.20 71.64 487
140 38.40 22672 7.44 -1388.7 •1233.1 119.52 26.20 77.24 4bO
142 39.45 18764 6.84 .1233.1
-1073.2 120.65 26.28 82.14 431144 40.71 14867 6.22 -1065.6 •900.6 121.86 26.45 80.46 399
146 42.31 11003 5.60 -870.7
-708.3 123.18 26.75 102.22 36S148 44,51 7031 4.81 -663.4 -483.0 124.72 27.34 124.23 319
• 148.989 46.07 SV13 4.49
-532.0 -346.1 125.64 27.b3 1006.53 299
•	 146.989 160.65 1846 0.791 1754.1 240S.2 144.10 30.43 167.67 177
150 170.57 2404 0.726 18b7.V 2549.3 145.07 29.41 124.29 Itll152 1tl5.79 3288 0.642 2012.4 2165.4 146.50 28.05 94.65 187
154 196.18 4003 0.580 2135.0 2938.2 147.63 27.09 79.54 193156 209.01 4623 0."93 224K.3 3087.5 148.60 26.31 7n.38 198	 I
148 218082 5180 0.`09 2:34.1 3221.6 149.45 25.79 64.14 202160 227.91 5689 0.481 2421.4 3345.1 150.23 25.32 50.58
{1
206
165
1 7 0
248.45
266.92
6822
7dIv
0.428
0.389
2614.6
2788.9
3622.6
3870.8
151.94
IS3.42
24.42
23.80
52.09
47.51
215
222	 J175 284.02 8723 0.358 2948.9 4100.1 154.75 23.34 44.39 229180
185
300.15
315.53
9560
10346
0.334 3099.6 4316.1 155.97 22:99 4P.13 235
0.313 3241.4 4522.2 157.09 22.72 44.40 2411 9 0
195
330932
344.64
11092 0.796 3381.9 4720.1 158.15 22!49 39.OS 24711bO4 0.280 3516.3 4913.1 159.15 22.31 37.9S 252200
210
358.57
385.48
12488
13189
0.267
0.245
3647.3
3901.4
5100i6
5463.7
160.10
161.87
22.16
41.92
37.05
34.65
257
267220 411.41 15020 0.226 4147.4 5814.8 163.51 21.74 34.62 275
230 436.59 16195 0.211 4387.5 6157.0 165.)3 21.60 31.84 283240 461.18 17327 0.190 4621.0 6492.1 166.6 21.49 31.22 291250
260
485.29
409.01
18423
19490
0.187 4854.9 6621.8 167.80 21•_41 32.73 299
2 7 0 532.40 20532
0.177
0.168
4084.1
5311.0
7147.1
7468.9
169,08
170.29
21935
21!31
3,j.34
32.02
306
313280 555.52 21554 0.161 5536.2 7787.8 171.45 21.29 3),77 319
290
300
578.41
601.10
22459
23549
0.154
O.I47
5760.1
5982.9
8104.4
8419.1
172.56
113.63
21!27
21.28
31.56
31.40
326
332
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T A86E XIV. T MEMMOOrNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
45 A T MOSP"ERE ISUNAM
TEMPERATUFt VOLUME ISOTNEMM ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTNALPr ENTROPY (;v CP
OtG.	 KELVIN CC/GwOLE
UERIVATIVE
CC AT M/GROLE
OLMIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENtR4r
J/GM"LE J/GMOLE I/GMOLE-K J/G MOLE .K
OiLSOUNU
M/SEC
•	 It1.873
56
24.44
24.53
289726
284451
30.98
.618169 .6070.5 67.14 35.68 5'1.09 1166
SB 24.69 275238
30.34
37.23
.6122.3
.6^I701
-6010.1
.5904.5
08.22
70.08
35:43
35.02
51.08
57.06
1162
114960 14.86 266211 36.14
-5411.6 -5796.4 71988 34.61 51.04 1137
62
64
25.03
25.20
257370
240700
3%.01
34.03
.SS06.4
.5701.2
-5692.3
•5586.3
73.62
75.30
34.22
33085
51.03 1124
66
66
15.38
25.56
240223 31.02 •5594.9
-5480.2 76.93 33.48
51.03
51.03
1111
1098
?0 25.74
231414
223175
32.02
71.06
-549".7
5384.4
-
-5374.1 7:.S2 33913 51003 1084
72 25.92 215806 30.11 .5280.2
-5260.1
-5162.0
00.05
81	 SS
32.19
32.46
51.04
S1 OS
1071
JOS774
76
26.11
26.31
208001
200360
20.18
20028
•5174.9
•5069.6
-5055.8
.4949.6
ei.p0
64.42
32.14 51.08 1043
78
80
26050
26.71
192870 27940
-496402
-4843.4 bs.80
31:83
31.53
51.11
51.14
1029
1015185553 26.54 .4650.b
-4737.0 07.15 31.24 51.19 1000
82
84
26.91
27.11
178381
1713SV
2!x.70
2*008
.4753.3
•4647.6
•4630.6
.4524.0
88.46 30.96 51025 986
96 27.56
164485 24. OS .4541.9
.4417.2
89.74
91.00
30.69
30.43
51632
51.40
971
956
90 27.79
157755
1SI166
23930
22.94
.4436.0
.4320 .9
-4312.3 92.23 30%l7 51.49 941
92 18.0;: 14471b 21.80 •4223.7
-4203.2
-4095.9
93.43
94.61
29093
29.69
51.59
51.71
926
9119 4
96
28.24
28.51
130401
132214
21.07
20.36
.4117.2
.401".5
-3980.3 95 77
•
29.45 S i las 890
98 28.16 126164 10.67 -3903.4
-3880.5
.3772.3
96.90
98.02
29.22
29.00
544.01
54.19
880
864100 29002 120236 10.99 .3796.0
-3663.7 99.12 28.79 54.39 848
102
10 4
29.29
29.57
114431
108746
IN.33
17.64
.3680.2
.3SOn.0
-3554.1 100.19 28.57 54.61 832
106 3
j9 . 06
19317 17."5 -3471.3
-3445.2
-3335.2
101.26
102.31
28037
28.16
54.67
S4.15
d16
800
110
• 16
30.48
25
92382
16.43
1x483
-3362.1
3252.2-
-3224.S 103.34 21.96 54.47 783
112 30.80 87146 15.23 .3141.6
-3113.3
-3001.2
104.36
105.37
27.77
27.58
5%.83
54.24
767
75011 4
116
31.14
31.49
8202u
76994
14.65
-3031.3 -1880.3 106.37 27.39 56.69 133
11 8 ills? 72069
14.06
13.51
.2918.0
.2804.7
-2774.4
-2659.4
107.76
108.34
27.20
27601
57.20
57.77
716
699120 32.26 67241 12.96 .269".3
-2543.2 109.!2 26.83 50.42 681
122
12 4
32.67
33.10
62510
51tl?2
12041
11.87
-25'4.5
-2457.3
-2425.5 110.29 26.65 59.16 663
126 33.57 5332 ► 11.33 .2338.3
-2306.3
-2185.2
111.26
112.23
26.40
26931
0.01
6".97
644
626128
130
14.06
34.60
48874
44645
1n.sO
In.3.
-2217.3
.20,02.2
-2062.0
•1934.4
113.20
014.19
26.16
26.65
610.09 606
132
134
35.1b
Js.sO
40460
36464
9.82 .IvbS.O
-1dO4.6 115.18 26•b ►
64.40
64.96
584
56S
136 16.49 31414
9.23
P.7E
.Ib35.4
-1701.6
-1672.1
-1`.+33.1
116.18
117.19
26.39
26.28
67.02
69.63
542
522138
140
31 2
37,244 24571
2 8455 A.20 .1561.7
-1393.9 118.22 26.19 71.99 4987.64
-142".6
-1246.9 119.28 16:16 74.01 472
142
14 4
39.06
40.20
2077r
17017
7.07
6.49
.127".6
-1092.5 120.37 26.21 79.05 445
146 41.58 1325V 0.90
-1111.3
-934.5
-928.0
•744.9
121.52
122.76
26.32
26.53
64.70
91.60
416
14 8
ISO
43.34
45.87
9631
5924
S.21
4.46
-746.6
-517.6
-549.1 124.12 26.90 104.40
385
347
151.977
•
50.81 1484 3.52 .144.4
-308.5
47.3
125.73
128.09
27.59
29.90
134.80
277 . 54
303
151.477
152
116.62
127.11
bSV
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1.06 1516.5 2093.9 141.56 33.31 3B0.OS 211
15♦ I49,tl6 2225
1.12
O.B43
16?3.1
1415.7
2102.6
2499.0
141.62 33.22 381.58 ISO
156 164 4
.	 1 3133 0.739 1987.1 2736.6
144.21
145.74
29059
29015
141.51
lop Be
174
1901S b
160
116.06
166.16
366 ►
4504
0.6?1
0.620
2119-6 2922-4 146-93 27-IT
7*Iv,
1962232.1 3080.9 147.92 26.43
.. 200
165
1 7 3
207.66
226.09
584b
6977
0.533
1.475
2465.9
2 662.7
3412.0
3693.3
149	 97+ 25.16 68.19 210
175
1 8 0
242.72
258.14
7980
8894
0. 4 32 2638.6 3945.3
151.64
153.10
24:33
23•75
40.80
40.20
219
226
165 272.68 9742
0.399
0.372
3001.0
3159.8
4178.0
4397.2
154.41
155.62
23.32
22.99
44.04
42.73
233
239190
19S
286.55
299.89
10540
11296
0.349
0.329
3299.7 4606.2 1)6.73 22.72 4".97 245
200 312.:0 12022 0.311
344"91
3576.2
4807.5
5002.4
is?.78
156.76
22.51
22.33
39.57 251
210
220
337.59
+61.34
13390 0.285 3830.4 5377.7 160.60 22.05
30.44
36.72
256
2661467b 0.262 409".6 5730.4 162.27 21.85 3%.47 275
230
240
384.31
466.65
15896
ITJ67
0.244
0.228
4335.9
457S.b
6088.2 163.83 21.69 34.54 283
230
260
428.50
449.95
18197 0.214 4811.1
6429.8
6764.9
165.28
166.65
21.57
21.48
31.81
33.23
291
299
2 7 0 471.07
19294
20364
0.203
0.192
5043.2
5272.7
7094.8
7420•b
167.94 21.41 37_.77 306
280
290
491.92 21410 0.183 S50n.1 7743.0
169.17
170.35
21.36
2102
30.40
3'J.10
313
319
3CC
512.52
532.93
22436
23446
0.175
0.168
S725.6
595.3
8062.7 171.47 21!30 31.85 326
880:2 172.54 21.30 31.66 332
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T486E AIV, THER "IDYNAMIC PROPERTIES Of OXYGEN
50 ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE V OLUME ISOTHEMM ISACMORE IN TERNAL E NTHALP Y ENTROPY C^ Cp VELOCITYUtWIVATIVE OtMIVA T IVE ENL44Y OF SOUNODEG * KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC A TM/GMOLE ATM/K 3/GM06E .J/GMOLE 1/GMOLE-K 4/0 MALE -K M/SEC
•	 54,931 24,43 290341 38998
.6181.1 -6057..1 61,15 35,68 51,07 1169
.	 56 !4952 26534! 301.38 .6124.7
-6000.5 68.18 35.45 51.06 1163SB 24,68 276140 37.26
-6019.5 .5494 .6♦• 7 0.04 35903 51.04 115160 14985 267121b 36.18 •591402 •5788.4 71.84 34963 51002 1138
62 25.02 258291 311.11 .5809.1 -5682.3 73058 34.24 51,01 112564 25919 249640 34,07 .5703.9 -5S76.3 75.26 33.87 51.00 111266 25936 241166 31.06 .SS98.8 -547003 76089 33lSo 51.00 109968 25954 232867 3.*.OT .5493.7
-5364.3 78.47 33.15 51.00 106670
72
25972
25.91
224740
216182
31010
30.15
-5388.6
.5281.5
-b258.3
-5152.2
80.01
81.50
32!81
32.48
51.01
51.02
1072
10597 4 26.10 208990 29.23 .SITB•4
-5046.2 82,95 32.16 51.04 104576
T8
26.29
26.49
2	 1360
143691
28.33
27.45
-5	 71.2
68,1.6
-4940.
.4633.
84.37 31.86 51.07 1031
8S,7S 31.56 51.10 101680 26969 186578 26.59 -486P.8 -4727.6 87.09 31.27 5'1.15 1002
82
84
26.64
17.10
179419
172411
25.15
24.93
.4757.5
.46b?,1
-4621.2
.4514.8
Od.41
69.69
30.99
30072
51.20
51.26
988
97386 27.32 165551 24.14 -4544•b -4408.2 90.94 30!46 51.34 958as 27 114 158835 23.36 .4441.9 .4301.4 92.17 '10.2^ 51.42 943901 27,76 152262 27.60 -4335.1 •4194.4 93.37 29:96 51.53 92892 21.99 145821 21.85 -*229.1 .4081.2 94.SS 29172 51.64 91394 28.23 139521 21.13 .417.2.8 -3979.8 95.71 29.48 51.77 do$96 26.48 133361 20.42 •4016.4 -3672.1 96.84 29025 51.92 88296 28973 127324 19.73
.3909.6 -3764•} 97.95 5409 db?100 28.99 121414 19.06 .3802 .6 .3655,7 99.05 28.82 54.28 851
102 29,26 115628 IP.40 .3695.1 •1546.9 100.13 28.60 54.50 83510 4 29.53 109963 17.75 .3587.3
-3417.7 101.19 28040 54.70 819106 29982 104416 17.12 .3479.0 •3317.9 10203 28.19 55.01 803
10 8 30.12 98984 10.51 -337.1.2 -3217.6 103.26 28.00 55032 187110
112
30.43
30.75
93664
88454
IS.90 -326n.8
.3106.6 104426 27,80 55.66 771
15.31 •3151.7 •2994.9 105.29 27061 56004 754
11 4
116
31.08
31,43
83351
78452
14.73
14.16
-3039.9
.29201.3
-2882. ♦
-2769.0
106.28
107.27
27.41
27.23
Sti.47
56.95
737
7"20
118 31980 734514 13.60 .2615.6 -2654.6 108.25 27.04 57.49 703120 32.18 6865/ 13.05 -270100 -2538.9 109.22 20*06 504.11 686
122 32.58 63056 12.51 .2587.1
-2422.0 110.19 26.67 504.80 668124 33.01 59354 11.98 -247n.6 •2303.5 111.1S 26.50 59.59 650126 33.46 5464$ 11.4b ••235?.9
-2183.3 112.11 26932 bn.49 632128 33.95 50431 1n.92 -2233.2
-2061.2 113.07 26.16 61.52 613
130 34.47 46160 10.44 -210995 -1934.8 114.05 26.66 61.65 591132 35.03 42009 9.94 .1983.9
-1806.4 115.03 26.52 611.11 571
134 15.63 38116 9.36 .1850J.2 -1675.1 116.01 26.39 64.03 550136 36.29 34092 8.91 -1724.8 •1541.0 117.01 26.28 68.S1 530138 37.01 30190 A.36 .1589.1
-140202 118.02 26,19 71,53 507140 37.81 26394 9.82 .145102 •1258.7 119.06 26.14 71.12 484
142 38.71 22690 7.28 .1304.9
-110808 120.12 26.15 74.58 459144 39.75 19024 6.74 .1152.1
-950.1 121.23 26.22 81.22 432
146 40.99 15370 6.18
-V89.0 -781.3 122.39 26.37 804.07 403148 42.49 11932 c.54
-812.3 -597.0 123.65 26.62 96.13 369
159 44,45 8491 4.89
-611.1 -387.9 125.05 27!05 111.77 33315'i,. 47,33 5079 4.15 -371.7
-131.9 126.75 27.87 144.70 289154 53.42 1576 3.13 -1.7 260.9 129.36 30.59 308901 224
0	 154.697 66.04 2V 7.24 47n.8 805.4 132.84 35983 11691.53 175
0	 154.697 d2.60 18 1.73 889.3 1306.8 136.08 38.60 17574.78 163156 118.87 1316 1.14 1552.4 2154.7 141.55 32.03 252.27 181158 137.04 2396 0.932 1816.3 2510.6 143.81 29.36 1304.45 189160 149.75 3203 0,820 IVN/•2 2745.0 145.30 27!97 104.35 195
165 173.78 4833 0.666 2291.0 3172.2 141.9;; 26.04 7P.42 206170 192.78 6124 0.578 2522.5 3499.2 149.88 24.93 59.64 216175 2,49.31 7236 0.517 2719.3 3779.7 151.50 24.19 57.92 224180 224.31 8232 0.472 2896.1 4032.5 152.93 23.67 4A.50 231
18 5 238927 9146 0.436 3059.7 4266.9 154.21 23.27 45.41 238190 251.46 9999 0.407 3214.0 4487.9 155.39 2206 41.12 244195 264.05 10802 0.382 3361.2 4698.9 156.49 2271 41.35 250200 276.17 11567 0.361 3502.9 4902.0 157052 22.'=1 34.95 255210 299.30 13002 0.327 3774.1 5290.4 159.41 22.19 37.85 265220 321,33 14341 0.300 0033.2 5661.1 161.14 21.96 36.37 274
230 342.52 15604 0.277 4283.6 6019.0 162.73 21.T9 34q.26 28324n
250
363.07
383.12
16817 0.259 4517.d 6367.2 164.21 21!65 34.41 29117981 0,243 4766.9 67070 165.60 21054 33.74 299260
270
402.76 19108 0.229 5002.1 7042.5 166991 21!46 31.21 306
280
422.06
441.08
20203
21273
0.211 5234.1 737294 166916 21940 3P.78 313
290 459.86 22321
0.207
0.197
5463.8
5691.4
7698.4
8021.2
169.34
170.48
21.36
21933
3P.43
39.IS
320
326300 478.44 23350 0.189 5917.6 8341.5 171.56 21!32 31.92 333
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TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHEMM 1SOCMO11r INTERNAL ENT 04ALPY t	 'A")PV Cp
DEG. KELVIN CC/OMOLE
UtRIVATIVE
CC ATM/GMOLE
OLRIVATIVE
ATM/9
ENERU7
J/GMOLE J/0MALt
-K„MOLE
OF SOUND
J/G MALE -K M/SEC
•	 $4.989
56
14.43
24.51
290955
246233
3A.99 .6160.2 •6044.1 61.17 35.66 S1.OS 1170
S8 24.67 277040
301.42
37.30
-6117.0
-6021.8
.5990.4
•58P,4.3
68.14
70.00
35.47
35.05
51.04
51.02
1164
115260 14.84 268v34 36#22 .5916.1 •5718.1 71.713 34065 51.00 1139
62
64
25000
25.14
259211
25OS70
3.5.15
34.12
-5811.7
.5706.7
-5672.3
-5566.4
73.53
75421
34.26 S;1.99 1121
66 4"5.35 242107 33.10 .6601.1
-5460.4 76.84
33089
33.52
57.9d
St.97
1114
110168 25.53 233618 32.11 -5496.7
-5354.4 78.43 33.17 5P.97 1087745
7
25.71
25.89
225702
217755
31.14
30.20
.5391*0
.5286.6
-S244.9,
-514205
79.96
81.45
32983
32.50
SP.98 1074
70
76
26.08
26.27
20997!
202351
29.28
.5181.9 -5036.5 82.91 32.1V
5p.99
51600
1060
1046
78 26.41 194900
2A.38
27050
.507609
.4971.9
-4930.5
-4824.4
84032
GS.70
37.88
31.58
51903
51.06
1032
301680 26.67 187600 26.64 .4866.b
-471A.2 87.04 31.30 S1.IO 1004
82
84
26.87
27.08
180454
173459
25.80
24.99
.*761.7
-4611.9 88.35 31902 $1.15 990
86 27.29 166613 24.19
-*656.5
.4551.2
-4505.6
-4399.0
8964
90.89
30.75
30.49
St.21
51.26
915
96098
90
27.51
27.74
159911
153352
23.41
22.65
.4445.1
-4292.4 92.11 3023 53.36 v*5
92 27.07 14693L 21091
-434091
-4234.4
•4185.5
.40 R5 43.3194.49
29.98
29.75
51.46
S1.S7
930
91594
96
28.20
28.45
140649
13449V
21.19
.4124.4
-3971.2 95.64 29.51 51.69 900
98 28.70 12847V
20.48
19.79
.402202
-3915.8
-38630
-37SS.6
96.78
97.89
29929
29006
51.84
54.00
885
869100 28,95 122581 19.12
.3809.0 •3647.7 98.98 28.85 54.18 854
1 04 29^4V
116819
1111
	
3
1A.46
17.82
:3701.9
3594.5
-3539.1 100.06 28.:4 54.38 838
106 19.70 105646 17.19
-3486.6
.3430.1
•3320.6
101011
102.16
28.♦3
28.23
54.62
5*.87
822
6 0108 30.07 100235 16.58 .3378.2
.3210 . 6 103.19 28.03 58.16 790110
112
30.38
30.69
94937
89750
1S.9b -3269.1 •3099.9 104020 27.83 55.49 77415.39 .3159.7
.2984.6 10r'.21 21,64 55.85 758114
116
71.0"1
31.37
84670
79697
14.81
-304994
-?876.5 106.20 17.44 $6.26 141
11 8 .11473 T4d27
14025
13.69
.2938.3
.2826.4
.2763.5
-2649.6
107.18
708.13
27.25
27!01
56.71
57.23
725
708120 32.11 70058 13.15 .2711,4
-2534.5 109.12 26.88 57.80 691
122
124
32,50
32,92
65388
60817
1?.61
12.08
.2599.3
-241A.2 110.08 26.70 501.45 673
126 33.36 56342 11.56
.2484.0
-236791
-2300.5
-2181.2
111.04
111.99
26.51
26.34
59.19
60.03
656
638128
130
33.84
34.35
51964
47659
11.04
10.55
.2244.6
-2060.0 112.95 26.17 66.99 619
132 34.89 43530 iO.05
-2126.2
-200?.2
•1934.,'
-lb07.4
113.92
114.89
26,67
26ob4
67.97
6*.34
597
Vol134
136
35.47
46.10
9706 9.49 .1876.2
-1678.5 115.86 26940 65.16 S57
138 36.79
35726
31688
9.05
8.52
.1746.v
-1614 .4
-1545.6
-lrp9.4
116084
117.84
26.29
26.19
67047
60.24
S39
517140 37.55 28152 7.99 .14701.1
-1268.8 118.85 26912 71.48 494
1 1 2 38.40 24517 7048 .1336.7
-1122.7 119.89 26.11 74.51 4711t4
146
39.36
40.48
20938
17369
6.95
6.42
.1189.2 .96908 120.95 26.15 74.37 446
148 41.80 14050 5.82
-103305
-867.3
-807.9
-634.4
122407
123.25
26925
26.42
81.70
60.59
419
388ISO
152
43.44
45.61
10759
7560
S.25 -685.b -443.8 124.53 26.71 100.12 357
417
4.62 .479.8
-225.6 125098 27:19 117062 322
156 55.59 1541
3.89
2.94
-228.3
15205
4309
'*62.2
127.74
130.43
28.21
30.72
154.43
300.87
276
220158
160
V1.77
114.93
716
1834
1.S4
1.15
1196.b
1626.6
0802
2267.0
17.18138.37
141.88
34
30.47
486.05
185080
ITS
188
16S
170
144.55
164.84
3d00 0.649 2081.5 2887.1 145.71 27.14 91.33 203
175 181.60
5271
6500
O.TO3
0.616
23br.b
2589.6
3283.1
3601.4
148.08
149.92
25.61
24.67
69.52
5A.8S
213
222180
165
1V6.43
210000
7581
8563
0.555
O.S08
2784.'1
2960.6
1	 a.9
,	 j.9
151.48 24.03 57.61 229
190
195
222.68 9470 0.471 3124.6 4305•6
152.87
154.12
23.56
23020
4587.47
4S.5r
236
243
200
234.70
246.20
10320
11125
0.440 327V.4 4587.4 155.27 22.91 41.31 249
210 268.00 12627
0.414
0.372
3427.4
3708.3
4799.5
520108
156.34
158131
22.68
22.33
41.58
39.06
254
264220 288.62 14020 0.339 3974.7 5583.2 160.08 22.07 37.30 274
230
240
306.38
327.47
15331
16579
0.313 4230.9 5949.4 161471 21*68 36.01 283
230 346.04 17777
0.291
0.272
4r7v.5
4722.6
6304.5
6650.b
163.22
164064
2103
21.bl
3%003
34.27
291
299260
270
364.20
362.01
18931
20052
0.256 496n.7 6990.3 165997 21.51 31.65 306
280 399.53 21145
0.243
0.230
5195.6
5427.4
7324.3
7653.9
167.23
168.43
21.44
21.39
31616
32.77
313
320290
300
416.82
433.90
22211
23262
0.220 5657.0 7979.9 169.57 21.35 32.44 32700210 5884.9 8303.0 170.67 21.33 30.18 333
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TABLE XIV. TMERMMMY'44MIC PMOPERTIES Of O%vbFN
60 ATMOSPHERE IJOWAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHE.tM ISncMOR► INTE RNAL ENTMALPY ENTROPY Cv CP VELOCITY
• DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENEMBY or SOUNDDEG. KELVIN CC/OMOLE CC AT M/OMOLE ATM /K WOMULE J/GMALE I/OMOLE-K J/R MILE .K M/SEC
•	 SS.046 24.42 291569 30099 .6179.7 6036.8 67.18 35.69 51.03 117156 24,30 287122 30,45 .612002 •5980.3 6801G 15.48 51602 1166•	 58 24.66 277918 37.34 .6024.2 -3874.2 69.96 35.07 51000 115360 24.83 266942 36.26 -5919.2 -S764.3 71.75 34.67 S?.98 1141
1	 62 24.99 260129 34.19 -58140 •5662.3 73.49 34028 Ss.96 1128
--	 64
66 25.1625134 251498243045 34.1631.14
.,4109.4
.5604.5 .3956.4
-S4SO.5 75.1776080 3399033954 SP.9550.95 1115110268 23.51 234761 32015 - ,4940,7 -5344.6 78.36 33.19 Ss.94 108970 25.69 226662 31.19 .539409 -5230.7 79.92 32.85 S2.95 107572 25,88 218726 36.24 .579061 -S132.0 61.41 32.53 S -0.9S 106214 26.06 210937 29032 •S18f.3 -502609 82986 32.21 SP.97 104676 26,25 20335) 20442 .,4n60.S •4920.9 84.27 31090 57.99 103478 26.45 195906 27,54 .4915.1 .4614.9 8S•6S 31961 51.02 102080 26,65 188618 2A,69 .4h78.8
-4104.8 R6.99 31.32 S1.06 1006
8284 26.8527,06 161465174503 2S.8S .4169.6 .4607.6 88.30 31.04 51.10 99186 27,27 161410 2,400624024
.4660.8
•4556.1
.4496.3
•43890 89.589003
30.77
30851
51.,6
51.22
97 ►
962as 27.49 160983 2+.46 .445005 .426104 92,06 30926 51.30 94890
92
2701
27.94 154430148033 22.?421.97 .4345.1.4230.6 •4174.7.4069.8 93.2694.43 30.0129077 51.3931.50 93391894 74,18 141765 21.24 -4133.9 .3962.6 95.58 29.54 51.62 90396 28.42 135671 20.54 .4026.0 -38S,4.3 96.71 29.32 S1.7S 88798 18,67 129628 19.85 .3921 .9 •3747.6 97.82 29.09 51.9U 872A00 28,92 123753 14.18 .3613.4 .3639.6 98.92 28989 54.08 857
102 29.18 118003 10.53 .3706.1
-3531.2 99.99 28.67 54.27 841104 29,46 112315 17.69 .1601.6
.3422.5 101.04 28.46 54.49 8?5106 29.14 1u6H61 17.26 .3494.0
-3313.3 102.09 28.26 54.74 810108 39,01 101476 IA 65 .3386.1
.3201 .5 101611 28.06 SS002 794110 30.33 96200 14.05 •3271.6
-3093.2 104.12 27.86 55.32 778112 30.64 91435 19 47 -3166.5 •2962.2 105.12 27.67 55.67 76211.4 30.97 85979 14.89 -1056.7 .267605 106.11 27.47 56.06 745116
I18
31.31 81030 14.33 .2948.2
:283 -2757.9 107.09 27.28 SA.49 72931.66 76185 13.78 * 9 .2644.4 108.96 27.09 54.97 71?120 32,03 71443 11024 •7124.7 .2529.9 109.02 26.90 S7.51 69S
122 32.42 66802 12.71 -2611.3
-2414.2 109.98 26.72 30.13 678124126 12.8333.27 6226157618 12.18 .2496.b •2297.2 110.93 26.53 50.82 661128 33.73 53474 11.6611.15
.2380.9
.226305 -1174.7•2058.5 111.88112981
26.35
26.17 59.6064.49
644
626130
132
34.23
34.15 4914245040 In.6611+.17
.2142.5
'019.9 .1934.4 113.79 26.67 62,35 603134 35.31 41260 9.63 .,896,4 •1808.6-1686.1 114.75115071 26.SS26041 61.ed64.43 SOS565136
136 35,92 37322 4.19 .1768.1 •1549.1 116.68 2600 66.56 547
140
36.56
37.31 33514298S6 A.669.15 .1637.9.1504.3 -141x.5 111.66 26.19 60.08 525•1277.5 118.65 26011 7n.OS 504
142 38.11 26276 7,66 -1366.4
-1134.7 119.66 26.08 7.72 482144
146
39.01
40.04 2276519279 7.156.63 .1223.3.1013.6 -486.1
-836.2 120.70 26.10 75.911 458148 41.23 16040 0.08 .915.4
-664.7 121.78122.90 26.1676028
86,16
84.95 433403ISO
192
42.65 12850 S.S4 .746,0
-486.7 124.10 26.48 9' SS 377
154
44.44
46.81 97726842 4.994.36
.560.0
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TABLE AIV. T ME NMOOYNAMIC PM OPENTIES OF OXYGEN
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TABLE XIV. THE RMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXVGEN
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TABLE XIV• T HE RMODYNAMIC POOPERTIES Of OXY4EN
7b ATMOSOmEWE ISOBAR
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158 47.52 7963 4.29 -195.6
-44.0
165.3
126.56
127.89
26.59
26.93
99.07
116.30
349
321160 50.34 5879 3.77 26.5 403.1 129.38 28.02 127.37 291
165
170
b3.45
86.13
2557
2710
2.46
1.62
719.4
t4S7.2
1201.6
2111.8
134.29
139.73
29.34
28:41
189.12 228
175
180
lOS.58
1!1.07
4010
5309
1.23 1924.9 2727.3 143.30 26.72
157.33
101.81
214
220
185 134.21 6500
1,03
0.692
2249.5
2506.9
3169.6
3526.8
145.80
147.76
25.56
24.77
7904
66.11
227
234190
195
145.90
156.57
7593
8618
0.7'97
0.722
2726.9
2921.1
3835.7 149.41 24.18 58.43 241
200 166.52 9560 0.666 3103.2
4112.9
4368.6
150.85
152.14
23.72
23.38
51.04
44.42
247
25321'
? O
184.89
201.82
11297
12884
C.580
0.518
3431.4
3731.6
4836.5 154.43 22.87 44,55 264
230 217.75 14358 0.470 401394
5264.4
5668.2
156.42
158.21
22.52
22.25
41.43
39.26
274
28324 0
250 232.,05247.57 1574417062 0.432 4282.2 6052.5 159.85 22!03 37.67 292
260 l6l.le 18324
0.400
0.374
4541.4
4793.2
6422.8
6782.4
161.36 21.86 36.45 300
270
280
275.58
289.10
19540 0.352 5039.3 7133.5
162.77
164.10
21!72
21.60
345.50
34.75
306
315
290 3u2.38
20719
21865
0.332
0.315
5286.8
5518.7
7477.8
7816.6
x65.35 21.51 34.13 323
300 315.46 22985 0.300 5753.6 8150.9
166.54
167.67
21.44
21.39
33.64
31.23
330
336
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TA86E xlv. T HERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OMYOEN
.
60 AT MOSPHERE ISOdAM
TEMPERATURE VOLU M E ISOTmEMM ISOCHURE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY ^^ CP VELOCITYWLQIVATIVE Ot R IVATivE ENEpvY OF SOUNUOLG. KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC AT M /GMOLE ATM /K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE i/GMOLE-K 410 MOLE -K M/StC
•	 55.277 24.40 294016 30.01 .6175.d
-5978.0 67.25 35.70 5?.96 1175S6
58
24.46 290!61 3x.61
-6138.0 -59;;9.7 67.93 35.55 5?.95 1171
60
24.6!
24.18
2b1514 31.50
-6033.4
-5833.9 69.79 35.13 52.92 1159272555 36.41 .5928.9 -572A.0 71.59 34.74 S"1.90 1146
62 24.95 263'81 35.35 -5824.5
-5622.3 73.32 34.35 5.87 113464 25.11 255190 34.32 .5720.1 .5516.5 75.00 33.98 S?.86 112166 25028 246771 33.31 -561S.d -5410.8 76.62 33.62 S*.84 110868 25.46 238541 32.32 -5511.5
-5305.1 78.20 33.27 5.83 109570
72
25.64
25.62
230476
222585
31.36
-5407.3
-5199.5 79.73 32.94 52.83 1062
74
30.42 .5303.1 -5093.8 81.22 32.61 52.83 1068
76
26.00
26.19
214860
207300
29.50
2x.61
-5198.9
-5094.7
-4988.1
.4882.5
82.67
84.08
32.30 SP-83 1055
18 26.38 199901 27.73 -4994.6
-4776.7 85.45
32.00
31.70
5.84
57.86
1041
102780 26.57 192661 26.88 .4888.4
-4671.0 86.79 31.42 510.89 1013
82 26.77 185576 26.05 .4782.2
-4565.2 88.10 31.15 52.92 99984
86
26.98
27.18
178645
171864
25.24 -4677.9 •4459.3 89.37 3088 52.96 98524.44 .4571.6
-4353.3 90.62 30.62 51.01 97188
90
27.40
27.61
165229
158739
23.67 -4469.3
-4247.2 91.84 30.37 51.07 956
92 27.84 152391
22.92
22.19
.4364.6
.4260.2
.4140.9
-4034.6
93.03
94.20
30.13
29.89
53.14
51.23
942
92794 28.07 146181 21.47 -41SS.5
-3928.0 95.35 29.66 53.32 91296
98
28.30 140107 20.77 -4050.6
-3821.2 96.47 29.44 81.43 89728.54 134166 e0.09 -3945.6
-3714.2 9? .S? 29#22 53.56 882100 28.79 128355 10.43
-3844.3
-3607.0 98.66 29.00 51.70 867
102 29.04 122671 18.78
-3734.8
-3499.4 99.72 28.79 51.86 85210 4
106
29.31
29.58
117113
111677
18.15 -3629.1 -3391.5 100.77 28.58 54.04 837
108 29.85 106360
17.53
16.93
-3523.0
-3416.5
-3283.2
-3174.5
101.80
102082
28.38
28.18
54.24
54.47
622
807110
112
10.14
30.44
101161
96077
16.34
15.77
-3309.7 -3 6S.4
-2 55.6
103.82 27.98 54.72 791
-320?.4 104.81 27.78 SS.00 776114
116
30.75
31.07
91106
86245
15.21 -3094.6
-2845.3 105.78 27.59 55.31 761
118 31.41 81493
14.66
14.12
-2986.2
-2877.2
-2734.3
-2622.6
106.75
107.70
27.39
27.19
55.66
56.05
745
729120 31.76 7684d 13.59 -2767.5
-2510.1 108.65 27.00 56.48 713
122
124
32.12
32.51
7230d
67872
13.08 -2657.0
-2390.6 109.59 26.80 56.96 698
126 32.91 63541
12.57
12.07
.2545.5
.2433.1
-2282.0
-2166.3
110.52
111.44
26.60
26.40
57.50
5x.10
682
665128
130
33.33 59313 11.5d •2319.5 -2049.3 112.37 26.21 58.77 649
132
33.78
34.25
54926 11.08
-2202.9
-1929.1 113.30 26.11 6f.29 627
134 34.76
50916
47191
10.60 .2085.3 -1807.7 114.22 26.59 61.26 609
136 35.29 43406
10.12
9.67
.1966.0
-1845.1
-1684.3
-1559.1
115.15
116.08
26.46 62.06 592
138 35.87 39770 9.19 .172?.3 -1431.6 117.01
26.33
26.22
61.30
64.41
575
556140 36.48 36260 9.72 -1597.2
-1301.5 117.95 26.12 65.71 537
14 2
37 15
32824
29502
8.28 .1469.5 -1168.4 118.89 26.04 67.46 519
146 38.67 26283
7.81 .1338.9
-1031.9 119.85 25.98 69.26 499
148 39.56 23196
7.32
6.40
-120`.1
•1060,.5
-891.6
-7415.d
120.81
121.80
25.97
25.97
71.12
74.20
477
458ISO
152
40.b4 20222 6.43
-921.4 .594.d 122.82 26.01 77.01 435
154
41.66
42.95
17367
14674
S.97 -774.3
-436.6 123.87 26.08 86.97 413
156 44.46 12127
F.51
-617.7 -269.6 124.96 26.20 dt,.76 390
158 46.28 9799
9.06
4.58
-451.4
-274.4
-91.4 126.11 26.36 9.21 367
160 48.53 7687 4.11
-81.2
100•d
312.2
127.33
128.66
26.58
27.51
99.90
111.36
341
314
;65
170
57.61
74.39
3827 2.91 501.5 96P.5 132.70 29.35 154.82 254
175 92.82
2831
3710
1.97 1188.5 1791.5 137.61 28.41 150.52 224
180 108.24 49zd
1.4b
1.19
1722.5
2091.1
2474.9
2970.5
141.58
144.37
27.07
25.91
114.93
87.12
223
229185
1 9 0
121.29 6112 1.02 2379.5 3361.b 146.51 25.06 71.62 235
195
132.81
143.28
7222
8257
0.898 2617.1 3693.7 148.29 24.42 6?.34 242
200 152.97 9241
0.810
0.740
2826.7
30lb.d
398A.1
4256.7
149.82
151.18
23.93
23.55
SA.19
51.67
248
253210
220
170.74
181.03
11020 0.640 3359.0 4741.0 153.SS 23.00 40..07 26412645 0.568 366909 5184.9 155.61 22.02 42.55 274
230
240
202.30
216.82
14153
15570
0.514 3957.7 5597.3 157.44 22.33 4 ;.12 284
250 230.76 16914
0.470
0.435
4232.0
4495.6
5989.5
6366.1
159.11
160.65
22.10
21.92
34 . 36
37.02
292
301260
270
244.25
257.38
18200
19437
0.406 4751.0 6730.9 162.08 21.77 38.98 309
280 270.21 2063b
0.381
0.359
5000.0
5244.0
7086.3
7434.4
163.42
164.69
21.64
21054
34.15
34.46
316
323290
300
282.80
295.16
21799
2293b
0.340 5484.0 7776.4 165.89 21.46 31.94 3390.324 5724.7 8113.5 167.03 21.41 31.49 337
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Ob ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
TE MPERATUNE VOLUME ISOTHERM 1SOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY Lw CP VELOCITY
DEG. KELVIN CC/GMOLE
",^u
CC AT M /OMOLE ATM/K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE i/OMOLE-K 410 MOLE -K
'
M/SEC
•	 55.334 24.39 294621 30.02 .6174.9
-S964.d 67.26 3500 Sa.94 117656
58
24.45
24.61
291542
282404
38.64
37.53
.6144.1
-6035.7
-5929.6
-SS23.d
67.69
69.75
35.56
35.15
52.93
52.90
1172
116060
i
24.77 273454 36.45
-5931.3 -57IR.0 71.56 34075 52.88 1148
62
64
24993
25.10
264690
256106
35.39
34.36
-5827.?
.5722.7
.5612.2
-5506.6
73.28
74.95
34!37
34.00
S2.85 1135
66 25.27 247705 33.35 .5bIR.6 -5400.9 76.58 33.6♦
52.83
S^.B2
1123
111068
70
25.45
25.62
239478
231426
32.36 .5514.4
-5295.4 78.16 33.29 5P.81 1097
72 25.80 223544
31.40
31.46
-5410.3
-5306.3
-5189.7
-5084.1
79.69
81.18
32.96
32.64
52.80
52.80
1083
loTo74
76
25.98
26.17
21Sd29
208280
29.55
28.65
-5202.2
-5098.2
-4978.4
.4872.8
82.62
84.03
32.32
32.02
Sa.Bp 1057
78 26.36 200892 27.78 .4994.2
-4767.2 85.40 31.7!
51.81
5	 .82
1043
102980 26.56 193663 2$).93 .4891.2
-4661.5 86.74 31.45 52.85 1015
82 26.75 186591 26.10 .4786.2 .45S5.d 88.05 31.1' 52.87 100184
86
26.96
27.16
179672
172903
251
24.50
-4682.1
-4578. 0
-4450.0
-4344. 1
89.32
90.57
30.9,
30.6:;
52.91 987
88
90
27.37
27.59
166281 23.72 -4473.6
-4238.1 91.78 30.40
51.96
51.02
973
95B
92 27.81
159404
153469
22.97 .4369.6 -4132.0 92.98 30.16 5'1.08 944
94 28.04 147273
22.24
21.53
-4265.2
-416n.b
-4025.7
-3919.3
94.14
95.29
29.9;+,
29.69
53.16
53.25
929
915
9 6
98
28.27
28.51
141213
135286
20.83
2n.15
-4056.2
-3951.4
•3812.7
-3705.d
96.41
97.51
29.47
29.25
53.36
51.47
900
885100 28.76 129491 14.49
-3846.4
-3598.7 98.59 29!03 51.61 870
102
10 4
19001
29.27
123823
118260
IA.84
19.21
-3741.2
.3635.7
-3491.4
-3383.7
99.66 28.82 53.76 855
106 29.54 112861 17.60
-353n.0 -3275.6
100.70
101.73
28962
28.41
51.93
54.12
840
82510 8 29.81 107562 17.00 .3423.9 -3167.1 102.75 28.21 54.34 810110 30.10 102381 10.41
-3317.5 -3058.2 103.75 28.01 54.58 795112 30.39 97315 15.84
-321n.b
-2948.8 104.73 27.61 54.85 780114 30.70 92363 15.28
-3103.2
-283R.d 105.71 27;62 54.14 764116
118
31.02
11.35
87522 14.73 .2995.3
-2728.2 106.67 27942 55.4T 74982791 14.20 -2866.9
-2616.9 107.62 27.22 55.84 733120 31.69 78167 13.68 .2777.7
-2504.4 108.56 27.02 56.25 718
122
124
32.65
32.43
73650
69237
11.16
12.66
.2667.4
-2557.1
.2391.8
-2277.b
109.49 26.82 56.70 702
126 32.82 64930 12.17 -2445.4
-2162.7
110.42
111.34
26,62
26.42
57.20
57,77
686
67112 8
130
33.24
33.68
60727
56337
11.68 -2332.0
'
-2046.4 112.26 26.22 SR.40 654
132 34.14 52344
11.18
1n.71
-2217.0
-2101.5
-1 9 27.0
-1806.5
113.18
114.10
26.72
26:61
59.86
61.76
632
615134 34.63 48617 1n.24 .1982.4
-1684.1 115.02 26.48 61.57 598136
138
35.15
35.71
44867
41260
908
9.31
.1662.8
.1741.4
-1560.0 115.94 26.35 62.64 581
140 36.30 37780 8.85
-1618.0
-1433.9
-1305.4
116.86
117.79
26.23
26.12
51.68
64.87
563
545
142
144
36.95
37.64
34369
31081
8.41
7.95
.1492.3
-1174.1 118.72 26.04 66.46 527
146 34.40 27915 7.48
.1364.0
-1232.9
-1039.6
-902.2
119.66
120.61
25.97
25.94
68.05
69.62
508
487148
150
39.23
40.15
24847
21905
7.08
6.61
-1097.6 .759.7 121.58 25.94 72.46 469
152 41.19 19080 0.17
.958.5
-814.4
-612.7
-459.7
122.56
123.58
25.95
25.99
74.76
7q.05
447
426154
156
42.3b
43.71
16415
13873
5.73
c.29
-664.2
•5001
-299.4 124.62 26.07 81.99 404
15d 45,30 11560 4.84 -341.3
-130.2
49.8
125.71
126.86
26.18
26.34
67.06
92.77
382
359160 41.19 9431 4.40
-162.8 243.7 128.08 27.16 101.18 334
165
1 7 0
54.14
66.38
5275
3420
3.28
2.33
351.1
9519.7
816.4
1530.4
131.60
135.86
27.67
280-05
127.45 277
175
180
42.38
97.25
3660 1.71 1517.4 2226.9 139.90 27.23
14R.61
127.88
240
230
18 13 110.07
4678
Salo
1.37
1.15
1931.6
2245.3
2768.2
3193.3
142.96
145.29
26.16
25.31
95.15
77.24
232
237190
195
121.39
131.63
6913
7956
1.01
0.903
2503.9
2727.7
3549.4
3861.4
147.19
148.81
24.65 66.41 243
200
210
141,09
158.33
8941 0.822 29219.5 41430 150.24
24913
23!72
59.24
54.24
249
254
220 174.05
10770
12427
0.703
0.621
3285.6
3605.4
4649.2
5104.4
152.71
154.83
23.13 47.63 265
22!73 43.68 275
230
1	 240
188.72
202.63
13966
15410
0.559 3901.6 5527.0 156.71 22.42 41.99 284
250 215.97 16779
0.510
0.471
4161.6
4449.6
5926.8
630996
158.41
159.97
22.18
21098
39.05
37.59
293
301260
270
228.64 18pd7 0.438 4708.7 6679.6 161.42 21.81 36.45 309
280
241.36
253.58
19344
20560
0.410
0.387
4964.7
5207.2
7039.5
7391.2
16208 21168 351 317
29 0
300
265.55
277.32
21742 0.366 544993 7736.4
164.06
165.27
21.57
21.48
34.83
34.24
324
33122494 0.348 5687.9 8076.3 166.42 21.42 31.76 338
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TA86E XIV. TH E MMODYNAMIC NNOPENTIES OF OXYGEN
90 ATMOSPHERE ISUNAM
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHEMM ISOCHURE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY V • Cp VELOCITY
DEG.	 K ELVI N CC/OMOLE
UtRIVATIVE
CC A TM /GMULE
OLRIVATIVE
ATM /K
ENER (jY
J/GMnLE J/GMOLE t/GMOLE- K J/G MO LE -K OF SOUND
•	 55.391 24.39 295236 3942 -6174.1 -5951.7 67.28 3S.71 510.92 117756
58 24.4424.60 292421283292 3A.6837.57 -6142.3-6037.9 -591905
-5813.7
67.85 35.56 52.91 1174
60i 24.76 274391 36.49 -5933.7 .5707.9
69.71
71.50
35.17
34.77 52.885,7.86 11611149
6264 24.9225.09 265596257024 35.43
.5829.5
-5602.2 73.24 3409 57.83 1137
66 25.26 248631 54.4033.39
-5725.4
-5621.3
-5496.6
-5391.0
74.91
76.54 34.0233.66
S.X.BI
52.79 112468
70 25.4325.61 240414 32.41 .5517.3 .528514 78.11 33.31 52.78
1111
1006
72 25.79 232372224500
31.44
30.51
-5413.4
.5309.4
.5179.8
-5074.3
79.64
81.13 32!9832966
5207
52.77 1085107274
76 25.9726.15 216796209257
29.59
28.70 -5204.6S101.7- -4968.74863.2 82.58 3205 52.77 lose78 26.34 201881 27.82 -4997.9 -
-4757.6
83.98
65.35 32.043105
52.77
5x.79 1045103180 26.54 194663 26.97 .4694.0 -4652.0 86.69 31.47 5-3.80 1017
82
84 26.73j6.94 187602180695 26.14 .479n.2 -4546.4 87.99 31.20 52.83 100386 27.14 173938 25.3324.55 -4686.3.4582.4 -4446.6-4334.9 89.2790.S1 30.9330.67 52.875.91 98997588
90 27.3527.57 167329160d65 23.78 -4478.4 -4229.0 91.73 30143 52.96 960
92 27.79 154543 23.0322.29
.4374.4
-4278.2
-4123.0
-4016.8
92.92
94.09 30.1829.95 51.0251.10
946
93194
96 28.0128.24 148360142314 21.5820.89
.4166.0
-4061.6
-3914.5
-3804.1
95.23 29.72 53.18 917
98 28.48 136402 2n.21 -3957.1
-3697.4 96.3597.45
29.49
29.28 51.2857.39 902des100 28.72 130621 19.55 -3852.4 -3590.4 90.53 29;06 51.52 d73
102
10 4
28.98
29.23 124966119442 1A.9018.28
-3747.5
3642.3-
-3483.3
3375.d- 99.59 28685 51.67 eye106 29.50 114030 17.66 -3536.9
-3267.9 100.64101.66
28.65
28:44 51.83S4.01 843826108
110
29.77
30.06 10875b103592
17.07
16.48 -3431.2-3325.1 -3159.7
-3051.0 102.68103.67 28.2428;04 54.22 813112 30.35 98544 15.91 -3218.7 -2941.9 104.66 27.84 54.4454.70
798
76311 4116 30.6530.9b 9361188789 1x•36 -3111.7 -2632.2 105.63 27.64 56.98 766
118 31.29 64077
14.81
14.28 -300493-2896.4 -2722.0
-2611.0
106.S9
107.53
27.45
27.25
S05.29
SS.64
753
737120 31.63 79474 13.76
-2787.tl
-2499.3 108.47 27.04 56.02 722
122 31.98 74979 13.25 .2679.5 -2386.d 109.40 26.84 56.45 707124
126 32.3532.74
70589
66304
12.75
12.26
.256A.4
-2457.4 -2273.3-215A 9 110.32 26.64 56.92 691128
130 33.15 62124 1781. -2345.5 -2043.2
111.24
112.1S
26.43
26.23
57.45
59.05
676
660
132
33.58 57735 11.28 .223nd -1924.6 113.07 26.74 59.45 636
134
34.03
34.51 5375850026 10.811n.35
-2115.)
-1805.0 113.98 26.62 6.29 621
136138 35.02 461Ob 9.89
.1998.4
.1879.9 -1683.5
-1560.5 114.90115.81
26.49
26.36 61.1062.03
604
587
140
35.56
36.13 427273927D 9.13 .1759.9 -1435.6 116.72 26.24 61.00 5706.97
.163A.1
-130A.6 117.63 26.13 64.10 552
142144 16.7537.42 3588b32627
A.54
8.09 -1514.1 -1179.0 118.55 26.04 65.55 535146 38.14 2950V 7.62 .1387.V
-1459.4 -1046.6
-911.4
119.48
120.41
25.97
25.92
66.96
6A.31 516496148
ISO
18.93
39.80
26457 7.24
-1126.8
-771.8 121.36 25.91 76.94 479
152 40.77 2354320743 6.776.35
-991.2
-651.4 -626.2-479.6 122.32123.31 25.9025.93
72.84
74.61 458438154
156 41.8543.07 1810115561 5.92 -706.4 -324.8 124.32 25.97 78.94 417158 44.48 13265 5.504.07 -555.6
-497.7 -162.8A.0 12S.36126.45 26.0526.16 82.9987.52 396375160 46.13 11121 4.65
-231.3 189.4 127.59 26.91 94.05 351
165
170
51.80
61010 677
►
4339
3.59
2.67 235.3777.6 707.7 130.78 27.20 112.73 298175 74.24 39p0
.1.98 1323.2 1334.72000.2 134.52138.38
27.56
27.20 132.94125.82
257
2391 8 0185 tl7.99100.38 45935612 1.56 1766.4 256P.8 141.59 26!33 101.62 237
1 9 0 111.43 6676 1.30 2109.1 3024.5 144.09 25.51 82.58 240195 121.42 7710 1. 00 2626.6 3404.13733.9 146.11147.83 24.8524.31 7n.4762.33 245250200210 130.64147.39 869810541 0.9080.773 2839.63211.3 4029.94555.4 149.33 23.89 56.67 256220 162.57 12234 0.676 3541.4 5023-9
151.89
154.67
23.26
22.83
49.46
44.83
266
276
230
240
176.7&190.06 1379715266 0.6060.551 3645.2413,1.9 5456.65864.2 156.00 22.51 41.88 285250
260 202.66215.19 16657 0.508 4403.5 6253.4
157.73
159.32 22.2522!04
39.75
39.16
294
302
2 7 0 227.16
1798b
19262
0.471 4666.3 6628.6 .60.79 21.66 36.93 310
289 23c.83 0.4410.415 4921.4517n.4 6992-97348.4 162.17163.46 21!7221.66 35.95 3182 9 0
300
256.25
261.47 2169322861 0.392 5414.7 7696.8 164.68 21!50
35.17
34.54
325
332
. 0.372 5654.0 803,7.5 165.85 21.42 34.02 339
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TABLE AIV. TME RMOCYNAMIC f4MOPERTIES OF OXYGEN
95 ATMOSPHERE ISONAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM 15nCMORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY Cv CP VELOCITY
DEG * KELVIN CC/OMOLE
UtRIVATIVE
CC ATM/GMOLE
DtRIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENEPUY
J/GMOLE J/GMOLE 1/GMOLE-K 410 MOLE -K
Uf SOUND
M/StC
•	 55.449
S6
24.38 29S84s 30003
-617102
-5936.5 67,29 35.71 52.91 1178
58
24.43
24.59
293298
284170
3P.72
-61.4.4
-590903 67.81 35059 52.90 1175
60 24.15 275247
37.61
36.53
-6040.2
-5936.1
-5803.6
-569708
69.67
71.46
35.18
34.79
57.87 1163
r 52.84 1151
E2
64
24.91
25.08
266501
257938
35.47
-5832.0 -5592.2 73.19 34.41 5.81 11311
66 25.25 240554
34.44
33.43
.5728.0
-5624.0
-5486.6
-5381.0
74087
76.49
34.04
33.68
52.79
57.77
1125
68
7 0
25.42
25.59
2413411
233315
32.45
31.49
-552A.2 -5275.5 78.07 33.33 S2.7S
1113
1100
72
74
25.77 224453 30.55
-5416.4
.5312.6
-5170.0
-5064.5
79.60
81.08
33!00
32.68
52.74
52.74
1087
1073
76
15.95 217760 29.63 -5208.9
-4959.0 62.53 32.37 52.73 1060
78
26.14
26.33
210232
202866
2A,74
27.87
.5105.2
-5001.5
-4653.6
-4748.0
83.94
85.31
3207
31.711
52.74 1046
80 16.52 195660 27.02 .4897.b
-4642.5 b6.64 31040
S2.TS
52.77
1033
1019
82
84
16.72
26.92
188610
181715
26.19 -4794.1
-4537.0 87.94 31.22 5.79 1008
86 27.12 174970
25.38
24.59
-4691.4
.4586.7
-4431.3
-4324.6
89.22
90.46
30.06
30.70
52.82
52.86
991
97780
90
27.33
27.54
168373
161921
23.83 -448?-9
-4219.8 91.68 300-45 510.91 962
92 27.76 155612
23.08
27.35
-4379.1
.4275.2
-4114.0
-4007.9
92.87
94.03
30!21
29.98
52.97 940
94
96
27.99
28.22
149443
143410
21.64
2n.94
-417	 •2
.406 .0
-3901.8 95.17 29975
53.04
51.12
934
919
98 28.45 137512 20.27 -3962.11
-3795.4 96.29 29.52 53.21
53.32
905
890100 28.69 131745 19.61
-3658.3 2.1-358 98.47
.
29!31
29.09 51.44 875
10 2
29,20 120500
12.97
12034
.3751.7
-3642.9
-3475.1
-3367.8
99.53 28.88 51.57 861
10 6
29.73 109943
17.73
-3541.d
-3260.2
100.57
101.60
28.68
28.47
51.73
51.90
846
831
110 30.01 104795
17.13
14.55
-3438.4
-3332.1
-3152.2
-3043.8
102.61
103.60
28.27
28.07
54.10
54.31
816
801112
11 4
30.30
30.60
99765
94849
15.98
-3226.6 -2934.9 104.58 27.87 54.55 7b6
116 30.91 90040
15.43
14.89
-3121.1
-3011.2
-2825.6
-2715.6
105.55
106.51
27.67
27.47
54.82
58,11
771
756I1 8
120
31.23
31.57
85354
80771
14.36 -2905.7
-2605.0 107.45 27.27 55.44 74113.84 -2797.6
-2493.8 108.39 27.07 55.81 726
122
124
31.92
32.28
76295
71926
13.33
12.84
.2688,9
-2579.5
.2381.7
-
109.31 ?5.86 56.21
I
711	 1
126 32.66 67663 12.35 -2469.2
2262.8
-2154.8
110.23
111.14
26.66
26.45
56.66
57.15
696
680128
130
33.06
33.48
63506
59121
11.87
11.38
-2358.0
-2039.8 112.05 26.24 57.71 665
132 33.93 55158 In-91
.2244.2
-2129.7
-1921.9
-1803.2
112.96
113.87
26.75
260'63
59.07
59.85
643
626134
136
34.39
34.89
51416
47730
10.46
0.99
.2013.1 -16112.6 114,77 26.51 66 .66 610
138
140
35.41
15.47
44173 9.54
-1896.4
.1777.b
-1560.6
-1436.9
115.68
116.56
26.38
26.25
61.46
62.37
593
57640747 9.09 .1657.4
-1311.1 117.48 26.14 61.40 559
142
144
36.57
37.21
37377
34143
8.67
-1535.1
-1183.1 118.39 26.05 64.71 542
146 37.90 31069
8.22
707
.1411.7
-1284.2
-1052.5
-919.4
119.31
120.22
25.97
25.91
65.98 524
148
150
38.66
39.48
28031
25141
7.39 .1154.4 -782.3 121.16 25088
67.16
69.58
505
488
152 40,38 22362
6.93
6.51
-1021.9
-885.7
-641.8
.4107.0
122.10
123.06
25.111
25.d7
71.17
71.55
468
449154
156
41.39
42.51
19740
17203
6011
5.69
-745.1
-549.9
-346-7
-190.6
124.04 25.90 76.42 429
158
160
43.79
45.26
14917
12762
5.28 -444.6 -27.0
125.05
126.09
25.95
26.02
70.67
81.49
409
3894.88 -291.7 144.9 127.17 26.73 88.72 366
165
170
50.08
57.46
8287 3.87 14?.d 624.4 130.12 26.87 10'>.73 317
175 68. 12
54411
441 7
2.97
2.26
635.1
1151.5
1188.4
1806.1
133.49
137.07
27.17
77.05
1 19.45
21.81 251Qpi85 92.07 5534 1.771.46 1606.21972.2
2370.7
2858.5
140.30 26.40 105.38 244
1 9 0
195
102.74 6521 1.26 2271.5 3259.5
142.93
145.07
25.66
25.02
87.18
74.31
244
248
200
112.46
121.41
7524
d50b
1.11
0.999
2524.0
2747.4
3606.5
3916.1
146.87 24048 65.37 252
210 137.68 10353 0.843 3136.2 4461.4
148.44
151.10
24.04
23.38
59.09
51.09
257
268220 152.37 12062 0.733 3476.9 4943.6 153.35 22;93 45.99 277
230
240
166.02
178.89
13647
15137
0.655
0.594
3788.4 5386.5 155.32 22.32 4M.77 286
250 191.18 16549 0.545
4080.0
4357.3
5807.0
6197.6
157.28
158.70
22.32
22010
4M. 46
34.73
295
260
270
203.02
214.49
ITN96
19190
0.505 4623.b 6578.0 160.19 21.91 37.40
303
311
280 225.66 20440
0.472
0.443
4882.0
5133.7
6946.6
7305.8
161.58
162.89
21.75
21.62
36.36
35.52
319
3262 9 0
300
236.59
247,32
2165)
22835
0.419
0.397
5384.1
5622.2
7657.5 164.12 21,52 34.83 333
8002.9 165.29 21.43 34.26 340
• TWO-PHASE BOUNDARY
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TABLE KIV. T HE RMODYNAMIC 11NOPERTIES Of OXYGEN
100 A T MOSPHERE ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTMENM ISOCHOkE INTERNAL ENTMALPY ENTROPY (;v Cp VELOCITYUERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENLRUY Ur SOUNDDEG. K EL V I N CC/GMOLE CC ATM/G MOLE ATa/K /GMOLE J/GMOLE I/OMOLE-K 4/6 MOLE -K M/SEC
55.506 24.38 2964SJ 39.03
-6177.3
-S925.3 67.31 35.71 52.89 1179
. 56 24.42 294114 301.75
-6146.6
-5699.7 67.77 35.61 52.88 1176S8
60
24 S7
24,742 76141
285063 37.65
36.57
-604294
-5934.4
•5793.4
.5687.8
69.63 35.20 57.85 1164
71.42 34-dl 67.82 1152
62 24.90 267404 35.51
-5834.5 -5581.2 '7.16 34.42 52.79 114064
66
25.06
25.23
258850
250476
34.48
33.47
.57301.6
-5626.8
.5476.6
-5371.1
14.83
76.45
34.05 5p.76 1127
68 25.40 242279 32.49 .SS23.0 -5265.6 78.02
33.70
33.35
5704
57.73
1114
110170
72
24.58
25.76
234256
226405
31.53
30.59
.5419.4
S31S.7
-
-5160.2
.5054.7
79.55 332 52.71 1088
74 25.94 218722 29.68 -521291 •4949.3
81.04
82.48
32.70
32.39
52.71
57.70
1075
106276
78
26.12
26.31
211204
203849
201.78
27.91
-5109.6
-4d43.9 63989 32.09 57.70 1048
80 26.50 196654 27.07
-5005.1
-4,00105
-4730.5
-4633.0
85.26
86.59
31080
31.52
57.71
57.73
1034
1021
92
84
26.70
26.90
189616
182731
204.74 .4799.0
-4527.5 07.89 31.25 57.75 1007
86 27.10 175998
25.43
24.64
-4694.5
-4591.0
-4422.0
-4316.4
89.17
90.41
30.98
30.73
57.78
57.B1
993
979Bd 27.31 169413 21.8A .4487.4
.4210.7 91.62 30.48 57.86 96590
92
27.52
27.74
162974
156678
23.13 -4387.8
-4104.9 92.81 30.24 52.91 950
94 27.96 150521
22.40
21.69
.42801.1
.4176.3
-3999.0
-3893.0
93.97
95.12
30900
29.78
57.97
51.05
936
92296
98
28.19
28.42
144501
138617
21.00 .4077.4 -3786.6 96.23 29.55 51.14 907
100 28.66 132665
20.32
19.67
-3965.4
.3864.1
-3680.4
-3573.6
97.33
98.41
29.34
29.12
51.24
51.35
893
878
102
1,) 4
28.91
29016
127241
121746
19.03 -3759.9
-3466.9 99.46 28.91 51.48 663
106 29.42 116373
101.40
17.79
-3655.3
.355n.5
-3359.6
-3252.4
170.50
101.53
28.71
28.50
51.63
51.79
849
83410 8
110
29.69
29.97
111122
105991
17.20
1F.62
-3445.5
-33401.1
-3144.6
-3036.5
102.54
103.53
28.30
28.10
51.98
54.18
619
112 30.26 10097b 18.05 -3234.5
-2927.9 104.51 27.90 54.41
d04
790114 30.55 96079 15.50 -3129.4 -2816.8 105.47 27.70 54.66 775116
118
30.86
31.16
91194
86620
14.96
-3021.9 -2709.2 106.43 27.50 54.94 760
120 31.51 8205b
14.44
11.92
.2914.9
-2807.3
-2599.0
-248A.1
107.37
IOA.30
27.30
2709
58.26
51t.60
74S
730
122 31.85 77600 13.42 -2b99.Z
-2376.5 109.22 26.89 54.98 71512 4
126
32.21
32.58
73251
69009
12.92
12.44
-25901.4
-248r1.b
-2264.0
-2150.fj
110.14
i11.04
26.68 56.40 700
128 32.97 64671 11.97
-23701.3
-2036.2 111.94
26.46
26.25
56.87
57.39
685
670130
132
33.39
33.82
60494
56544
11.47 -2257.4
-1919.1 112015 26.76 5A.72 648
134 34.28 52795
11.01
10.56
.2143.b
-202P.7
-1801.1
•1681.4
113.75
114.65
26.65
26.52
59.43
601.24
632
616136
138
34.76
35.27
49136 10.0' .1912.6 •1560.3 115.55 26.39 601.91 599
140 35.82
45b01
42196
9.65
9.21
-1795.1
.1676.0
-1437.7
-1313.1
116.44
117.34
26.2'1
26.15
61.79
67.74
583
566
142 36.39 3864^ 4.79
.1555.3
-1186.5 118.24 26.05 63.93 549
1 46 37 68
35634
3259b
8.35
7.90
.1437.7
-1309.1
-1057.6
-926.3
119.14
120.0..
25.97
25.91
65.09 532
148
150
38.40
39.18
29572 7.54
-1161.7 -791.6 120.96 25.87
64.15
69.37
513
497
152 40.0!
2670!
23944
7.0,0
6.68
.105m.b
-917.8
-653.8
-512.1
121.89
122.82
25.84
25.83
69.71
71.77
478
459154
156
40.98
42.02
21338
18803
6.28
5.86
-781.0
-365.0 123.78 25.84 74.29 441
158 43.19 16525 5.48
-64n.4
-494.6
-214.7
-56.9
124.76
125.76
25.86
25.91
76.90
801.28
421
403160 44.51 14362 5.09
-341.5 107.5 126.79 26.58 84.56 380
165
170
48.72
54.87
978b
6659
4.12
3.25
65.1
51Q.9
35A.8
1075.9
129.57
132.66
26.63
26.06
95.51 333
175
1 8 0
63.57
74.18
5153
4995
2.52 1002.3 1646.4 135.97 26.84
109.01
115.02
203
264
1 85 85.02 5590
1.99 1455.5 2207.1 139.13 26.38 106.09 252
190 95.20 645,0
1.64
1.39
1837.5
2151.0
2699.9
3117.6
141.82
144.06
25.75
25.15
901.58
7r.70
 
250
 1511 9 5
200
104.58
113.26
7411
8365
1 . 22
I.0
2426.6
2655.4
3480.4
3803.0
145.94
147.56
24.62
24.18
64.25
61.43
255
259210
220
129.03
143.27
10202
11910
0.917
0.795
3061).5 4367.8 150.33 23.50 SP.71 269
3417.2 4863.8 152.64 23.02 47.28 278
230
240
156.45
168.87
13518 0.705 3731.5 5316.7 154.66 22.6b w9.65 287
250 lep.71
15026
1645b
0.638
O.SB4
4029.0
4311.0
5740.2
6142.1
146.46
158.10
22.39
22.16
41.16
39.31
296
304260
270
192.10
2,)3.12
17820
19130
0.540 458,.3 6$27.7 159.61 21:96 37.88 312
2 8 0 213.84 20395
0.504
0.473
4b47.7
5094.9
6900.7
7263.7
161.02
162.34
21.79
21.65
39.76
35.86
320
327290
300
224.33
234.61
21622
22814
0.446 S34S.a 76101.5 163.59 21.53 34.13 3340.42! 5589.5 7966.7 164.77 21.44 34.53 341
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TABLE AIV. THERMODYNAMIC ONOPERTIES OF Oxv4EN
110 ATMOSPmEoE IbQdAA
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISoTHEHM ISoCHoRE INTERNAL ENT HALRY ENTROPY LY C vELOCITYJLRIVATIVF OLRIVATIVE ENER4Y R OF SOuNODEG. KELVIN CC/OMOLE CC ATM/ OMULE ATM /(. J/GMOLE J/GMnLE I/OMOLE-K J/O MOLE -K M/SLC
•	 55.622 24.37 291661 34.04 .617A.5 -S89A.9 07.34 35.72 5^.85 118196 24.40 295922 3P.63 .6150.8
-SB78.9 67.69 35.64 S?.6S 1179so 24.55 286828 37.12 .6046.9 -5773.2 69.55 ]S.23 S2.61 116760 24.71 277924 36.64 -5943.1
-St67.6 71.34 34.64 Ss.78 1155
62 24.68 269204 34.59 .!,834.4 -5562.1 73.07 34.46 52.75 114264 25.04 260669 34.56 .S73S.7
-5456.6 74.74 34909 5.72 113066 25.21 252J1J 33.55
-S63t.2 -5351.2 76.36 33.74 5-jo.TO 111768 25.38 244135 32.51 .5528.7 -5245.8 77.94 33,39 57.68 110470
72
25.55
25.73
236132
228'300
31.61
30.68
.5425.3
.5321.9
•5140.5
-5035.2
79.46
80.95
33906
32074
Svp.66
Ss.65
1091
74
76
25.91
26.09
220638
213141
29.76
2P.67
-S218.b •4929.9 82.39 32.44 5?.64
1076
1065
78 26.2d 20580! 20.00
-SI15.4
-5012.2
-482&.6
-4719.3
83.79
85.16
32.14
]1!85
52.64
52.64
1051
103880 26.41 198633 27.16 -4909.0
-4614.0 86.49 31.57 S7,65 1024
82 26.66 191616 26.33 .4805.8
-4504.7 87.79 31.30 52.66 101084
86
2606
27.06
1d4754
178044
25053
24.74
.4702.6
.4599.4
-4403.3
.4297.9
89.06
90.30
31.04
30.76
S;0.69
S?02
997
983813
90
27.26
27.47
171483
165068
23.98
23.23
.4496.2
.4393.0
-4192.4
-4086.8
91•S2
92.70
3053
30.29
52.75
S^,Go
969
95492
94
27.69
27.91
158796
152664
22.51 •4289.7 •3981.1 93.A6 30.06 SP.86 940
21.80 .4186.4 .3879.3 95.00 29.83 52.92 92696
98
28.13 146671 21.11 -408±.0 -3769.4 96.12 29.61 51.00 912213.36 140813 20.44 .3979.4
-3663.3 97,21 2909 51,09 897100 28.60 135087 19.78 -3875.8
-3557.0 98.28 29.16 5,4.19 683
102 28.84 120492 19.14 -3772.0
-3450.5 99.34 28.97 S,4.31 86910 4 20.09 124024 18.52 -3667.0
-3343.8 100.38 28.77 5,4.44 854
106
10 8
29.35
29.61
118681
113461
17672
17.33
.3563.9
-3459.5
-3236.7
.3129.4
101.40
102.40
28.56
2806
51.59
51.75
840
825110
112
29.89
30.17
108361
103379
1
16.19
-3354.8
.3249.9
-3021.7
-2913.6
103.39
104.36
28.16
27,96
51.94
54.14
811
796114
116
30.46
30.76
9851)
93752
15.64
103.11
-3144.6
-303&.9
-280S•1
-2696.1
105.32
106.27
27076
27,55
54.31
54.62
782
76711 13 31.07 89123 14.59
.2932.3 •2586.6 107.21 27!35 54.90 753120 31.39 84594 14.08 .2826.3 .2476.4 106.13 27.14 51;.21 738
122 31,72 80175 13.58 -2714.2
-2365.6 109.0S 26.93 55.54 724124
126
32.07
32.43
75864
71661
13.09 -2611.5
-2254.1 109.95 26.71 SS.92 709
12.62
-2503.2
-2141.7 110.85 26650 56.33 69S128
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11.66
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35.01
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13.26
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-1436.7
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116.80
26.33
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59.82
66.56
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35.77
36.32
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9.23
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.1629.6
-1517.5
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66.52
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48.89
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.4011.4
3909.1
-3611.4 96.86 29.57 Sp.68
925
912
-
-3Sp4.0 97.93 29.36 52.74 898
102
10 4
a8*66
26.90
136115
130725
19.49
18.87
-3606.9
.3704.5 -36 86'*
-32994.6
98.97 29.15 52.83 684
106 29634
125461 1x.28
-3607.0
-3184.7
100.00
101.01
28.94
29.7♦
5? .92
St-03
87
856
110 29.65
120322
IIS305
17970
17.13
-3499.4
.3396.7
-3002.5
-2971,.1
102.00 28.5♦ 5-1.14 642
lI2
114
29.91
30.19
110 4 0 d
1056210
11.58
-3291.7
-2869.4
102.94
103.94
29.33
28.13
5,1.27
51 •
	
2
820	 -
815
116
11 8
30.47
30.76
100966
106.0*
ISIS]
-3194.6
-3067.2
.2762.4
•2655.1
104.89
105.82
27.9 2
27.71
51.76
51.76
601
788
120 31.06
96417
91108u
I K .C2
14.52
-2981.6
.,679.7
-2547.3 105.74 27.50 St.96 774
-2439.1 107.65 27.28 54.18 764
122
12 4
31.37
31.69
8765b
034310
14.04
13.57
-2775•4
.p6?n.0
-2330.5 108.55 27.06 54.41 747
126
128
32102 79j3t 11.11 .2565.b
-22210
•2111.6
109.44
110.31
26.83
26.60
54.67
54.96
734
720
130
32.36
32.72
75333
71081
12.66 •266.3
-2P01.2 111.18 26.36 55.24 707
132 33.10 67216
12.20
1103
.23SP.9
.2245.2
-1898.7
-1775.7
112.05
112.92
26.87
26.77
51,.42
Sti.76
667
67134
136
33.49
33.90
63406
59902
11.31
In.86
-2137.1
-1661.6 113.77 26.66 57 . 38 2657
138 34.32 5647,
10.45
•102	 .r
.1911.4
-15♦06.6
-1430.5
114.63
115.47
26!54
26.41
57.72
54.28
642
	
1
140 34.77 53194 1 n. 0 6 -160!+.5 •1313.3 116.32 26.28 54.69
620
614
142
140
35.24
35.73
4994*
46826
0.64
9.25
.1694.9
.158244
•1145.1
-1075.6
117.16 26.16 59.39 599
106
148
16.24
36.79
43972
41027
4.89 .1464.7
-951..6
117.99
11?.83
26.OS
25.95
64.05
6A.88
585
57
ISO 37.37 38266
A.S1
a.11
.1354.2
.123Pi . 5
.632.6
-700.5
119.66
110.49
25.b6
25.79
61.69 S57
150 38 62•
355910
3306
+.74
.1121.b
-563.1 121.32 25.72
62.28
31.0S
541
S25
156 39.31 3061b
7042
4.98
.100103
.880.3
-455.4
-321+.7
122.15
122.90
2S•66
25.60
64.42 513
1s0
160
40.05
40.84
28300
26107
A.77
06.38
•762..3
-194.1 123.83 25.55
t4.45
67.16
494
485
.6'0.3
-60.0 124.67 26.10 64.23 465
165
1 7 0
43.07
45.76
21156
17064
5.56
-322.1 288.6 126.82 25.83 71.20 430
175
1 8 0
49.04 13082
1..82
4.14
A-3
345.4
65S.4
1041.0
129.01
131.24
25.8
25.80
74-9
74.50
.'3166
185
52.90
57.60
11620
10197
1.54
3.03
694.5 1442.0 133.50 25.71
 81.00 341
1 9 0
195
62.80
6b.30
9484
0311
2.60
1031.3
1364.2
1850.4
2255.0
135.74
1370.	 0
25.53
25.30
81.53
10.6 I
321
307
200 74.12 9SItl
2.27 167S.4 2645.4 139.93 25.02 706.013 299
210
220
65.49 10556
.
1.61 2r67.i
3010.0
3680.1
141.79
1x5.05
24.72
24.13
71.34
6?.30
295
29496.30 11930 1 . 3 5 26VA.9 46265.1 147.77 23!61 SK.32 298
230
240
106.48
116.09
13422
14924
1.17 3279.3 4789.7, 150.10 23.18 5.19 303
2SO 125.21 1634b
1.01.
1 932
3624.2
394-1.7
5271.1.
5719.1
152.15
153.96
22.83
22.56
45.50 310
260
270
133 .96
142.40
1774v
19119
0.841 4244.6 6144.,9 155.65 22.21
41.64
61.55
317
3..24
280 150.54 20391
0.784
O27
.T
4537.3
4606.1
655 i 21
69♦ ^.g
1_9S7 .1
158.61
22
21.6
.p4
1
34.06 33:11
290
300
158.51
166.31.
2169,
22v72
0.681
0.601
5071.9 7320.5 159.94 21!61
34.47
37.370105
337
5330.4 ?689.6 161.19 21144 34.48 352
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TABU AIV. THE RMODYNAMIC MNOPERTIES OF OSYGEN
150 A TMOSPHERE ISOBAR
i1
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHEMM ISACHORE INTL RNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY (; Cp
OtO. KELVIN CC/QMOLE
OERtVATIvE
CC ATM/OMOL[
DL A IVA T IVE
ATM/R
ENERGY
^/GM15LE J/GMOLE I/t3MOLE-K J/Q
OF SOUND
MOLE
-K M/SEC
•	 56.077
58
24.32 302499 30.08 .6163.3 .5793.6 67.45 35.75 52.72 1188
60
24.41
24.63
i9382J
284986
3A.02
36.94
.606402
.5961.3
-5692.3
-SSB7.0
69.23
71.02
35.36 5?.67 1177
34.97 5?.63 1165
62
64
24.79
14.95
276335
267870
35.89
34.87
.585805
-S75S.0
-5481.0
-5376.6
72.74 34.60 5.59 1153
66 25.11 259585 33.87
.5651.2
-5271.5
74.41
76.03
34.24
33.89
5;0.55
52.52
1141
112968
70
105027
'15.44
251471#
243544
37.89 -SS5n.7 -5166.5 77.59 33.55 a:?.49 1116
72 25.61 235192
31.94
31.01
.5443.3
-534600
-5061.6
-4956.7
79.12
80.59
33.23
3.:.91
52.46
S^.43
1103
109174
76
25.79
75.97
228201
220780
30.10 .S243.b -4851.6 82.03 32.61 S2.41 1078
18 46.15 213530
29.22
20t.35
-5141.7
.5039„6
-4747.0
-4642.2
83943
84.79
32.32
32.03
509
52.38
1065
105180 26.33 206436 27951 -4937.7
-4537.5 86.11 31.16 5.37 1038
82
64
26.51
26.70
109501
192122
26.70
25.90
-4835.7
.4733.9
-4432.7 87.41 31.50 52.36 1025
86 26.90 166097 25.12
-4632.1
4328.0-
-4223.3
88.67
89.90
31.24
30999
5;1.36
52.37
1011
998as
90
21.10
27.34
179621 24.36 .453n.3
-4111+.5 91.10 30.75 S;p.38 984
92 27.50
173294
167112
21.63
22.91
-442A.6
-4326.9
-4013.1
-3908.9
92.28
93.43
30551 5.40 971
94
96
27.71
27.93
161072
155171
22.21 -4225.1
-3804.0 94056
30928
30.06
57.43
5.46
957
943
98 28.14 14940d
21.53
2n.67
.4123.4
-4021.7
-3699.0
-3593.9
95.67
9605
29.84 S?.50 1#30
100 28.37 143779 20.22 -3919.9
-3488.7 97.81
29@63
29.42
5 ?.SS
5.61
916
902
102
10 4
28.66
28.83
138293
132916
19.60
-3819.1 .3383.4 98.86 29621 S2.68 809
1^.6 29.07 127676
1A099
1A.39
-371692
.3614.2
-327A.0
-3172.4
99.88
100.99
29900
28.80
5706
52.BS
875
061108
110
19.32
29.57
122561
117568
17.82
-3512.2
-3066.6 101.87 28.59 52.96 848
112 29.03 112696
17026
1401
.3416.0
-3307.7
-2960.5
-2854.3
102.85
103.81
28.39
28.19
51.07
51.20
634
114
116
10.10
30.3b
107943 18.18
-3201.2 .2747.7 104.75 27098 51.35
021
867
118 30.66
103305
98783
14.66
15.15
-3102.5
.2999.6
-2640.8
-2533.6
105.68
106.59
27:77
27055
51.51 794
120 30.95 94373 14.66 .269A.5
-242890 107.50 27.33
53.68
5,4.87
781
767
122
124
31.26
31.57
90074
85885
14.19
-2793.1
-2118.0 108.39 27011 54.09 754
126 31.89 81806
13.72
13.27
-2689.3
.2584.3
-2209.5
-2100.5
109.27
110.14
26.87
26063
54.31 741
128 12.23 77834 17.82 .240n.b .1991.0 111.01 26939
54.57
54.85
729
716130
132
32.58
32.94
73631
6970
12.37
11.80
-2374.5
-2268.1
-1879.4
.1767.4
111.87
112.73
26.90 55.95 696
134
136
33.32
33.11
65473
62480
11.47 -21604.9
-1654.5 113.58
26.60
26.69
504.22
56.77
6J1
667
13 8 34.12 59078
11.04
10.64
-2052.9
.1944.4
-1540.6
-1425.0
114.42
115.26
26.58
26.45
57.12
57.62
652
638140 34.55 55798 10.25 .1834.0
-1309.9 116.09 26.32 5A.18 625
142
144
34.99
35.46
52581
49467
9.03 .1725.1
-1193.3 116.92 26.19 5R.5T 610
146 35.96 46630
0.44
9.11
.1614.5
.1507.7
-107S05
-956.2
117.74
118.57
26.08
25.98
50.16
66.02
596
584148
ISO
36.47
:7102
43706
40961
9672
8.33
-1396.3
.1277.1
-836.0 119.18 25.88 66.55 569
1S2
154
:17.59
0.20
38316
35792
7.96
-116,4.0
-714.5
-591.7
120.20
121.61
25.80
25.73
61.09
61.71
554
539
156 38.83 33374
7.56
7.21
.1047.3
-931.4
-4„6.8
-341.3
121.83 25.66 6.96 527
158 39.52 31023 7.03
.812.0
-212.3
122.64
123.46
25.59
25.53
62.75
64.36
509
502160 40.24 28830 4.64 -690.6
-82.1 124.28 26!08 6A.16 481
165
170
42.26
44.65
23834
19632
4.84
5.11
-387.7
-73.1
?54.6 126.35 25.77 6A.49 448
175 41.49 16251 4.4S 240.9
00505
971.7
128.,,4
130.57
25.72
25.70
71.44
74.39
416
180
185
50.85
54.75
13738
12016
1.85 577.b 1350.6 132.70 25.61 76.57
386
361
190 59.15 10978
1.33
2.89
905.1
1224.9
1737.3
212109
134.82
136.88
25.45 77.41 340
1 95
200
63.95
68.98
10494
10430
2.53 1538.b 2502.7 138.85
23.24
25.00
76.61
74.42
325
315
210 79.23 11103
2.24
1•RO
IBIA.I
2332.b
2866.5
3536.9
140.69
143.97
24.74 71.00 308
220 89.20 12277 1.51 2777.6 4133.3 146.74
24.20
23.70
61.25
S6.57
303
305
230
240
98.71
107.76
13659
15110
1.30
1.15
3176.5
352A•1
4670.6 149.13 23.27 51.42 309
250 116.33 16566 1.03 3854.1
5164.0
5622.2
151.23
153.10
22!92
22.62
470E,
44.50
315
321260
270
124.59
132.56
17894
19257
0.935
0.860
416?•3
4454.0
605S.V
6469.7
154.81 22!35 4204
40.56
328
280
290
i40.28
147.78
20586
21876
0.797 4735.3 6867.3
156.37
157.82
22.10
21.86 39.09
335
341
300 155.11 23091
0.743
0.700
S00S.2
5266.9
7251.3
7624.4
159.16 21.62 37.82 348
160.43 21.43 38.93 355
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TABLE XIV. T HE RMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
16U ATMOSP HERE 1500AR
TE MPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY G
^°
UENIVATIve DERIVATIVE ENERGY OiLSOUNDCC/OwOLE CC AT M/BMOC[ ATM/KD EG. KELVIN J/GMOLE J/GMOLE l/GMOiE-K J/0 MOLE -K M/SEC
•	 56.191
Se
24,31
24,45
303691'
29SS96
39408
30-09
.6161.5
.606R•5
-576703
-5672.1
67.48 35.76 52.68 1190
60 24.61 286735 37002 .S96S,7
-5566.0
69.15
70.94
35.39
35.11
S^.64
57.60
1160
1168
62
64
24.76
14.92
278101
269652
34.97
34.94
-5863.1
.5760.6
.54011,7
-53Se.6
72.66
74.33
34.63 57.55 1156
66 25908 261384 33.94 -565893 -5251.8 75.94
34:27
33.93
57.51
57.48
1144
113168
70
25.25
25042
253296
245393
32097 .555410 .5146.7 77.51 33.59 57.44 1119
72 25.59 237644
32.02
31.09
-5451.9
.5351.6
-5041.8
_4937.0
79.03
90.51
33.27
32.96
5-A.41
57.38
1106
109474
76
25.76
25,94
230074
222673
30.18 -5249.9
-4632.3 E1,94 32.65 57.35 1081
78 26.11 215436
29.30 .5148.0
-4727.6 83.34 32.36 5.33 1068
80 26.30 208361
2A.44
27.60
-5046.3
-4944.6
-4622.0
-4518.3
84.70
86.02
32.08 5ip.31 1055
31.81 57.30 1042
82
84
26.48
26.67
201444
19468b
26.78
25.94
-4843.0
-474 .4
-4413.7
-
87 .31 31.54 57.29 1028
86 16.66 188076 25.21 .463.9
4309•]
-4204.
88.57
89.80
31!29
31.04
52.29
57.29
1015
1002
88
90
27.06
27.25
11162)
175316
24.46
23.72
-453A.5
.4437.1
•4099.9
-3995.3
91.00
92.18
30.80 52.29 988
92
94
27.46
27,66
169154
163134
23.01 -4335.8
-3890.6 93.33
30.57
30!34
57,31
57.33
975
961
96 27.88 157255
22931 .4234.4
-3785.' 94.46 30.11 57.35 948
98 28.09 151513
21.63
20.97
-4133.1
.4031.8
-3681.2
.3576.3
QS656
96.64
29090
29.68
SP-39
52.43
934
921100 28.31 145406 20933
-3931.4 -3471.4 97.70 29.47 Sa.48 907
102
10 4
28.54
28.77
14843i!
135087
19.71
19.10
-3829.1
-3727.7
3366.4
.3261.2
98.74
99.76
29.26
29.06
57.54 894
106
10 8
29.01 1'9870
124778
1A.51
-3626.2
-3155.9 100.76 26.86
52.61
57.69
880
067
110
29,25
29.. 119800
17.93
17.37
-3524.7
-3050.5 101.75 28.65 57.78 953
112 29.% 114960 16.83
-3421.0
-3321.3
-2944.8
-2838.9
ln2.72
103.67
28045
28.24
57.88
53.00
840
82711 4
116
30.02
30.29
110230
105617
IA.30 .3219.4
-2732.8 104.61 28.03 SA.13 813
11 8 30.57 101111'
14.79
15.29
-3117.4
-3015.2
-2626.4
-2519.7
105,54
106.45
27.82
27.60
53.27
5v.42
800
787120 30.85 96733 14.80
-2917.8 .2412-6 107.35 27.38 5d4.59 771
122
124
31.15
31.45
92460
88296
14.33 .2816.1
-2305.2 108.24 27.15 51.78 761
126 31.77 :4241
13.86
13.42
-2707.3
-2604.1
-2197.4
-208901
109.11
109.98
26.91
26.67
5.98
54.20
749
736128
130
32.'.0
32,44
80294
76144
17.98 .250n.6
-1980.3 110.44 26.42 54.44 724
132 32.79 72309
12.53
12.05
-2395.4
-229!-1
-1869.6
-175x.5
111.69
112.54
26.94 55.52 705
134
136
33.15 68513 11.63 .2184.1
-1646.6 113.38
26.84
26.73
55.73
54.21
6'?9
6%
138
33.53
33.93
65040
61640
11.22
10.81
.2077.4
.197.2
-1533.6
-1420.1
114.22
115.05
26.62
26049
SA.59 662
140 34.34 58369 1n.43
-1862.2
-1305.5 115.87 26.36
57.03
57.55
648
635
1 4 2
144
34.77
35.22
55175
52050
10.01
q.53
.1751.9
-1644.9
-i190.2
-1074.0
116.69
117.50
26.23 57.84 621
146
148
35.69
96.18
4922b 9.32 -1534.b
-956.2 119.32
26.12
26.01
5x.36
Sq.27
607
596
150 36.iy
4632b
43997
4.91
A.54
-1424.4
.1311.3
-837.9
-71A.4
119.12
119.92
25.91
25.82
59.55
66.06
581
567IS?
154
37.23
37.61
409S J
38437
4.17
-1201 . 4 .597 . 8 120.72 25 . 74 66.55 552
156 38.40 36068
7.89
7.44
.108A.2
.975.0
-475.3
-352.5
121.52
122.32
2^^5.67
25.59
61.71 541
150
160
39.04
39.71
33681
31480
7.27 -d5q.4
-2201.5 123.12 25.52
61.36
61.81
523
5161'.88
-741.3 -99.6 123.92 26.06 64.45 497
165
170
41.5b
43.71
26455
22168
4.10
5.33
.446.6 227.2 125.93 25.74 66,30 465
175 46,73 16630 4.73
-141.2
166.8
565.5
916.3
127.95
129.98
25:66
25.63
64.71
71.13
434
4051 8 0
185
49.16
52.53
1590 t)
13938
4.14 46n.10 1277.9 132.02 2S-54 73.01 379
90 56.32 12626
3.62
1.17
795.1
1104i2
1646.7
2017.3
134.04
136.02
25.30
25.19
7,4.95
7-4-73
359
195
200
00.48
64.90
11865 2.79 1403.1 2383.6 137.92 24.97 77.42
142
330
210 74.10
11542
11824
2.47
7.00
1687.7
2205.7
2739.8 139.72 24.73 61.96 322
220 143.26 12763 1.67 2661.2
3407.9
4011.1
142.98
145.79
24.25
23.77
61.61
51.42
313
312
230
240
92.13
100.64
141j05
15380
1.43
1.26
3064.8 4558.4 148.23 23.35 5.43 316
250 108.72 16743 1.12
34311.2
3766.2
5061.8
552A.8
150.37
152.28
22.99
22.69
4A.61 321
260
270
116.52
124.06
18105
19452
1.02 4081.1 5976,3 154.01 32.41
49t.29
41.07
325
332
280 131.36 20773
0.939
0.868
4379.b
4665.1
6391.0
6794.8
155.60
157.06
22.16
21.92
41.23 339
290
300
138.46
145.42
220054
23333
0.608
0,760
4931.4 7184.2 158.43 21.67
39.68
3A.34
345
3525204.6 7562.2 15901 21.43 37.33 359
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TABLE xIV. THE RMODYNAMIC 040DERTIES OF OKYGEN
17u ATMOSPnEWE ISONAN
TEMPENATUkE VULuME ISOTmEM0 15OC„ORE INTERNAL ENT MALPY ENTROPY G
CPDEG.	 KELVIN CC/GMOLE
WERIVAT1Vf
CG AT M/GMOLE
OERTVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERGY
J/GMnLE JOGMMLE j/GMOLE-K J/G MOLE -K
OFLSOUND
M/SEC
•	 56.305 24.30 304896 39.09 .615o.b
-5741.0 67.51 35.76 50.65 119258 24.43 297284 3n.Ib .6072.6
-5651.8 69.17 35.43 S.>.61 118260 24.58 288478 37.09
-597001
-5546.6 70.86 35.04 52.56 1171
62
64
24.74
24.90
279861
27142b
36.04
35.02
.5867.7
-S76S.5
-5441.6
-5336.6
72.SB
74.25
34.67 Sf.S2 1159
66 25.06 263176 34.02 .S6610
.5231.`+ 75.86
34.31
33.96
S1.4R
5-2.44
1147
113468 25.22 255104 31.05 .5561.3
-5124•8 77,^3 33.63 5x.40 112270
72
25.39
15.56
247209
239086
32.10
31.17
.5450.4
-5357.6
-S02200 78.44 3301 52.36 1109
74 25.73 231935 30.26 .S25S.9
-4917.3
.48 12.7
90.42
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TABLE AIV. T MEMMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
180 ATMOSPHERE ISUdAR
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TABLE KIV. THERMODYNAMIC PMOPENTIES OF ONvGEN
190 ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
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TABLE XIV. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
200 ATMOSPMEAE ISOBAR
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27.12
26.66
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13.69
13.27
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32.43
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27.02
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.
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.:^5 5599.6 150 . 60 22 . 68
4A.18
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1
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TABLE MIV. T HERMODYNAMIC MMOPERTIES Of OXYGEN
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24.27
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-4485.8
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31.11
30!88
51.83
51.81
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27.20 181124 23.56 -4386.4 .3780.0 92.73 30.66 51.60 984
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28.64
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-2535.3 103.84 28.36 5P.00 84711 8 30.05 11458e 16.02 -3101.1 -2431.2 104.75105.64 28.1327.91 Sa.055?.11 835823120 30.31 110315 15.56 -3002.5 -2325.8 106.52 27.67 5.18 812
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30.57
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86826
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900108
110
28.80
29.03
139734
134090
10.69
16.15
-3605.3
.3507.0
-2934.0
-2830.5
100.92 29404 51.75 Bee
112
11 4
29.26
29.49
1301!+)
125587
17062
.3408.8
-2726.9
101.87
102.80
28.84
28.62
51.77
51.80
676
861
116 29.73 121108
17.11
14062
-331).6
•3212.4
-2623.3
-2519.6
103.12
104062
28.41
28.19
51.84
51.88
852
11 8
120
29.98
30.23
116744 16.14 .3114.3
-2411.7 105.51 21.96 51.93
840
82911249! 111.67
-3016.2
-2311.6 106.39 27.72 51.98 817
122
124
30.49
30.75
108351
104J1,0
18.22
14.78
•2918.2
-2207.7 107.25 27.41 52.04 806
126
129
31.02 100395 14.36
.2820.1
-2722.1
-2103.5
-1999.1
108,09
109993
27921
26.94
52.10
Sp.16
795
785
130
31.30
31.59
96570
92075
13.44
-2624.0 .1894,5 109.75 26.65 5.24 774
132 31,88 E91S0
13054
17.06
.2524.5
-2425.2
-1788.4
-1682.3
110.57
111.38
27.18
27.09
5,4.11
5,4.10
158
74413 4
136
32018
32.49
85750
823b7
17.67 .2321.6 -1571.7 112.18 27-00 31.33 732
13tl 32.81 18733
12.34
11.93
-2225.6
-21211.4
-1468.4
-1360.7
112.96
113.77
26.90
26.79
59.85 722
140 33.14 7S43s 11.57 .2024.9 •1252.5 114.54 26.68
54.00
54,35
709
698
142
144
13.49
33.83
7239[
69139
11.18
1n.74
.1924.3
.1823.9
-1143.9 115.31 26.56 54.41 685
14 6
34.58
66152 1	 .5 7 .172P.4
-1031.4
-925.3
116.07
116.83
26044
26.31
54.33
SS.56
671
665
150 31.96
63460
60193
10.11
9.80
-1621.3
-1524.0
-81105
-701.2
117.58
118.32
26.16 5%.05 650
15.1
154
35.36
35.78
58Ibd
55681
9.43 .1418.8
-594.6 119.05
26.06
25.95
55.39
511.38
640
627
1S6 36.21 5346b
o.t:
9,86
-1316.7
-1214.7
-682.9
-370.9
119.16
120.50
25.85
25.14
56.26 620
1Se
160
36.65
37.11
50926 9.51 .1112.6 -250.8 121.22 25.64
56.19
56.43
606
59648630 0.27
-101n.3
-145.5 121.93 26!17 57.52 582
16 5
170
38.32
39.65 38891
7.S4
6.69
-751.0
-49n.
142.2
43392
123.70
125.44
25.80
25.66
57.91 556
1 75
180
41011 34826 6.27 -229.7 729.3 127015 25.58
59.69
59.43
531
506
185
42.70
44.44
31293
28251
5071 320 1027.4 128.84 25.47 66.17 484
1 9 0 46.34 2578.
11.20
4.13
294.1
554.3
1329.8
1634.2
130.49
132.12
25.30
25.08
66.80
66.99
464
446195
200
48.38
50.57
23795
22281
4.31 811.4 1938.9 133.70 24.86 66.94 430
210 55.32 20283
3.93
3.29
1064.3
1552.0
2242.8
2841.2
135.24
138.16
24067
24.26
66.57 416
220 60.46 19316 2.80 2012.4 3421.4 140.86 23.95
59.06
56.89
39S
382
230
240
65.81
71.24
19290
19621
2.41 2441.8 3975.4 143.32 23.62 54.05 374
250 16.68 20343
roil
1.e8
2841.2
3214.5
4501.4
5001.6
145.56
147.60 23.02 40.78260
270
82.05
87.33
21284
22326
1.69
I.S3
3564.6
3695.1
547,$.6 149.47 22.16 4$.12
369
371
280
290
92.580
91.
23435
24573
1640 4209.2
5930.3
6365.0
151.18
152.76
22.50
22!25
44.43
42.67
374
377
300 102.S4 25114
1.30
1-20
4509.5
1197.8
6783.5
7181.5
154.23
155.60
22.00
21-T6
41.20 382
3909 386
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TABLE XIV. T HERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OxVbEN
240 ATMOSPHERE 1SOUAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTMENM ISOCMORE INTERNAL ENTMALPY ENTROPY c• Cp VELOCITYDERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENE DOY OF SOUNDDEG. %ELVIN CC/OMOLE CC AT M /OMOLE ATM/9 J/OMmLE J/OMOLE 1/OMOLE -X 410 MOLE - 9 M/SEC
•	 57.094 24.21 313221 39.14 .6146.6
-5557.5 67.72 35.62 5p.43 1205Se 24.29 309214 3A.65 .610n.7
-5510.0 68.S4 35.65 52.40 120060 24.44 300516 37.59 -5999.6
-5405.2 70.32 35.27 52.34 lies
62 24.59 291996 36.55 .SB9806
-5300.6 72.03 34.91 52.28 117764 14.74 283670 35.53 .5797.8
-5196.1 73.69 34.56 51.23 116566
68
24.90 275526 34.54 .569701
-5091.6 75.30 34.22 52.17 115325.06 267562 33.57 -S59A96 -4987.4 76.85 33.90 Ss.12 114170 25.21 259775 32.63 .549603
-4883.2 78.36 33.59 52.07 112972
74
25.37
24.54
252161
244721
31.71
30.01
-5396.1
.529611
-4779.1
-4675.1
79083
81.26
33928
32.99
Sa.01
51.97
1117
110576 15.70 2374410 29.96 .SI9602
-4571.2 02.64 32.71 51.92 109278 25.87 230344 29.09 .509665
-4467.4 83.99 32.44 51.88 106080 26.04 223401 20.26 .4994.9
-4363.6 05.30 32.18 51.83 1067
82 26.21 216616 27.46 .4897.5
-4260.0 66.S8 31092 51.79 105584 26.39 209994 26.67
.4798.2 •4156.4 87.83 31.68 51.76 104286 26.57 203524 25.91 •4699.0
-6052.9 09.05, 31.44 51.73 10308a 26.75 197206 25.17 .4600.0 .3949.5 90.24 31.21 51.70 101790
92
26.93
27.12
191031
185016
24.44
23.74
-4501.1
.4602.3
-3846.1
-3742.8
01.40
92.53
30.98
30.76
51.67
51.65
1004
99294
96
27.31
27.50
179137
173401
23.06
22.39
•4301.6
.4205.1
-3639.5
-3536.2
43.64
94.73
30!S4
30.33
51.63
51.61
979
96798
100
27.70
27.90
167802
162340
21.75
-4104.6
-3433.0 95.79 30.12 51.60 954
21012 .400A.3
-3329.8 96.84 29.92 51.60 942
102 28.11 157011 20.51
-3914.1
-3226.6 97.86 29.71 51.66 929
10 4
106
19.32
26.53
151613
146743
19.92
19.35
-3011.9
-3711.9
-3123.4
-3020.2
98.06
99.84
29.51
29.30
51.60
51.61
917
905
10 8
110
18.74
28.97
141799
136470
1q.79
-3615.9
-2916.9 100.81 29.10 51.62 893
18.25
-351A.1
-28130 101.76 28.89 51.64 del112 29.1y 132279 1703 -342;.3
-2710.4 102.69 ?8.68 51.66 869114 29.42 12769b 17.22
-3322.5
-2607.0 103.60 28.46 51.69 857
116
118
[9.66
29.90
123234
119985
1L.13
10.25
-3224.9
-3127.3
-2503.6
-2400.1
104.50
IOS.39
28.24
28.01
51.72
51.74
845
034120 10.15 114640 15.79 -30210.7
-2296.5 106026 27.77 51.79 823
122 30.40 110521 11.34
-2932.2
-2192.9 107.11 27.52 51.63 812124
126
30.66 106504 14.90 .2834.7 -2089.1 107.96 27.25 51.88 80130.93 102593 14.46 -2737.2
-1985.1 108.79 26.96 51.93 791128 31.20 98787 14.07
-2630.6
-1861.0 109061 26.69 51.99 781130
132
31.48
31.77
951S10
91450
13.66
13.19
-2540.9
-1775.4 110.43 27.22 52.82 765
-2442.3 .1669.8 111.23 27.13 $2.82 75113 4 32.06 891510 12.82 -2343.4 -1563.7 112.03 27.016 51.07 740136 32.37 64530 12.48 -2244.2
-1457.1 112.82 26.94 51.55 729138 32.69 61079 12.07 -2144.7
-1350.1 113.60 26.03 51.68 717140 .3.00 77771 11.72 -2044.0
-1242.5 114.38 26.72 54.00 705
142
144
33.33
33.67
74746
7145'0
11.33
10.88
.1945.2
.1849.6
-1134.6
-1026.9
115.14
115.89
26.61
26.49
54.08
51.88
694
678146
148
34.03 68426 10.72
-1745.2
-417.7 116.65 26.36 SS.15 673
150
34.39
34.77
65770
63041
10.27
9.95
.1649.0
.1544.7
-800.7
-699.2
117.39
118.12
26.23
26.10
54.65
54.95
659
649152
154
35.15
35.55
60499
58004
q.54
9.37
-144495
.1341.6
-589.7
-479.0
118.85
119.57
25.99
25.89
54.90
54.76
636
629156
150
35.97
36.39
55740
53246
9.04
A.68
-1242.6 -367.9 120.29 25.78 5x.77 618
-1142.0 -25791, 121.00 25.68 54.69 605160 36.83 50906 A.43 -1040.8
-145.1 12100 26.20 50.87 592
165
170
38.00
39.26
4579b
41150
7.72
7.06
-784.7
.528.4
139.3
426.5
123.45 25.82 57.22 567
125.16 25.68 57.98 542175
100
40.64
42.15
37051
33447
0.45 •271.1 717.2 126.85 25.60 5Q S3 516
185 43.78 30320
5.90
5.39
-13.3
244.0
1011.6
1300.6
128.51
130.14
25.50
25.33
59.20
59.73
496
476190 45.55 27739 4.92 499.9 1607.5 131.73 25.11 59.92 418195
200
47.45
41.49
25634
24001
4.49 75?.0 1906.7 133.2.9 24.86 59.84 4424.11 1u17.0 2204.4 134.80 24.67 59.58 428210
220
53.90
58.68
21715
20610
3.46
2.95
1484.0
1941.0
2794.8
3369.1
137.67
140.34 23.94 56.39 392
230 63.69 20357 2.55 2311.0 391A.9 142.79 23.64 51.84 38324 0 68.80 20555 2.23 2770.4 4443.5 145.02 23.34 51.25 378250 73.95 21111 1.99 3146.0 rn	
•2 141.07 23.05 44.94 377260
270
79.05
04.08
21954
22927
1.78 3490.0 5421.4 148.94 22.79 46.65 377
280
290
89.	 3 23990
1.62
1.48
3832.6
4149.8
5877.4
6314.8
150.66
I52.zS
22.53
22!29
44.68
62.95
379
38393.69 25086 1.37 4453.1 6736.2 153.73 22.04 41.48 387300 98.64 26211 1.27 4744.0 7142.8 155011 21.80 40.04 390
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T466E AIV. V1419MOOTNAMIC ON009RTIES of OKr6EN
25u ATMOSP mEME lsvvAa
Tt MPE a 6TUME vU6uME 1SOTMEMM Ismemome INTE 1, NAL WOULO1' EHTAOMr ^^ Cp V160CIT7
OLO. 9ELv1N CC/GMOLE
uEN IvA7lvf
CC ATM/GMOIE
Ot a tvA T ln
ATM/K
ENEptir
/GMnLE J/GMnLE 1/GMOLE•K /G,/ MnLE .K
OF SOUND
M/SEC
•	 57.206 24,22 314400 30.15 .6144.7
-5531.3 67.74 3S.d3 $1.40 12C1S8 24.27 310d96 31,072 .A104.b -5489.7 64.47 35.64 5%.36 120260 24.42 302201 37.66
.6003.6 -538,100 70.14 35030 52,31 1'
62
64
24.57
14072
293700
285394
36.62
35.60
-5902.0
"80;1.2
-5280.4
•5176.0
71.96
73.61
34.94
34.59
bs.2S 1179
66 24,00 211264 34661
-5701.0
-SO71.6 75.22 34.26
52.20
Ss.14
1166
115666 25.03 269113 33064 -5601.5 •6967.4 TWO 33.94 Ss.08 114470 25.19 261341 32.70 -5911.3 .4663•J 78.28 33062 52.03 113272
74
1505
25.51
2S3v4J
246516
31.7d
30.8"
-5401.4
.5301.6
-47SQ63
-4655.4
79.75
81.17
33.32
33.03
51.97
51.92
1120
110876
78
25968
25.64
23925"
2321611
30.02
29.17
.5201•" °	 351.5 82.56 32•1S S1.47 1095
80 26001 225240 21,934
-510204
-5001.1
,6447.8
-4344.2
83.90
85.22
32.44
32!22
51.83
S1.16
1063
1071
82
84
26,10
26,36
218472
211862
27.54
24075
.4903.9
.4804.9
-4240.1
.4137,2
86.49
87.14
31097
31072
51.74
51.70
lose
104686
88
16.53
26.71
205407
199104
25.99
25.25
.410S.9
.4607.2
.4033.d
.3930 .5
08,96
90.14
31.49
31.26
51.66 1033
90 26.90 192951 74.53
-4501,.6
-3827.3 91.30 31003
51,63
51.60
1021
100692 27,08 186,044 23.83 .441101 •3724.1 92.44 30.81 51.57 99594 27.27 181081 21.15 .431107 -3620.9 93.55 30.60 51.55 98396 27.46 175354 22.4~ .4213.b -3SI79tl 94.63 30.36 51.53 97098
100
27.66
27,86
169776
164328
21.84
21.12
-4115.3
.4017.3
-3414.tl
-3311.7
95.69
2937 53,5196.74 946
102
10 4
28.06
28.26
159014
153831
20.61
20402
.3919.4
-382107
.3208.7
-310%.1
97.76
9806
29.77
29056
SI.SO 933
106 28.47 148776 19.45 -3724.0
-300201 99.74 29.36
51.49
SI.SO
921
909108
110
26.69
26.91
143847
139041
1$4.89
1A.36
.162604
.3526.9
•2999.7
-2196.7
100.70
101.64
29.15
28094
51•SO
S1.S1
897
685112
11 4
29.13
29.36
134356
129790
17.83 3431.6 -2693.7 102.57 28.73 51.52 873
17.33 .3334.3 -2590.6 103.49 28051 51.54 862116 29.59 125341 16.04
-3237.0 .24 81.5 104038 28.29 51.56 85111 8 29,83 121005 16.36 .3134.': .2384.4 105.26 28906 $1.58 839
:20 30.07 116782 14090 •304?.0
-2281.1 106.13 27.81 51.61 828
122 30.32 11266'0 11.45 .2945.6
-2177.8 106.99 27.56 51.64 818124 3O.S7 100666 15.02 .?848.9
.2074.4 107,63 27.30 51,67 807126 30.84 104767 14.60 •2752.0
-1970.9 10R.6S 21002 5101 797128 31.10 100,014 14.14
-2655.2 -1867.3 109,47 26.73 51.75 7d7130 J1038 9741" 13.78 .2557.0
-176202 110.28 27.2° S;1.54 771132 J1.66 93T24 13.32 .2459.0 .1657,1 111.09 27.1' 5,>.S5 758134
136
31.95
32.24
90551
66075
12.9d -2361.7
-1551.4 111.88 27.001 52.84 7481?.62 -2262.2
-1445.4 112067 26.98 51.25 737138 32.55 63405 17.21 .2161.5
-1339.0 113.44 26.88 51.36 724140 32.86 80082 11.86 .2064.5 .1232.0 114.21 26477 51.60 713
142 33.19 77077 11.4"
.1965.5
-1124.6 114.97 26.66 51.78 702144
146
33.52
33.86
73754
70671
11.00
10.86
-1866.9
.1767.2
-1017.9
.909.4
11502
116.47
26.54 51.45 686
148 34.22 66053 10.42 -1667.9
-801.1 117.21
26641
26.29
54,74
54.30
681
667ISO 34.58 65383 10.11 .1568.5 .692.5 117.93 26.15 54.54 657152
154
34.95
35.34
62166
60292
9.74
9.53
-1469.3
-1369.3
-581.9
.474.1
118.65
119.37
26.03 54.45 645
156 35.74 51973 9921 •1260.4
-364.0 120.08
25.93
25.82
5,1.29
5,1.38
638
627158 36.15 55541 1,.82
.1171.0
.254.3 120.78 25.71 55,02 613160 36.57 53137 1,.58 .1069.9
-141.5 12104e 26.23 SA.25 601
165
170
01.69
J6,90
48034
43380
7.88
7.23
-816.9
.561.6
137.9 123.21 25.85 56.59 577
1 7 5 40.21 3925. 6.63 -31!.2
421.6
104.5
124.90
126.57
25,71
25.63
57.16
57.73
553
529100 41.64 35560 6.08 -5A02 994.5 128020 25.53 54.33 507185
190
43.17
44.94
32378
29699
a.'
S,u.
197.2
449.1
129
	 .9
Issibd 131.37 25 14 59.95 470195 46.62 27487 4.66 69402 1879.0 132.90 24.88 51,.86 454200
210
48.52
52.64
25730
23300
4.29
3.62
941.0
142166
2172.9
2754.0
134.39
137.2?
24.66 59.67 440
220 57.10 21909 3.10 1877.7 3320.3 139,86
24.28
23.94
51.52
S11.84
418
402
230
240
61.81
66.62
21473
21546
2.69
7.35
2302.0
2701.0
3867.7
4390.6
142019 23,66 53.59 392
250 71,49 21939 2.10 308091 4891.0
144,,52
146.56
23.37
23008
51.13
49.01
386
384260
270
76935
01.15
22674
23572
1.88
1.71
3438.5
3771.9
5369.5
5827.5
144.44
150.17
22-:82 4A.82 384
280
290
85*88
90,53
[4>8J
25636
1.51
1045
4091.9
4397.9
6267.4 151.77
2257
22.32
44.89
43.19
385
388
300 95.30 26745 1.34 4691.4
6691.2
7100.4
153.25
154.64
22.08
21.84
41.72
46.29
392
395
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TABLE AIV. T HERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
260 ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
TEMPE R ATURE VOLUME ISOTMEMM IsoCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY C^ C VELOCITY
OEd. KELVIN CC/QMOLE
ARIVATIVE
Cc ATM/QMOLE
OLRIVATIVE
ATM/Of
ENERGY
J/QMnLE J/QMOLE JfGMOLE-K 4/6
° Or SOUND
MnLE -K M/SEC
•	 57.318
so
24.21
24.26
315ST6
312573
39.16
3A.79
-614?.tl
-550S.1 67.77 35.94 52.37 1208
60 24.40 303898 3702
.6108.4
-6007.6
•8469.4
-5364.7
68.30
70.17
35.71
35.33
Ss.3S
52.29
1205
1193
62
64
24.55
24.70
295412
297112
36.66
%5.67
-5907.0
.580A.6
•5260.t
•5155.9
71.88
73.54
34.97 S2 .22
66
68
24.85
25.01
278,095
271050
34.64
.5706.3
-5OS1.6 75.14
34.63
34.29
S^.16
58.10
1170
1159
70 25.17 263300
3.1.72
3208
.560693
.SS0603
-4947,4
•4843.4
76070
78.20
33997
33.66
S10.0S
51.99
1147
72
74
25032
25.48
255716
248304
31.86
30.91
-540696
-4739.4 79.67 33!36 51.93
1135
1123
76
78
25.65 201060 30.09
-5307.0
-5207.6
-4635.6
-4531.9
81909
82.47
33.07
32.80
51.88
Sj.63
1111
1098
80
25.81
25.98
233983
227070
29025
.5108.3
-4428.3 8302 32.53 51.78 108624.42
.5009.2
-4324.7 85.13 32;2T 61.73 1074
82
84
26.15
26.32
220317
213721
27.62
26.80
-491002
.4911.4
•4221.3 x6.41 32902 51.69 1061
86
88
26.50 207281 26.07 .471;000
4118.0-
-4014.7
97.6S
88.97
31.77
31;S3
51.64
51.61
1040
1036
90
26.68
26.86
200992
194853
23.33 .4614.3
-3911.5 90.05 31.30 51.57 1024
92 27.04 188861
24.61
23.0'
-01919
.4417.1
•3608.4
•3704.3
91.21
92.34
31#08
30.86
51.53
51.58 199994
96
27.23
27 42
'
183012
177305
23.2+
22.51
-431996. .
.4221.7
-3602.3 93.45 3	 .6g0_ 91 .481 967
98 27.61 171136 21.93 -4123.9
-3499 4
.
-3396.5
p ♦. S3
95.60
30.44
30.23
51.45
51.43
974
962100 27.81 166303 21.31
-4026.2
-3293.6 96.63 30602 51.42 950
102
104
28.01
28.31
161004
ISS635
20.70 .392P:7
-3190.8 47.65 29982 51.00 937
I^,5 28.42 150794
20.11
9450
-383192
.3733.9
-3088.0
.2985.2
98.64
91+.63
29:62
29041
51.39
$1.39
925
10 e
110
28.63
26.85
145880
141088
18.99
18.46
-9636.7
.3539.6
-2882.5 100459 29 21
55.39
913
898112
114
29.07
29.29
136417
131862
17-93
-9442.6
-2779.7
-2676.9
101053
102.46
29.00
28.78 51.39 878
116 29.52 127429
17.43
10,.96
.3345.S
•32404
.2574.1
•2471.3
103.37
104.26
28.57
28.34
51.40 867
118
120
29.75
29.99
123101
11Ptl97
16.47
-3152.3 •2368.4 105.14 28.11
51.41
51.42
856
84516001 .3055.7
-2265.5 106.01 21,86 51.44 834
122
124
10.24
30.49
114797 ,S.gb
.2959.2
2'	 2
-2162.6
-2059.6
106.86 27.61 51.46 823
126
128
30.75
31.01
106919
10313
14.i'l 2 766.5
-1956.5 1p 7.70109.52
27.34
27.06
51.48
51.53
813
803
130 31.28 99657
14.31
13990
.267.2
.2572.6
•19530
•1746.6
109.33
110.14
26.76 51.53 793
132
134
31.55
31.80
95,086
92932
13.05 .2475.2
-1644.0 110.94
27929
2T•21
52028
5.29
777
764
136 32.!3 89203
13.13
12.76
.2377.5
.2270.1
-153008 11:.73 27.11 52.65 756
138 32.42 85712 12.35 .218117
-14330
-132795
112052
113.29
27.02
26.92
57.97
5].06
740
731140 .3+2.73 82372 12000 -2081.5
-1221.2 114.05 26.81 51.37 721
142
14 4
33.05
33.37
79389
76027
11.64
11.13
.196501
.1887.4
-1114.5 114.81 26.70 S1.50 710
146
148
33.70
34.05
7288V
70309
11.00 .1784.5
-1008.3
•900.6
115.55
116.29
26+59
260'5
51.04
54.34
693
688
is_ 34.40 67642
lo.57
10.25
.1689.9
•1591.4
-793.0
-685.1
117.03
117.75
26.36 51.98 675
152
1S4
34.76
34.14
6504V
62593
9.89 .1491.1
-577.3 118.47
26.21
26.08
54.17
54.00
665
653
156 35.53 60152
9.69
9.3T
•1394.1
.1295.1
-46A.6
-359.2
119.19
)19.88
25.97
25.86
54.87 647
158
160
3S.S2
36.33
57tl15
55325
9.96
-119A.7
-250.0 120.57 25.75
54.99
S4.43
636
62211.72 .1097.9
.140.9 121.26 26.26 5S.6S 609
16S
1 7
37„41
38.57
5023b
45563
P004
7.40
.847.7
-597.6
137.7 122.98 25.88 56.01 587
170 39.82 41430 6080 .347.1
418.4
701.9
124.65
126.30
25;74
25.66
56.50
57.02
563
540
185 42.62 34630
635
•
-9A.6
1592
1067.9
127611
127.91 25.56 57.55 598
1 9 0
195
44,9
45 ^ ►
31661
29 342
5.26 401.5 1565.7
129,49
131.03
25.40
25.19
57-Vp
SA.08
499
481
200 47.65 27484
♦.83
6.45
647.1
889.4
1855.4 132.54 24.92 57.98 46S
210
220
51.61
55.70
24849 3.78 1361.1
2144.8
2718.2
134.80
136.80
24.-66
24.29
 57.83
54.81
452
42923246 3.25 181n•4 327707 139.00 23.93 54.27 412
230
240
60.12
b4.67
22628
22586
2.82
2.48
2237.40 3821.4 I41.h' 23.67 53.31 402
250 69.28 22830 2.20
2638.8
3016.8
4342.52
4641.9
140
	
4
.0
946.	 8
23.39 59.99 395
270 78.48 
23064
2425 9
1.98 3374.2 5321.0
0
347.96
23!11
22.86
49.00
06.90
392
391
280 6302 25214
1.80
1.65
1713.0
4034.5
578t).6n
6222.5
149.69
151.30
22.60 43.06 391
29 0
300
87.06
91.87 262252 7 31 5
1.52
1.41
4344.0 6648.6 142.80
22.36
22!12
81.00
41-93
394
3970640.0 7060.2 154.19 21987 4n.52 400
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TABLE XIV. T HE RMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
270 ATMOSPHERE ISOdAq
YLMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY C, CP VELOCITY
DEG * KELVIN CC/BMOLE
UER IVATIVE
CC AT M/OMOLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERItY
U/OMOLE U/GMOLE WOMOLE-K- 4/0 MOLE -K
Of SOUND
	 `	 #
M/SEC
•	 57.429
58
24.20 316751 39.16 .6140.9 •5479.0 67.80 35•bS 52.34 1210
60
14.24
24.36
314244
305582
3A.86
37.79
-fill?.2
•6011.6
•5449.1
-5344.5
68.32
70.09
35.74
35037
5.32 1207
52.26 1196
62 24.53 297110 36.75
-5911.2 -5240.1 71.80 35.01 5?..20 118464
66
24.60
24.83
288823
280720
35.74
34.75
-581099
•5710.9
-S13S.1
-5031.5
73.46
75.06
34.66
34.33
50.13 1173
68 24.99 272797 33.79
-5611.0 -4927.4 76.52 34901
5?.07
5.01
1161
114970
72
25.14
25.30
!65052
257482
3?.85
31.93
-5511.3
-5411.7
-4823.5
-4719.6
78012 33.70 51.95 1137
74 25.46 250084 31.04 -331294 •46113.V
79.59
81.01
33:40
33012
51.69
51.84
1125
1113
7 6 25 19
242d54
235791
30.17
29.32
•5211.1 -4512.2 82.39 32!84 51.79 1101
a0
•
25.9S 228#191 20.50
-5114.1
-SOlS.2
-4408.7
-430%92
83.73
85.04
32.57
32.31
51.73
51.68
1089
1077
82
84
26.12
26.29
222162
215511
27.70
26.92
.4916.5
.4818.0
-4201.9
4098.7
86.32 32.06 51„64 1064
86
ea
26.47 209144 26.16 •4719.6
.
-3995.5
87.56
88.78
31.82
31.58
51.59
51.55
IOS2
104026.64 202870 25.42 .4621.3 .3892.4 89.96 31.35 51.51 102790
92
26.62
27100
196745
190761
24.70 -4529.2 •3789.4 91.12 31!13 51.47 101524.00 .4425.3
-3686.5 92.25 30.91 51.43 100394
96
27.19
27.30
184932
179239
23.32
22.66
-4127.5
.41'6.8
-3483.7
-3480.9
93.36
94.44
30.70 51.40 990
98 27.57 173685 2P•02 •4132.3
-3378.1 95.50
30.49
30!28
51.37
51.3%
978
966100 27.76 168266 21.40 .4035.0 -3275.5 96.53 30.08 51.33 954
102 27.96 162980 20.79 -3937.7 -3172.8 97.55 29.87 51.31 94110 4
106
28.16
28.37
IS7825
152796
20.21 .)84n.b
-3070.2 98.55 29.67 51.29 929
10 8 28.57 147897
19.64
19.09
.3743
.7
.3646.8
-2967.6
-2865.1
99.52 29.47 51.28 918
110 28.79 143118 18.55 •VS0.1 .2760 .5
100.48
101.42
29!26
29.05
51.27
51.27
906
894112
11 4
29.00
29.23
138461
133922
1A.03
17.53
.?453.5
-3357.0
-2660..0
-2557.5
102.35 28.84 51.26 883
11 6 29.45 129494 17.05 -326n.7
-2454.9
103.26
104.15
28.62
28:39
51.26
51, 27
872
11 8
126
29.E6
29.92
125189 1A.57
16912
.3164.4
-3066.3
•2352.4
-2249.8
IOS.02
105689
28.16 527 8501209092 27091 51.27 839
li• 30.11 112923 15.4 7916.4
•2147.2 106.7 27.65 51.28 829
126 30.66 109044 14.83
-
-2786.6
-2044.3
•1941.8
107.4
108.39
27.38
27010
51.29
51.30
818
808128
130
30.92
31.18
10!274
101871
14.43 -2684.9
-1839.0 109.20 26.60 51.31 799
132 31.45 98214
14.01
13.57
.2587.9
-?491.1
-1734.9
-163097
110.01
110.80
27,33
27924
5?.02
50.05
784
771134
136
31.73
32.01
95303
91516
13.29
17.89
-2391.b
.2296.7
.1525.8
-1420.9
111.59
112.37
27.15
27.06
50.48 764
138
1 4 0
32.30
32.60
88001
•4543
12.48 .2199.4 •1315.6 113.14 26.96
5x.69
5	 78
751
739
MIJ913 -2101.9 -11,19.9 113.90 26.66 S1.p7 728
142
14 4
32.91
33.22
81680
7!271
11.18 •2004.1 •1103.7 114•b5 26.75 51.25 716
146 33.SS 7501!0
11024
1`•12
.1907.2
•1609.2
•998.3
-891.3
115.39
116.13
26.64
26.51
52.64 700
148
150
33.89
34.23
72541
69876
10.72 .1711.3 '64.2 116.85 26.39
57.95
53.69
5'16
664
152 34.58 67286 10.4010.0 3
.1611.5
.1516.1
-677.1
.570.0
117.57
118.28
26.26
26.13
51.83
51.67
673
662	
l
154
IS6
34.95
35.32
64780
62277
9.04
9.52
.1419.0
.1319.9
•462.0
-353.6
118.99
119.69
26.01
25.90
54.47 655
158
160
35.70
36.10
60068
5747!
9.10
-1222.5 -245.7 120.37 25.79
54.60
5:1.92
645
6318.85 .1124.8 .137.3 121.06 26.30 Sq.OS 617
165
1 7 0
37.14
38.25
52400
47758
P.20 .877.1 138.6 122.71 25091 55.49 596
175 39.45 43584
7•S6
6.96
-629.7
-382.2
416.7
64 7.0
124.41
126.04
25!18
24.69
55.91
56.38
573
550
185 42.1 36475
6.41
5.89
-134.9
111.7
414.5
126.9
127.63 25.59 56.85 529
190
195
43960 33625 5.43 356.8 1549.5
129.19
130.71
25.44
25!23
57.12
57.29
504
492
200
45.18
46.86
31226
29248
4.99 599.1 1835.2 132.20 24.97 57.19 476
210 50.50 26417
4.61
3.94
838.4
1305.1
212	 •S0
2466.6
133.64
136.40
24.66
24.30
57.08
56.1E
463
440220 54.43 24633 3.39 17SA.8 3239.8 138.98 23.94 54.70 422
230
240
56.61
62.91
2361tl
23668 2.60
11
?5775
•
429A^6
1»1.38
3.59
23!67 53.p1 411
250
260
67.24
71.68
2378!
24266
x.31 2956.2
•
4796.8 145.62
23.42
23.14
SOBS
44.93
403
399
270 76.06 24988
2.08
1.89
3315.0
3655. 7
5275.9
5736.6
147.50
149.24
22.87
.6223
47.01 397
280
290
80.40
64.64
25881 1.73 3980.6' 6180.3 150.85 22.39
45.19
43.59
398
399
300 88.91
26853
27920
1.60
1.48
4291.4
4589.7
6600.2
7022.1
152-36
153.76 21;9 4 6, ?5 405
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TA86E XIV. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
280 A TMOSPHERE ISOBAR
-	 TEMPERATUkE VOLUME ISOTHEMM 1SOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY Gv
co
'VELOCITYDERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY 00 SOUNDDEG. KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC ATM/OMOLE ATM/K J/GMOLE J/GMOLE 1/GMOLE-K 4/0 MOLE -K M/SEC
+	 57.541 24.18 317923 39.17
-6139.0 +5452.8 67.83 3S.Sh 5?.31 121258 24.22 315910 3x.92
-6115.9 -S42R.8 68.25 35.77 5s.30 120960 24.36 301262 31.86
-601595
-5324.3 70.02 35040 SP. 23 1198
62 24.51 298802 36.82 .5915.3
-5219.9 71.73 35.04 5,s.17 118764 24.66 290529 35.81 .SSIA.2
-5114.6 73038 3400 52,10 117566 24.81 282439 34.82 .5715.3
-SOILS 74.99 34437 S?.04 116468 24.96 274530 33.86 .5619.7 -4907.4 76.54 34.OS 51.98 115270 25.12 266798 32992
.5516.1
-6803.5 78005 33.74 51.92 114072
74
25.27 259241 32.01 -541648 -4699.7 79.SI 33.44 51.86 112325.43 251856 31.11 -5317.6 -4596.1 80.93 33.16 51.80 111676 25.59 244641 30.25
-5218.7 -4492.5 82.31 32.88 51.74 110478 25.76 237591 29.40 .5119.6 -4389.1 83.65 32.61 51.69 109280 25.92 230705 2A.Sd
-5021.2 -4285.1 84.96 32.36 51.64 1080
82
84
26.09
26.26
223979
217412
27.77
26.99
.4922.7
.4824.4
-4182.5
-4079.4
86.23
87.48
32.11
31.86
51.59
S1.S4
1067
105586
88
16.43
26.61
210999
204738
26.24
-4726.2
-3976.3 80.69 31.63 51.49 104325.50 .4628.2
-3873.4 89.87 31.40 51.45 103190 26.79 198627 24.78
-453004
-3776.5 91.83 31.18 51.41 101292
94
26.97
27.15
192661 24.08 .4432.7
-3667.7 92.16 30.96 51.37 1006
96 27.34
186842
181162
23.41
22.75
.4335.2
.4231.9
-356%.0
-3462.3
93.26
94.34
30.75
30.54
51.33
51.30
994
98298 27.52 175621 27011 -4140.6
-3359.8 95.40 30.33 51.27 969100 27.72 170215 21.42 .4041.6
-3257.2 96.44 30.13 51.84 957
102 27.91 164943 20.88
-3946.7
-3154.8 97.45 29.93 51.22 94510 4 28.11 159801 20.30 .3649.9 -3052.3 98.44 29.72 51.20 934106 28.31 154787 19.73
.375392 -2950.0 99.42 29052 51.18 92210 8
110
28.52
28.73
1498910
145134
10.18
18065
.365608
-3561.4
-2847.6
-2745.3
100.38
101.32
29--31
29.10
51.16
51.15
910
8G9
112 28.94 140489 1M,13 -3464.2
-2643.0 102.24 28.89 51.14 887114 29.16 135962 17.63
-3368.1
-2546.7 103014 28.67 51.13 876116
118
29.39 131551 17.15 -327?.2
-2438.5 104.03 28044 51.13 86529.61 127254 16.68 -3176.3
-2336.2 104.91 28.21 51.12 855120 29.85 123068 16.22 -3080.7
-2233.9 105.77 2706 51.12 844
122
124
30.08
30.33
118991
115021
15.78
15.35
.2985.1
-2889.7
-2131.6
-2029.3
106.61
107.44
27.70
27.43
51.11
51611
834
824126
128
30.57 111157 14.94 -2794.4
-1927.0 108026 27.14 51.10 814
130
30.83
31.09
107396
1040ti
14.54
14.12
.2699.?
.2602.9
-1824.6
-1726.9
1119.07
1(19.87
26.84
21.37
51.10
51.76
805
789132 31.35 100433 13.69 -2506.6
-1617.1 110.66 27.28 51.82 777134
136
31.62
31.90
9'°64
93814
13.45
13.01
.2409.7
.2313.2
-1512.5
-1408.1
111.45
112.22
27:19
27.10
S^.36
52.42
772
758138
140
32.19
32.48
90274
84895
12.61
12.06
.2216.6
-2119.7
-1303.4
-119802
?112999
113.74
27.00
26.90
57.51
57.79 735
142 32.78 83954 11.93 .2022.6
-1092.6 114.49 26.79 51.02 725144
146
33.09
33.40
80506
77241
11.35 -1926.5 -987.8 115.23 26.68 5p.2S 707
148 33.73 74750
11.24
10.88
-1824.2
.173?.0
-881.5
-775.0
115.96
116,.68
26.56
26.44
53.57
59.44
702
692150
152
34.07
34.41
72086
69496
10.54
16.17
-1634.9
.1538.2
-668.4
-562.1
117,.40
118410
26.31
26.18
53.50
5t.32
68l
669154
156
34,76
35.13
66990
64345
9.98
0.65
.1441.0
.1349.9
-454.8
-347.3
118.81 26.05 54.11 664
158 35.50 62304 0.24 .1247.2 -240.2
119.50
120.18
25.94
25.84
54.19
59.50
652
639160 35.87 59580 8.96
-1150.6
-132.8 120.86 26.34 54.46 625
165
170
36.88
37,95
54526
49908
A.35
7.71
9 4.4
-66n.5 440
.9 122.1'4 25.*94 55.01 605
175 39.10 45715 7.12 -415.6
16.3
693.7
124.,.8
125.79
25.81
25.73
55.37
591.80
582
560180 40.33 41837 6.57 -171.2 973.1 127.37 25.63 56.20 539185
190
41.65
43.06
38513
35591
6.05
5.59
7?.4
314.5
1254.0
1536.1
128.91
130.41
25.48
25.27
56.40
56.57
520
502
195
200
44.55
46.15
33114
31012
.5.15
4.77
554.0
790.5
1818.1
2099.7
31.88
133.30
25.02
24.73
56.46 467
210 49.58 27997 4.09 1252.1 2658.7 136.03 24.30
56.39
55.53
473
450220 53.28 26072 3.53 1694.5 3206.2 138.58 23--96 54.13 432
230 57.23 25037 3.09 2117.3 3741.1 140.96 23.67 5.70 420240
250
61.32
65.46
24774 2.72 2518.9 4258.5 143.16 23.43 50.70 412
260 69,66
24801
25139
7.42
2.18
2898.2
3258.0
4755.4
5234.2
145.19
147.06
23.18
22.91
48.81 407
2 7 0
280
73.55 25761 1.98 3600.2 3695.3 148.81 22.65
47.05
491.28
404
404
290
78,01
82.13
26584
27524
1.81
1.67
3927.2 6140.4 150.42 22.42 49.74 405
300 86.20 28554 ,.55
424n.i
4540.6
6576.1
6986.0
151.93
153.34
22.18
21.95
41.28
46.97
400
411
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TABLE XIV. TME RMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES Of OXYGEN
290 ATMOSPHERE ISUbAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTMERM
DERIVATIVE
iSOCMORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY L
CPDEG. KELVIN CC/GMULE CC ATM/GMOLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERGY
J/GMnLE J/GMOLE
.!/GMOLE-K -1/G MOLE -K
OFLSOUNU
M/SEC
•	 57.652
58
24.17 319092 39.16
-6137.0
-5426.7 67.86 35.66 52.28 1214
60
24.20
24.34
317572
306936
38.99
37.93
-611906
-6019.4
.5408.5
-5304.0
68.17
69.94
35.80 510.27 1212
35.43 510.20 1201
62
64
24.49
24.64
30048V
292229
36.89
35.88
.5919.3
.5819,5
-5199.7
-5095.5
71.65
73.31
35.07 52.14 1189
66
68
24.19 284152 34.89 -5719.8
-4991.4 74.91
34.73
34.40
510.07
52.01
1178
1166
70
24.94
25.09
276256
268537
33.93
32.99
-5621.3
5521.0
-4887.4 76.46 34.08 51.94 1155
72 25.25 260993 3?.08
-
-5421.8
-478306
-4679.9
77.97
79.43
33.78
33.48
51.88
51.82
1143
113174
76
25.41
25.67
253622
246419
31.19 .5322.9 -4576.3 80.85 33.20 51.76 1119
78 25.73 239383
30.32
29.47
-522401
.5125.5
-4477.8
.4369.5
82.23
83.57
32.92
32.66
5100
51.64
1107
109580 25.89 232510 26.65
-5027.1
-4266.2 84.81+ 32:40 51.59 1083
82
84
26.06
26.23
225798
219244
27.85
27.07
.4928.8
.4831.7
•4163.1
.4060.0
86.15
87.39
32.15
31.91
51.54 1071
86
26 . 4 0
26.57
212844
206597
21.32 -473?.8
-3957.1 88.60 31 68
51.49
51.44
3058
1046
90 26.75 200499
25.58 .4635.1
-3854.2 89.78 31.45 51.39 1034
92 26.93 194547
24.86
24.17
-453705
.4440.1
-3751.5
.3648.8
90.94
92.07
31.23
31.01
51.35
51.30
1022
100994
96
27.11
27.29
188740
183073
23.49
22.83
-4342.8
.4245.8
-3546.2
-3443.7
93.17
94.25
30.80 51.26 997
96
100
27.48
27.67
17754b
172153
22.19 -4148.8
-3341.3 95.30
30.59
30.39
51.23
51.19
985
97321.58
-4052.1
-323P.9 96.34 30.18 51.16 961
102
10 4
27.87
28.06
166093
161764
20.97
2n•39
.3955.4
-3854.0
.3136.6 97.35 29.98 51.13 949
106 28.26 156763 19.83
-3762.7
-3034.4
-2932.2
98.34
99.32 29.57
1
51.08 92610 8
110
28.47
28.67
151807
141134
19.20
1P.75 -357n.5
-2728.0 101.21 29.16112
11 4
28.89
29.10
142501
137986
1x.23 .3474.7
-2625.9 102.13 28.94
51.04
51.02
903
892
11 6 29.32 133587
17.73
17.25
-3379.0
-2523.9 103.03 28.72 51.01 881
118 29.54 129301 11+.78
-9283.4
-3188.0
-2421.9
-231909
103.92
104.79
28.49
28.?6
5'.99
5n.98
870
859120 29.77 125125 16.33
-30y2.d -2217.9 !05.65 28.01 56.96 849
122
124
30.01
30.25
121059
117100
15.89
15.46
-2997.6
-2902.1
-2115.9 106.49 27.75 56.95 839
126 30.49 113246 15.05 .2807.9
-2013.9
-1911.9
107.32
108.14
27.47
27.18
56.94
56.92
829
820128
130
30.74
31.00
109494
106243
14.65
14.23
.2713.2
-1809.9 108.94 26.88 5.91 810
132 31.25 102628 13.81
-2617.5
-2521.7
-1706.7
-1603.3
109.74
110.53
27.41
27.32
51.52
51.61
795
783134
136
31.52
31.80
100015
96098
13.62 -2425.2
.1498.9 111.31 27.23 52.26 780
138 32007 ')2530
13.13
12.73
-?329.3
-2233.3
-1395.0
-1296.9
112.08
112.84
27.14
27.05
52.15
5P.24
765
752140 32.36 9129 12.39 .ki37.l
-1186.2 113.60 26.94 510.51 742
142
14 4
32.66
32.95
86209
82716
12.08
11.46
.204".6
.1945.2
-1081.0
-976.9
114.34 26.84 56.81 733
146 33.26 79391 11.35 .1848.7
-871.3
115.07
115.80
26.73
26.61
51.88
53.19
713
709148
150
33.58
33.91
76937
74274
11.03
10.68
-175?.0
-1655.7
•765.2
-659.3
116.52
117.23
26.49 51.21 700
IS?
154
34.24
34.59
71684
69185
10.31 .1559.7
-553.6 117.93
2607
26.24
51.20
51.00
689
677
156 34.94 66353
10.13
9.77
-1463.3
-1367.1
-447.0
-34095
118.63
119.32
26.11
25.98
53.77 672
158 95.30 64527 9.39
-1271.1
-233.9 119.99 25.88
57.75
53.15
659
648160 35.66 61646 9.06
-1175.6
-127.6 120.66 26.38 5,4.85 6a1
165
170
36.64
37.67
56614
52032
8.49
-932.5 144.0 122-33 25.97 54.57 614
175 36.78 47823
7.86
7. i;8
.64n.0
-447.6
417.0
691.9
123.96
125.56
25.84
25:77
54.87
54028
591
S7pI80
185
39.96
41.21
43870
40545
6.'12
-204.6 968.3 127.11 25.67 54.60 549
190 42.56 37558
6.21
C.74
35.1
274.5
1246.2
1525.0
128.64
130.12
25:52
25.31
54.76
55.91
530
513195
200
43.98
45 49
35010
3278 4
5.31
4.92
511.4
745.2
1803.7
2081.8
131.57
132.98
25.07
24.78
55.81 497
210
220
48.74
52.25
29587
27567
4.23
3.66
1201.9
1641.2
2634.1 135.68 24.37
54.78
54.94
483
4603176.4 138.20 23.97 51.57 442
230
240
55.98
59.67
29284
25894
3.21 2061.5 3706.6 140.46 23.67 5?.37 429
250 63.81 25883
2.84
2.53
24611.8
2842.5
4221.9
4717.6
142.75
144.77
23' 56.55 420
260
270
67.81
71.82
26065
26577
2-28
2.07
3203.2 5194.7 146.65
23.20
22!95
49.66
47.04
415
411
280 75.82 27322 1.89
3546.6
3875.2
5656.9
6103.0
148.39
156.01
22.68
22.45
•4.35 410
290 79.78 28241 1.75 4191.1 6534.3 151.53 22.22
41.87
42.44
411
413300 83.70 29230 1.62 4497.6 6952.0 142.94 21.98 41.18 416
• TWO-PHASE BOUNDARY
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TABLE XIV. T HER MODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
300 ATMOSPHERE ISOBAR
•	 TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM
DERIVATIVE
ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY C Cp
DEG. KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC AT M/GMOLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERGY
J/GMOLE J/GMOLE t/OMOLE-K 4/0 MOLE -K
OF SOUND
M/SEC
•	 570764
58
24.16
24.18
320260 39018 •6135.1
-5400.6 67.89 35087 5x.26 1215
60 24.32
319226
310604
39.05
37.99
-612393
-602392
-5388.2
-5283„8
68.!0
69.87
3S.83
35.46
5-.25 1214
52.18 1203
62
64
24.47
24.62
302170
293923
36.96
315.95
-5923.3
.5821.7
-5179.:
-5075.3
71.58
73.23
35.11 52.11 1192
66 24.77 285859 34.96 .5724.2
-4971.3 14.83
34077
34.44
S;.04
51.98
1180
11696d
7o
24.92
25.07
277975
:70270
34.00 .5624 .9
-4867.4 76.38 34:12 51.91 1157
12 25.23 262739
33.06
3?.15
.552101
.5424.8
-4763.1
-4660.0
77089
79.35
33.61
33.52
51.85
51.78
1145
113474
76
25.38 255360 71.26 .5328.1 •4556.5 80.77 33.24 81.72 1122
78
25.54
25.70
248191
241161
3 . 39
29.SS
-522995
-445361 82.14 32.96 51.66 1110
80 IS.86 234301 20913
.5131.1
-S03?..9
-4349.8
-424607
83.49
84.79
32.70
32.44
51.60
51.54
1098
1086
82
84
26.03
26.20
227608
221067
27.93
27.15
.4934.9
-4837.0
-4143.6
.4040.7
86.06 32.20 $1.49 1074
86
88
26.37
26.54
214680
208446
204930 -4739.3
-393798
87930
88651
31.96
31.72
51.43
51.38
1061
1049
90 2601
2S.66 .4641.8
-3839.1 89.69 31.50 51.33 1037
92 26.89
202361
196422
24.9♦
24.25
.454405
.4441.3
-,1732.5
.3620.0
90.BS
91.97
31.28
3106
51.29
51.24
1025
101394
96
27.01
27.25
190627
184973
23.57
22.92
-43SO.4
.4253.5
-3527.5 93.08 30.85 51.20 1001
98 27.44 1794Sb 21.28 .4156.9
-3425.1
•3320.6
9	 .1
95.21
30.64 51.16
51.12
989
977100 27.63 17♦ 	 7d0 21.66 .406.4
-3220.6 96.29
30.24
30:24 51.08 965
102
10 4
27.82
28901
168831
163714
21906 •3964.1
-3118.5 97.25 30.03 51.05 953
10 6 28.21 158725
20.48
19.92
-3867.9
.3772.0
-3016.4
-2914.4
98.24
99.22
29:83
29.63
5
50.99 93010 8
110
28.41
18.62
153861
14911V
19.37 -3676.1
-2812.4 100.17 19-42
S A.
96 919
112 28.83 144498
1A.84
18.33
-3980.5
-3485.0
-2710.5
-2608.7
101.10
102.02
29.21
24.99
a 94
S6.91
907
896
116 29.06
139994
135606
17.83
17.35
.3389 .6
3294.5
-2506.9 102.92 28.77 S0.89 885
118 29.48 131331 1	 .88
-
.3199.5
-2405.1
-2303.4
103.81
104068
28:54
28.30
Sn.86
56.84
875
864120 29.70 127166 14L.43
-3104.6
-2201.7 105.53 28:05 56.82 854
122
124
29.93
30.17
12311u
119160
15.99
15.57
-3009.9
.2915.4
-2100.0
.1998.4
106.37
107.20
27.79
27.51
54.79 844
126
126
30.41
30.66
115315
111572
18616 •2821.1
-1896.7 10A.01 27.22
Sn.77
56.74
834
825
130 30.91 108399
14.76
-2727.0
-1795.1 108.81 26.91 56.72 816
132 31.16 104805
14.33
13.93
-2631.7
-2536.5
-1692.3
-158903
109061
110.39
27.45
27.36
51.28
51.41
801
790134
136
31.43
31.69
102357
98368
13.79
13.25
-2440.3
-1485.1 111.18 27.27 57.20 788
138 31.97 94771 12.85
-234S.1
.2249.7
-1361.7
-1278.0
111.94
112.70
27.16
27.09
51.89
51.99
771
759140 32.25 91347 12.51 .2154.1
-1173.9 113.45 26.99 52.25 748
142
144
32.54
32.82
88448
84907
12.22 .2058.1
-1069.1 114.19 26.88 52.61 790
146 33.13 81512
11.56
11.46
-1963.4
-1867.6
-965.6
.860.7
114092
115.64
26.78
26.65
51.51
52.81
719
71514 8
150
33.44
33.76
79102
76440
11.18
10.82
.1771.5
.1675.8
•755.0
-649.7
116.36 26.54 51.01 707
152
154
34.08
34.42
73851 10.44 .1586.5
-544.5
117.07
117.76
26.42
26.29
52.92
52.70
696
685
1156 94.76
71350
68298
16.27
9.87
.1480 .7
.138915
-438.6 118.46 26.16 53.46 660
158 35.11 66738 9.55 .1294.1
-333.0
•226.9
119.14
119.81
26.03
25.92
51.29
52.90
665
657160 35.46 63672 9.15 .1199.6
•121.7 120.47 26.42 57.22 637
165
170
36.40
37.41
58664
54132
8.63
8.01
-959.7
-718.3
147.9
418.8
122.13 26601 54.16 622
175
180
38.47
39.60
49908
45873
7.43 -47A.1 691.4
123.75
125.33
25.88
25.-Bo
54.42
 54.60
600
579
185 40.81 42570
04.86
04.36
-238.9 965.0 126.87 25.70 55.04 558
190 42.09 39525 5.89
-0.4
236.5
1240.2
1516.0
128.38
129.85
25056
25.36
55.18
555.31
539
522195
200
43.45
44.68
36916
34560
S.46
5.07
47
702.3 2066.6 132.68 24.64
11
543.1 493210
220
47.97
51.30 29125 3,80
1154.3 2612.4 135.34 24.31 54.38 4701590.8 3150.2 137.84 23.96 53.03 452
230
240
54.84
58.54
27556
27013
3.34
2.96
2008.6
2404.9
3675.7
4188.4
140.18 23.68 5;).03 438
250 62.31 27029 2.64 2789.1 4683.2
142.36
144.38
2345
23.23
56.40
45.50
429
423260
270
66.12
69.96
27046
27437
7.37
2.15
3150.3
3494.8
5160.3
5621.3
146.25 22.98 404.99 419
280
290
73.80
77.61
28095
29007
1.98 3824.6 6067.8
147.99
149.62
22.72
22:47
45.38
47.96
417
417
300 41.39 29932
1.83
1	 70
4141.4
4445.6
6500.6
6920.0
151.14
152.56
22.24 4?.59 419
2201 41.38 422
• 'TWO-PHASE BOuNDARY
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TABLE AIV. T HER MODYNAMIC PROPERTIES Of OXYGEN
310 A T MOSPHERE ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM ISOC14ORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY G
090. KELVIN CC/GMOLE
DERIVATIVE
CC ATM/OMOLE
DERIVATIVE
ATM/K
ENERGY
J/GMOLE J/GMOLE 1/GMOLE -K 4/6
CP
MOLE -K
OF SOUND
M/SEC
•	 57.87558 24.15 321425 39.19 .6133.2 -5374.5 67091 35.88 52.23 121724.16 320874 39.12 -6126.9 .5367.9 68.03 35.86 SP.22 121660 24.31 312268 38906 .602700 -5263.5 69.80 35.49 57.15 1205
62 24.45 303846
295611 37.02 .5927.3	
.
.5159.3 71.51 35914 52.08 1194
66 24,60 287560 36.0138,03
.S827.b
.5728.5 -505502-4951.2 73.1674.76 34-8034.47 50.0151.9s 1183117168
70
24.90
25.05 279689271996 34.07 -562904 .4847.4 76.31 34016 51.88 116072 25.20 264478 33.1338922 -5530.5-5431.7 .4743.7-4640.1 77.8179.27 33.8533.56 51.8151.15 114874 25.36 257132 31.33 .5333.2 -4536.7 80.69 33.28 S1.68 113611257678 25.5125.67 249955242944 30.47 -5234.8 -4433.4 82.06 33!01 51.62 1113
80 25.84 236097
29.62
2A.60 .5136.6-5038.6 -4330.2
-4227.1
83.40
84.71 32.7432949 51.5651.50 11011089
82 26.00
26,17
229410
222881 28.0027.23 .4940.8.4843.2 -4124.1.4021.3 85.9887.22 32.2432.00 51.4451.39 1077106S8688 26,51 102eb
pp
2 5,14
26.47 -4745.7
.4648.5 -3918.63815.9- 88.43 31:-IT 5,.33 105290 26.68 204213 25.02 .4551.4 -3713.4 89.6190.76 315531!33
51.28
51.23 104010289294 26.6527.03
198287
192504 24.3323.65 .4454.5-43S7,b -3611.0 91,88 =1011 51.18 101696 27.21 186863 23.00 .4261,2 -3508.6
.3406.4
92.99
94.06 30!0030.69 51.1351.09 1004992
100 27 58 181359175991 22.3621.75 -4164.6.4068.6 -3304.3-3202.2 95.11 30.49 S1.05 98196.15 30929 51.01 969
102
10 4
27.77
27.97 170756165651 21.1520.57 .391206.3b7698 -3106.2-29980 97.1698.14 30.09 56.97 95710 6 28.16 160674 20.01 -3781.1 -2896.5 99.11 29.8929.68 56.9356.90 946934JO B
110
28.3628.56 155821151091
19.46
10.93 -3685.6.3590.2 -2794.7-2693.0 100.07101.00
29.47 56.86 923
112
11 4
28.77
28.98 146480141987 IA-42 -3495.1 -259	 41• 101.42
29.26
29.05
Sn.b3
Sn.80 912901
116 29.19 13760y 1x,9217.4+ -3400.1-3305.3 -2489.8-2388.3 .02.81101.70 28.8228.59 56,7756.74 69087911 8
120
29.41
29.63 133344129189 16098 -3210.7 -2286.8 104.56 2805 5 ;.71 86916.53 .3116.3 -218504 105.42 29.10 56.68 859
122
124
29.86
30.09 125143 1E.09 -302200 -2084.0 ao6.26 27.84 56.65 849
126 30.33 121202117365 15.6715.26
-2927.9
-2834.1 -1982.1.1881.4 107.08107.89 21.56 5 6.61 840128 30.57 113631 14.87 -2740.4 -1780.1 '08.69 27.2626.95 Sn.S7S6.54 830821130
132
30.82
31.07 110536 14.43 .2645.7 .1677.6 109,48 27.48 51.04 806134 31.33 106963104691 14.0513.97 -2550.9.245501 -1575.0-1471.0 110-26111.05 27.4027.31 51.22 796136
138
31.59
31.86 10062596997 13.3612.97
-2360.4 -1368.1 111981 27.22 52.1751.63 796777
140 32.13 93549 12.63 .2265.6-217n,S -1264.9
-1161.2 112.56113.31
27.13
27.03 51.745-0.00 765755
142144 32.4232.70 9067187080 12.3711.65 -2075.1.1981.1 -1056.9
-954.0 114.05114.77 26!93 52.43 740146
148 32.9933,30 8361281248 11.56 .1866.0 -849.7 115.49
26.82
26.71 51.1557.43 TV7	 1
ISO 33.61 78585 11.3210.95 .1790.4.169593 .744.4-639.6 116.20116.91 26.59 52.84 1.515? 33.93 75997 10.57 .1600.6 •535.0 117.60 26.4726.35 5x.6652.42 764692154
156
34.25
34.58 7349570177 10.409.96 .1505.5.1411.3 -429.6
-325.0 118.29118.96 26.22 5'4.18 687158
160 34.9335.27 6894065657 0.73 -1316.4 -2190 119.64
26908
25.96 52.785.76 6716669.22 .1223.0 -115.2 120.29 26.47 52.56 643
165
1 7 0
36.18
37.15 60675 8.77 .983.9 152.6 121.94 26.05 51.78 6410
ITS 38.18 5620W51969 $4.157.57 -744.5-501.3 421.5692.1 123.54125.11 25 91 54.00 609180165 39.2740.43 4784644587 7.00 -276.6 963.0 126.64
25.84
25.74 54.3754,52
588
566
1 9 0 41.66 41493 6.506.04
-34.2
200-4
1235.8
1588.9
128.13
129.59
25.60 54.66 549
195 42,96 38832 5.61 432.6 17e 1.8 131.01
25.40
25.16 54.7754.67 532517200210 44.3247.26 3633932779 5.204.51 661.61109.1 2053.72593.6 132.39135.02 ?_4;89 54.56 502220 50.44 30751 1.93 1542.9 3127.1 137 -Sp
24.32
24!00
51.86
».54
479
462
240 53.32 2886128 12 0
3.461958.23.0 2356.9 3648.04157.5 139.82 23!70 51.67 4462SO 60.94 28241 x.75 2737.9 4651.9 141.99144.01 23.4623.25 Sn.2448.37
437
201 0
270
64.57
68.25 28343 3099,5 512+.• 145.87 29.01 46.91
431
426 
280 71.93 2b903 2.629806
P-24 3444.83775.6 5588.46035.1 147.61149.24 22.!7422 °1
48.39 423
2 9 0
300
75.62
79.26 3 6640 1.91 4094.0 6469.2 150.76
-
21 !27
44.04
42.74 4234261.77 440041 6889.a 152.19 2,04 41.55 428
• TWO-PHASE BOUNDARY
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TABLE XIV. THE RMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
320 ATMOSPHERE ISUbAR
TEMPERATURE VOLUME ISOTHERM
DERIVATIVE
ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY C CpOE R IVATIVE ENERGY OFLSOUNUDEG. KELVIN CC/GMOLE CC ATM/GMOLE ATM/K J/GMnLE J/GMOLE 1/OMOLE-K J/G MOLE -K M/S,C
+	 57.986 24.14 322581 39919 -6131.2 -5346.4 67.94 35.89 52.20 121958
60 2491424.29 322525313926 39.193A.13 -613095
-6030.8 -5347.6.5243.3 67.9669.72 35.89 5 7.20 121935.52 51.13 1208
62
64 24.4324.58 305517291294 37.0936.08 .5931.3-5831.9 •5139.1
-5035.1
71.43
73.08 35.1734:83 52.0651.99 119766 24.72 289255 35.10 .5732.8 .4931.1 74168 34051 51.92
1185
117468
70
24.87
25.02 281396273716 34.14 .5631.9 -4827.4 16.23 34919 51.85 1162
72 25.18 266210 3392032.29
.5535.1
-F436.6 .4723.7-4620.; 77.7379.19 33.8933.60
51.78
51.71 1151113974
76 25.3325.49
258876 31.40 .5338.2 .4516.9 80061 33.32 $1.65 1127
78 25.65 251712244713 30.S429.70 .5244.1
.5142.1
-4413.6
-4316.5
81.98
83.32
33:	 S
3208 51.58$1.528 0 25.81 237879 2A.88
-5044.3 -4207.5 84.63 32!53 5!.46 11031092
8284 25.9726.14 231204224686 20.08 .4946.7 -4104.6 85.90 32!29 51.40 108086 26.30 218326
?7.30
2A.55
.4849.3
-4752.1 -400169
-3899.2 87.1368.34 320053102 51.3451.28 1068105688 26.47 212116 25.81 .4655.1
-3796.7 89.52 31.59 51.23 10449092 26.6426.62 206OS6200:42 25.10 -455801 -3694.3 90.67 31:38 51.17 103294 27.00 104371
24.41
23.74
-4461.6
-43bS.1 -3592.0-3489.8
91.80
9209.
31.16
30!95
51.12
51.07 1020100896
98 27 . 1 727.36 188742 23.08 -426P.8 .3387.7 93.97 30.75 51.02 996
100 27.54 183250177894 2?.4521.83 .4172.7
-407697 -3284.7-3183.6 95.02 30!54 56.98 98496.05 30.34 S6.93 972
102
10 4
27.73
27.92 172610167576 21.2320.66
.3981.0
-3885.4 -3081.9•2981.2 97.0696.0S 30.1429.94 S?.89 961106
10 8
28.11
28.31 162610157768
20.09 .3790.1
-2578.5 99.02 29.73 Sn.8556.81
949
936
110 28.51 153048 19.5510.02
-3694.9
-3599.9 .2777.0-267S.4 99.96100.90
29952
29931
56.77
56.73
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TA86E X1V. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN
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